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MAKE
BETTER
INVESTMENT
DECISIONS

Investor needs have multiplied, and so have FTSE
Russell solutions.
We are a true multi-asset solutions provider — across
benchmarks, analytics and data. Whatever your
objectives may be, our indexes, analytics and data
solutions can help you capture an opportunity or gain
market insight. We want investors to make better
informed investment decisions.
Find out more at ftserussell.com
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Next generation pensions
management
A

nother year of great
innovation on display in this year’s
IPE Awards, with PensionDanmark once again leading the pack as European
Pension Fund of the Year
with its creative partnerships, housing and digital
developments. It was a
busy year for the €30bn
multi-employer fund. The
fund has diversified into
maritime assets by entering a partnership to create
a specialist maritime investment fund and is supporting developing African economies with a new
regional infrastructure fund.
It has introduced a creative ‘Lifestyle Housing’
concept to its growing real estate portfolio. This is an
inclusive development programme that takes the
specific needs of different tranches of the population
and all stakeholders into account from the planning
to the final construction of new residential projects
based on three key tenets: value, sustainability and
technical standards.
PensionDanmark has also enhanced its digital
and robotics programme by introducing a complementary artificial intelligence platform. This can
perform multiple tasks and is especially creative in
collaborating with the robotics to scan, assess and
respond to members emails and online communications. The two platforms can also formulate and
offer investment advice and consult with members
over the level of their benefits.
In addition to the scheme winning several trophies, its CEO, Torben Möger Pedersen, was
awarded the Outstanding Industry Contribution
award for his untiring commitment to the pensions
industry in Europe and beyond.
But PensionDanmark is not alone in incorporating artificial intelligence in its operations. This year’s
Multi-Employer/Professional Pension Fund winner,

fellow Danish scheme Industriens Pension has also
developed its own AI function that complements its
fully-integrated digital platform. It is now testing
how AI can log, transcribe and summarise member
telephone conversations, while simultaneously
transmitting them to an adviser.
Two new categories were introduced in 2018. The
Credit & Alternatives award acknowledges the excellence shown by Europe’s pensions schemes to overcome the low interest rate environment and increase
the yield from various sources of non-traditional
fixed income instruments. The Pensions Governance
& Administration award recognises the increasing
effort at pension funds to improve their internal systems, processes and communication as the link
between good governance and stable investment
returns becomes increasingly clear. In addition, the
Portfolio Construction and Diversification awards
were merged to further streamline the categories.
Another big winner on the night was Swedish
buffer fund AP4. The central link in its entries that
was key to its success is its long-term investment
strategy of 40-years that allows it to be innovative
across a range of solutions and investment styles.
As the principles of ESG evolve, one of the next
logical steps for pension funds is to incorporate the
UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) into
their SRI policies and investment strategies. This
was a clear theme among many candidates this year,
as was the next step in carbon footprint management based on limiting increases in the global temperature to a maximum 2°C. These are areas where
pension funds are again taking the lead.
Speaking of ESG, as Philippe Desfossés leaves the
French public sector giant ERAFP, his success in the
Pension Fund Achievement of the Year Award
underlines his commitment and honours his legacy
ensuring that sustainability is now at the heart of
pension fund management. A fitting testament.
Robert Melia Watson
Head of Awards Management, IPE

HOW THE AWARDS WORK
●● Each entrant enters their Country/
Regional Award and as many of the
Themed Awards as they wish. This
includes the Bronze Awards, Silver
Awards for Active Management, Passive
Management and Small Pension Fund,
and Gold Long-Term Investment Strategy.
●● For the Silver Corporate, Multi-Employer/
Professional, Public, Sovereign Reserve
and Gold European Pension Fund of the
year categories, the shortlists are based
on the best performing funds from across
the Country/Regional and Themed
Awards.
●● We use a streamlined online entry system
to process the entries. Once all the entries
are submitted, the judges can access
them online using a secure logon.
●● Each judging panel features a carefullyselected set of reviewers. For the
Outstanding Industry Contribution and
Pension Fund Achievement of the Year, we
invite all the judges to rank their top three
for each category.
●● The first phase of the judging process
invites each member of each judging
panel to read and score the entries
according to a 20-point score matrix that
ranks each against their peers, nationally,
regionally and globally. The judges then
rank their top three for each category they
review.
●● We calculate an average of the judges’
scores to produce the ranking in each
category. This gives us the Country and
Regional Awards winners.
●● For the Themed, Bronze, Silver and Gold
Awards, if the result of an award is too
close to call, there may a second stage of
judging that invites each member of each
judging panel to join a discussion to review
it. The judges may revise their score during
or after the debate within a given timeframe. We then recalculate the averages
accordingly and agree the winners.
If you would like to enter the IPE Awards
2019 or become a judge, please contact
Robert Melia Watson on +44 (0)20 3465 9327
or at robert.watson@ipe.com
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4 JUDGES

IPE Awards 2018 judging panel
FROM THE CHAIR OF JUDGES
GEORG INDERST
The IPE Awards
provide pension funds
an opportunity to
measure themselves
against other plans
both within their
countries and across
Europe. They honour
exceptional contributions by pension
schemes over the
previous 12–18 months as well as outstanding achievements by individuals in the field of
pensions and investment.
Since the start in 2001, the IPE Awards
have also been a useful way of comparing
leading practices, and for getting feedback
from independent experts. For example, how
do asset owners adjust to changing market
cycles and political conditions? The pendulum may well be swinging into more difficult
territory.
This year, 459 entries competed for
trophies in 42 categories, of which 15 are
country/region-specific, and the rest
pan-European. On aggregate, the participating organisations represent some 90m
members across 24 European countries, and
manage assets of around €2trn.
Judging a rising number of entries in the
IPE Awards requires a lengthy structured
approach. The IPE Awards team manages the
operations and extensive communication
with the pension funds and the judges. In
2018, a record 97 judges were involved in 42
panels for the various categories. In the
selection of judges, we aim for a broad variety
of backgrounds and professional experiences, including pensions and investment
consultants, former pension plan managers
and board members, academics and other
industry experts.
Judging requires considerable time and
concentration to understand the efforts made
by pension schemes of different types, sizes,
objectives and under regulatory regimes. And
let’s not forget: this is purely voluntary work
by the judges. Therefore, let us express our
gratitude for their important and invaluable
contribution.
Based in London, Georg Inderst is the founder
of Inderst Advisory, an independent adviser to
pension funds, institutional investors and
international organisations (among others,
with the OECD, the EIB, ADB and the World
Bank. He has authored several key studies on
infrastructure investment and green finance.
Previously, he held positions at Law Debenture
Pension Trust Corporation, Foreign & Colonial
(F&C) in London, and HYPO Capital
Management in Munich. He has been the chair
of judges of the IPE Awards since 2017.
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Christian Affolter

Sally Bridgeland

Manuel Àlvarez

Mary Cahill

Christian Affolter is an actuarial
consultant. He is also a lecturer in an
applied university and is teaching
mathematics and statistics. He was
CIO of a public pension fund from
1997-2015, leading a team of 15
professionals managing over £1bn.

Manuel Àlvarez is an economist,
actuary and pensions consultant. He
currently serves as general secretary of
the Spanish Organisation of Pension
Consultants, OCOPEN.

Hermann Aukamp

Now retired, Hermann Aukamp was
chief investment officer, real estate, at
the North Rhine Doctors’ Pension Fund
(NAEV) for more than 33 years.

Pedro Barbosa

Pedro Barbosa is founder of PEB, a
pensions consultancy in Portugal.
Previously he was the chief actuary and
consultant at Ocidental Pensões.

Edward Barker

Edward Barker is a director at Zanders,
a consultancy active in treasury,
corporate finance and risk for both
public and private sector clients, based in
the Netherlands, Belgium, Switzerland,
UK and US.

Sally Bridgeland currently combines
governance consultancy for Avida
International with a number of
complementary non-executive and
advisory roles. She was previously the
chief executive officer of BP Pension
Trustees Limited.

Mary Cahill is a senior actuary with Aon,
where she has worked since 1995. She
is responsible for providing actuarial
and consultancy advice in relation
to occupational pension schemes to
pension scheme trustees and sponsoring
employers.

Richard Campbell

Richard Campbell is a senior consulting
actuary at Willis Towers Watson,
specialising in providing actuarial advice
to trustees and sponsors of DB and DC
schemes. He is also a scheme actuary to
a number of high-profile UK schemes.

Andrew Chapman

Andrew Chapman has enjoyed a 40year investment career, including senior
roles with pension funds, most recently as
pension investment manager for the John
Lewis Partnership. He now works as an
independent investment consultant.

David Cienfuegos

Xavier Bellavista is an investment
consultant with 20 years of experience in
financial markets. He advises institutional
clients, including some of the largest
private and public pension funds in Spain.

David Cienfuegos is senior director and
head of investment Spain at Willis Towers
Watson. He has 17 years’ experience
in asset management and investment
advisory to institutional clients worldwide
in various positions held in New York,
London and Madrid.

Silvio Bencini

Ian Coleman

Xavier Bellavista

Silvio Bencini is managing partner of
European Investment Consulting, an
advisory company active in strategic
asset allocation, manager selection and
risk analysis for pension funds and other
institutional investors in Italy.

Jennifer Bishop

Ian Coleman was formerly director of the
Merseyside Pension Fund responsible for
investments of £6bn and for the pensions
of 120,000 people working for 150
employers.

Trevor Cook

Jennifer Bishop is a portfolio manager
on the Towers Watson Partners Fund,
Alternative Credit Fund and a number
of segregated mandates amounting to
around $4bn in total.

Trevor Cook is managing director of
Specialist Pension Services, which with
affiliate EPFIF, organises conferences,
seminars and other events for pension
funds from most countries in western and
northern Europe, and southern Africa.

Francesco Briganti

Adrian Cooper

Francesco Briganti has been a lobbyist
in EU pension issues for more than 12
years. He’s now secretary general of the
Cross Border Benefits Alliance-Europe,
a Brussels-based advocacy organisation
promoting the creation of cross border
and pan-European pension funds.

Adrian Cooper is head of direct
distribution at TPT Retirement Solutions,
leading a team specialising in master
trust consolidation solutions to sponsors
and trustees of DB pension schemes.
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Tim Currell

Patrick Ferguson

Tim Currell, head of investment for
Continental Europe, Middle East and
Africa at Aon, is responsible for all the
investment staff, strategy and growth in
the region.

Patrick Ferguson is a retired ex-pension
fund executive, having spent 25 years
in the pensions industry working with
the boards of trustees of three pension
schemes, including CWPS.

Frédéric Debaere

Nora Finn

Frédéric Debaere is an investment
consultant at Mercer in France, providing
all aspects of investment advice to
institutional, corporate and professional
investors, from investment strategy to
manager selection and monitoring.

Nora Finn was CEO of the Irish
Association of Pensions Funds for five
years. Previously, she was HR & Pensions
Manager of the Irish Cement Pension
Scheme, which was responsible for a
fund of over €250m.

Chris Desmet

Flavio Fidani

Chris Desmet is a director in Willis
Towers Watson’s Brussels office and
member of the core retirement leadership
team, advising Belgian institutional
investors on investment portfolios and
strategy, ALM, manager selection and
investment monitoring.

Flavio Fidani is a partner of PwC and
leader of its Italian actuarial practice. He
has more than 20 years of experience in
the insurance and pension funds sectors,
including as appointed actuary of several
insurance companies.

Charles Donovan

Dorothee Franzen is managing director
Deutschland at Avida International,
specialising in investment governance.
She was previously Director at Allianz
Global Investors, where she headed
pension research.

Dr Charles Donovan is corporate fellow
at the Grantham Institute Climate Change
and Environment, and principal teaching
fellow and director of the Centre for
Climate Finance and Investment at
Imperial College London Business School.

Oliver Draeger

Oliver Draeger is a senior investment
consultant at FAROS Conuslting,
specialising in ESG topics, asset manager
searches and custodian evaluations. He
has worked in the asset management
and consulting industry since 1997.

Pete Drewienkiewicz

Pete Drewienkiewicz is head of manager
research at Redington and has 15 years’
experience working in global markets,
most recently in fixed income derivatives
at Royal Bank of Canada and UBS.

Carsten Eckert

Carsten Eckert is founding partner and
CEO of Insticube and also serves as a
member of non-executive boards in some
of his other corporate investments.

Najat El Mekkaoui-de-Freitas
Najat El Mekkaoui-de-Freitas is professor
of economics and a senior research
fellow at LEDa-DIAL, PSL Université
Paris Dauphine and the Smith School
of Enterprise and the Environment at
University of Oxford. She is a specialist
in pension fund governance.

Benoît Fally

Benoît Fally is the founder and CEO of
PrivateLending, having previously worked
as State Street Global Advisors’ CEO for
Continental Europe from 1994 to 2013,
leading a team of 200 professionals
managing $200bn.

Dorothee Franzen

Tomas Franzén

Tomas Franzén is the founder of Franzen
Advisory, having previously spent 15
years as chief investment strategist at
AP2, responsible for investment policy.
He is also senior adviser at Foxberry, an
independent index manager.

Astrid Gambihler

Ger Goris

Ger Goris is a consultant, specialising
in manager selection and pension fund
organisation. He has been in the industry
for over 30 years and has worked as
director and CEO for large banks and
investment houses.

Adina Grigoriu

Adina Grigoriu is the co-founder and
CEO of Active Asset Allocation, a
financial engineering company that
designs bespoke investment solutions
based on a proprietary risk management
methodology.

Sophie Grenier-van Straelen
Sophie Grenier-van Straelen is an
independent strategic consultant in
financial services. After senior positions
in investment banks, she developed
her own practice in the European asset
management industry.

Bernd Haferstock

Bernd Haferstock is an actuary and
managing partner with Habbel, Pohlig
& Partner Vermögensverwaltung,
responsible for the strategic asset
allocation regarding institutional and
HNWI clients.

Neill Hamilton

Neill Hamilton is an investment
consultant, specialising in alternatives
and manager selection. He was CIO
of the Shell UK Pension Fund from
1994–2006, leading a team of 15
professionals managing over £14bn.

Astrid Gambihler is Senior Advisor
Pension Solutions at Amundi. Previous
positions included the development of
institutional business and consultant
relationships at Amundi and SG Asset
Management. She started her career at
The WM Company in the UK.

Casper Hammerich

Eva Girsch

Peter Hansson

Eva Girsch is a senior consultant and
managing director at Willis Towers
Watson’s Austrian office in Vienna. She
leads the retirement line of business for
Austria, having worked for the firm since
2011.

Karel Goossens

Karel Goossens is an independent board
member, specialising in risk and strategic
management of pension funds and
insurance companies. He was director
at Willis Towers Watson and PwC in
Belgium for 26 years.

Casper Hammerich is a principal at
Danish specialist financial consultancy
Kirstein, where he provides strategic
consulting to top-tier global asset
management firms in relation to business
development and product optimisation.

Now independent, Peter Hansson has a
long career in pension fund investment
and strategy including as CEO of
the Swedish pension fund SPK from
2005–18 and CIO from 1993–2004.

Bart Heenk

Bart Heenk is managing director of
investment governance specialist Avida
International. Previously, he performed a
number of senior management roles at
Cardano, SEI, Citibank/Citigroup and
Royal Dutch Shell.

Lars Hermann

Lars Hermann is CEO of CPH Advisors,
which he founded in 2009 to advise on
manager selection, asset allocation and
portfolio management
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Francis Heymans

Karin Kisling

Mats Langensjö

Andreas Hoepner

Stephan Kloess

Morten Linde Sørensen

Francis Heymans is an independent
consultant, formerly a managing director
and head of international business
development at Petercam Institutional
Asset Management.

Andreas Hoepner is professor of
operational risk, banking and finance
at the Smurfit Graduate Business School
of University College Dublin, and only
professorial member of the Technical
Expert Group on Sustainable Finance.

Haitse Hoos

Haitse Hoos is an independent investment
adviser and founder of Asset Advisors,
specialising in fiduciary management
and manager selection. He was CIO of
fiduciairy mandate VGZ prior to starting
Asset Advisors more then 10 years ago.

Giacomo Imperiali

Karin Kisling is managing director at
Kontrapunkt GmbH, an investment
consultancy specialising in ESG
modelling and evaluations for
institutional clients in the DACH region.

Stephan Kloess is the owner of KRE
KloessRealEstate, a specialist in
institutional real estate investment
advisory he established in 2003. The
firm is mainly active in Austria, Germany
and Switzerland and also for foreign
asset managers.

Helen Kobæk

Helen Kobæk is a consultant specialising
in pension scheme design and assets
and liabilities management. She
was previously a member of the top
management at PenSam, including as
CEO, between 1985–2016.

Giacomo Imperiali is a partner at
Medigest, an investment advisory
specialising in best-in-class asset class
slection. Previously he worked at ENPACL
and Nomura.

Alfred Kool

Mikael Johansson

Alex Koriath

Mikael Johansson is the founder of
Green Return Investment Consulting, an
independent consultancy with a focus
on sustainable investments. Previously,
he was a portfolio manager at AP4,
where he was responsible for sustainable
investment strategies.

John Jones

John Jones is the independent pension
board chair for the Dyfed and Tower
Hamlets pension funds. Earlier in his
career he worked in senior management
posts in local government finance in
London for over 30 years.

Alfred Kool is senior consultant
communication, strategy and governance
at Willis Towers Watson, having worked
in the pensions industry since 1985.

Alex Koriath heads Cambridge
Associates’ European Pension Practice,
working with pension fund and insurance
clients across Europe. He is a member of
the CFA Society UK.

Felix Kottmann

Felix Kottmann is an investment
consultant, advising pension funds and
other institutions on their investment
strategies, manager selection and
ongoing supervision since 1993. He
was managing director at Complementa
Investment Controlling from 1993–2001.

Peter Kraneveld

Mats Langensjö is an independent
institutional investment adviser, working
with management boards to develop and
improve their strategy, governance and
investment organisations.

Morten Linde Sørensen is practice lead
on investments at Willis Towers Watson
Denmark, analysing pension funds and
products, and advising companies on
placement of their pension scheme.

Stefan Lundbergh

Stefan Lundbergh is director of Cardano
Insights and a non-executive board
member of AP4. In the summer of 2017,
he headed a review into the Swedish
premium pension system.

David Lunsford

David Lunsford works in Zurich as cofounder and head of development for
Carbon Delta, a data analytics firm that
helps investors quantify climate change
risks and opportunities.

Graziano Lusenti

Graziano Lusenti, PhD, is founder and
managing partner of Lusenti Partners
LLC, an investment consulting boutique
based in Nyon and Geneva, that offers
independent advisory services for
institutional and professional investors.

Sylvie Malecot

Sylvie Malécot has been president since
2009 of Millenium – Actuariat & Conseil,
which advises on asset allocation,
ALM and risk management for mainly
European institutional investors. Since
January 2018, she has also been a
director of AF2I.

Philippos Mannaris

James Kavanagh is managing director of
Trustee Decisions, a specialist company
providing guidance and support to private
and public pension schemes.

Previously with PGGM, Peter Kraneveld
is an international pensions expert,
dealing in private pension policy affairs.
He is also interested in pension system
design and pension fund governance.

Philippos Mannaris is an actuary and leads
Aon’s Retirement & Investment business for
the Middle East. He works with institutional
clients on actuarial and investment issues,
including investment strategies, manager
selection and governance.

Simon Kew

Manfred Kupka

Joseph Mariathasan

James Kavanagh

Simon Kew is head of national strategy
for Deloitte’s Financial Advisory –
Pensions practice. A former pensions
regulator, he is frequently asked to advise
government or speak at events as an
expert on pensions regulation.

Ravi Khanna

Ravi Khanna was a trustee of the now
closed Kodak pension fund for many
years. He has maintained an interest in
pensions as an independent adviser.
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Manfred Kupka is founding partner
of BRICs Real Estate Advisors, a
specialist emerging markets real estate
services provider. He has over 20 years
professional experience in the sector, 10
years of which are in emerging markets.

Petri Kuusisto

Petri Kuusisto was CEO and founder
of Esko Advisors, the first Nordic
independent fiduciary manager
specialising in pension funds. He has
over 30 years of direct CIO experience
from large pension funds in Finland.

Joseph Mariathasan is a contributing
editor at IPE and also has a portfolio
of other roles in the financial services
industry.

Neil McPherson

Neil McPherson has been MD of Capital
Cranfield Trustees since 2014. He also
serves as director of the Conference
Board’s European Pension Council, a
pan-European group of multinational
corporate pension funds.
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Mike McShee

Manuel Peraita

Mike McShee is an actuary and
consultant originally from the UK with
10 years in the US and the last 30 years
in Switzerland. His career has revolved
around advising large employers on
funding and pensions systems investment.

Manuel Peraita is an independent
actuary and founder of Peraita y
Asociados. Previous roles include
associate professor at various Spanish
universities and executive positions at
Deloitte and Mercer in Spain.

Philip Menco

Michel Piermay

Philip Menco is principal and founder
of Fortunis, a Dutch consultancy
concentrating on hands-on support to
pension funds and other institutional
investors. He was formerly CEO of Dutch
pension fund De Eendragt Pensioen.

Michel Piermay is chairman and a director
of French actuarial and consultancy firm
Fixage. Previous directorships include
Cardif, Cortal and La Mondiale, where he
was managing director.

Edwin Meysmans

Edwin Meysmans was managing director
at Belgium’s Pensioenfonds KBC for some
20 years until 2017. During that time,
the scheme grew from €500m to €2bn.
He is now an independent trustee on the
board of several pension funds.

Jean-François Pinçon is an independent
consultant, with over 25 years of
experience in asset management services
and international affairs. He was global
head of institutional client development
and member of the management
committee of Amundi until 2016.

Sergio Miguez

Claudio Pinna

Jean-François Pinçon

Sergio Miguez has over 20 years of
investment experience leading teams
focused on due diligence on alternatives.
He is an independent consultant in AI
and was CIO of various firms, such as
Lazard WM Spain and Sabadell AM.

Claudio Pinna is head of Aon Retirement
in Italy. He was managing director of
Hewitt in Italy from 2006–11. He is an
expert from Il Sole 24 Ore, the Italian
financial newspaper.

Ian Mills

Ignasi Puigdollers is a partner at Mercer
Consulting in Spain. He has more than
20 years experience, specialising in
services and solutions of wealth, financial
and pension consulting.

Ian Mills is managing director of
investment consulting at Redington.
Previous roles include a partner at Lane
Clark & Peacock, director at Credit
Suisse and senior consultant at Punter
Southall Group.

Gerard Moore

Gerard Moore is a consultant to the UK
local authority scheme, having been
financial controller of the Merseyside
Pension Fund from 2002–11. He
established GFMoore Consulting.

Gerald Moritz

Gerald Moritz is managing director
of Moritz Consulting, a benefits and
compensation consultancy firm.
Previously he was Managing Director
of Willis Towers Watson Austria and
Mercer (Austria) from 2002–13.

Csaba Nagy

Csaba Nagy has been chairman of the
Pensions Europe CEEC Forum since 2007
and heads OTP Pensions in Hungary and
other schemes of CEE regional branches
of OTP that were established after 1997.

Andrea Nanni

Andrea Nanni has been a partner
at Prometeia since 2018. He joined
the group in 2005 and works as a
financial adviser for pension funds and
institutional investors.

Ignasi Puigdollers

Nick Samuels

Nick Samuels is head of manager
research at independent investment
consultancy Redington, where he leads
a team of 19 researchers. He started his
career at Schroders and worked at SEI
Investments prior to Redington.

Jose Veiga Sarmento

Jose Veiga Sarmento has been chairman
of the Portuguese Pensions Association
since 2010. From 2002–16, he was
executive director of BPI Pensões.

Gretta Smith

Gretta Smith is retired, having worked
for 35 years in the finance industry in
Ireland. Her last position was senior
financial analyst at GE Capital. She was
a trustee of the GE Capital Woodchester
DB Pension Fund for 12 years.

Jeroen de Soete

Jens-Christian Stourgaard
Jens-Christian Stourgaard is an
independent consultant, specialising in
pensions and responsible investments.
He was senior vice president at the
PensionDanmark from 2009–18, where
he headed, among others, business
development and responsible investment.

Bob Swarup

Bob Swarup is an international
commentator on financial markets, ALM
and regulation, and CEO of Camdor
Global Advisors, an investment and risk
advisory firm working on key strategic
and governance issues.

Georg Thurnes

Georg Thurnes is chief actuary of AON
in Germany. With more than 28 years
professional experience, he acts as scheme
actuary for many German multinational
pension plans and is vice chairman of
German pension association ABA.

Richard Urban

A former investment manager, Richard
Urban is an independent non-executive
director at Rivington Pike, advising on
enhancements to corporate governance
and risk management structures of fund
management platforms.

Waltraud Viehboeck

Waltraud Viehboeck is senior retirement
consultant with more than 20 years’
experience at Aon Austria, where she
specialises in pensions solutions for
international companies.

Mark de Vijs

Mark de Wijs is director of the Dutch
pensions training institute SPO, which
provides training and courses in a
permanent education platform for
pension fund trustees in the Netherlands.

Jeroen Winkelman

Jeroen Winkelman is head of
international real estate at Sweco Capital
Consultants, advising on real estate and
infrastructure strategies and investments.

Kristof Woutters

Kristof Woutters is head of pensions and
insurance relations at Candriam Investors
Group, responsible for strategic advice to
pension funds and insurance companies
across Europe, including advanced
investment solutions.

Jeroen De Soete is an independent
consultant, specialising in risk
management, portfolio construction
and evaluation. For over 20 years he
has helped pension funds translate the
outcomes of quantitative models into
management decisions.
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highest expectations.
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the tools you need to make smart investment decisions.
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Let’s go further together.
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EUROPEAN PENSION FUND OF THE YEAR

State of the art
“Pension Danmark has true vision and is extremely
innovative in its scheme design, its investment
strategy and its member advisory services using
AI and robotics”
Judge’s comment

PensionDanmark
Denmark

Founded: 1992
Type: Defined contribution
multi-employer pension fund
Assets: €30,000m
Performance:
9.9% – <41 years old /6.9% –
65 years old (one year); 7.6%
– <41 years old/6.7% – 65
years old (per year, based on
2008–17 – 10 years)
Members:
Active – 400,000
Retired – 45,000
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED
AP4 Sweden
Bosch Pensionsfonds AG
Germany
Caisse de Prévoyance de l’Etat
de Genève (CPEG) Switzerland
FRR France
NEST (National Employment
Savings Trust) UK

KEY POINTS
All-weather highly diversified
portfolio
Low volatility equity exposure
New partnerships to target
maritime assets and African
infrastructure
Extension of robotics and
digital platform with artificial
intelligence
Innovative life-style housing
concept based on demographic
groups

T

his is the second year in a
row that PensionDanmark
has outshone its peers to
be named European
Pension Fund of the Year
at the IPE Awards. Innovation and a
clear investment strategy again set it
apart.
PensionDanmark’s investment
strategy aims to construct an
all-weather portfolio that will do well
in a wide range of different economic
environments. This means that
PensionDanmark is willing to accept
a slightly lower return in momentum-driven markets to achieve higher
return stability when listed markets
are more volatile or negative.
It achieves this in different ways.
Firstly, a significant proportion of
PensionDanmark’s equity portfolio is
invested in low volatility stocks to
stabilise the portfolio in difficult
markets such as the European debt
crisis in 2011.
Next, the scheme is constantly
seeking ways to broaden its reach.
Direct lending, real estate and

infrastructure are key examples,
thanks to their stable and attractive
cash flow qualities. Moreover, in the
low-rate environment where many
investors are moving into unlisted
infrastructure and real estate, it has
become increasingly important to be
ahead of the curve in terms of assets
and technology to source deals
directly and build competent internal
teams to manage them. These
include M&A specialists, engineers,
lawyers and specialist asset managers
who work closely with external
consultants to uncover and maintain
the best investments.
Real estate and infrastructure –
based chiefly on renewable energy
sources, transmission and transportation – each account for 10% of the
fund’s overall portfolio. The ambition
is that they should provide an
uncorrelated stable base in the
portfolio with highly predictable
annual cash flows. Real estate was
also one of PensionDanmark’s areas
of focus in 2017 and 2018, when it
launched its innovative ‘lifestyle’
housing concept, which considers the
requirements of demographic groups
from inception to completion of
residential housing developments in
Denmark. The idea is to create
long-term value by attracting
long-term residents who have been
involved from the planning stage.
The buildings are all constructed
with stringent sustainability criteria
and energy-saving applications.
Last year, the judges were wowed
by PensionDanmark’s digital and
robotics concepts, which served
initially to speed up the claims
procedure and expand member
communication online. That was
only the beginning.

Since mid-August, developments in
artificial intelligence (AI) have
supplemented the robotics solutions.
Using a range of AI algorithms, the
first innovation uses email to answer
enquiries and consult with members.
The algorithms can scan the content
of an email and then categorise it,
validating relevant information in
PensionDanmark’s systems before
formulating an appropriate response.
The robotics then take over to log the
correspondence on the fund’s systems.

A

nother area of collaboration between PensionDanmark’s robotics and AI is
in screening members’
data and contacting them
in a range of situations. The AI does
the research and then sends the
results to the robotics platform,
which contacts the members via a
selection of media. The robots are
now carrying out the equivalent of 35
man-years’ worth of tasks in a year,
member satisfaction is very high and
there has been a considerable
increase in member engagement.
Partnerships are key to PensionDanmark’s success in building scale
and accessing certain markets. The
inspiration behind this increasingly
important strategy was the creation
of Copenhagen Infrastructure
Partners in 2011. This opened up the
renewable energy, biomass and other
infrastructure sectors to PensionDanmark and its Danish peers. In
March 2017, new partnerships were
created to launch the Maritime
Investment Fund to build a portfolio
of diversified maritime assets, and
the Africa Infrastructure Fund,
focused on supporting African
economies.
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HOW
YOU INVEST
TODAY
DEFINES
TOMORROW
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OUTSTANDING INDUSTRY CONTRIBUTION

Master of invention
“Torben Möger Pedersen has built an impressive
legacy around highly topical issues, and the
influence of his innovations stretch way beyond
Denmark’s pensions sector”
Judge’s comment

Torben Möger
Pedersen

Founding CEO of
PensionDanmark
Development of mark-tomarket DC investment model
Launch of renewable
energies strategy and
Copenhagen Infrastructure
Partners
Member of UN Green Climate
Fund’s Private Sector
Advisory Group
Concept to widen range of
pensions benefits and provide
education financing

T

orben Möger Pedersen has
been chief executive officer
of PensionDanmark since
its creation in 1992. But in
taking the fund to its
current award-winning position, with
some €30bn under management at
the end of 2017 and over 700,000
members, he has brought innovation
way beyond the scheme to have a
decisive influence over the entire
Danish and European pension
systems.
The list of achievements throughout his 26 years or so at the helm of
PensionDanmark is comprehensive.
He is credited as being instrumental
in developing a new model for
defined contribution plans based on
a mark-to-market principle. This has
encouraged the scheme and its peers
elsewhere in Europe to introduce
greater degrees of flexibility into
their asset allocation policies.
He was instrumental in devising
the fund’s infrastructure and
renewable energy investments. This
portfolio now accounts for some 10%
of PensionDanmark’s assets and
features a selection of on and
offshore windfarms and biomass
plants across Europe. In addition to
enhancing PensionDanmark’s level
of ESG integration, it also offers a
stable long-term cashflow for its
members.
In a similar vein, building on this
portfolio, Möger Pedersen oversaw
the creation of the Copenhagen
Infrastructure Partners concept in
2012. This is a dedicated investment
vehicle that invests in regulated
infrastructure renewable energy
sources. With some €6.8bn under

management, it has become one of
the largest of its kind in Europe. It
started life with an initial commitment from PensionDanmark, which
is still a significant shareholder, but
now employs a multinational team
with extensive experience and
knowledge, and a broad range of
competencies within corporate
finance, mergers and acquisitions,
engineering, construction, and
project development and management. Its current portfolio includes
offshore wind, onshore wind,
offshore power transmission,
biomass and waste to energy, and
solar photovoltaic investments across
Europe, North America and Taiwan.
Möger Pedersen was also a key
initiator in the launch of specialist
‘blended funds’ that combine
pension fund capital and public
sector financing from the Danish
International Development Agency,
These are co-investment vehicles
that seek to underpin and support
local communities and markets with
sustainable investments. The latest
launch is a special Danish SDG
Investment Fund with commitments
of €750m already received. Its remit
is based on the UN’s Sustainable
Development Goals initiative.
Under Möger Pedersen’s leadership, PensionDanmark has also
become a significant award-winning
real estate investor, with a portfolio
now worth €2.5bn and a maximum
target exposure of 10% overall. An
extensive sustainable policy drives
the real estate strategy and recent
moves include student housing and
‘lifestyle housing’ designed and
maintained according to the needs

of specific demographic groups.
Möger Pedersen has also helped
redefine the scope and range of
benefits a pension fund can provide
by helping to develop and launch a
comprehensive preventative health
care programme for all the scheme’s
members as well as a project for
education financing.

P

rior to joining PensionDanmark, Möger Pedersen
was CEO at PKS Pension
Fund and held the position
as head of secretariat at
the General Workers’ Union. His
numerous board member positions
outside PensionDanmark include:
●●Danish Insurance Association;
●●Danish Society for Education and
Business;
●●Board Leadership Society in
Denmark;
●●Danish Rheumatism Association;
●●Arbejdernes Landsbank, where he
is a member of the compensation and
the risk and audit committees.
He is also a leading proponent of
climate change management in
Denmark and elsewhere. In addition
to being a member of the Danish
Climate Fund, he also sits on the UN
Green Climate Fund’s Private Sector
Advisory Group, and World Economic Forum’s Global Agenda and
Investment Councils, where he sits
on the steering committee.
He holds a master of science in
economics from Copenhagen
University and has completed
executive management programmes
at Babson College, INSEAD Fontainebleau, INSEAD Singapore and
Wharton Business School.
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Unique needs
require a custom
approach

Clients partner with Mesirow Financial Currency
Management to access our collective knowledge
of implementing custom currency risk
management solutions for some of the
largest institutional investors in the world.

Mesirow Financial Currency Management and
Perreard Partners Investment have an exclusive
partnership in Switzerland and across various
European countries to provide European clients
with customized currency management services.
Please contact us to learn more about how we
can help you manage your currency risk.
www.perreard.com | +41 22 919 7777
www.mesirowfinancial.com/currency
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PENSION FUND ACHIEVEMENT OF THE YEAR

Pillar of society
“Philippe Desfossés has always displayed strong
leadership, especially in ESG. ERAFP was clearly an
early adapter of a serious SRI policy, concentrating
in part on reducing the carbon footprint. A great
example for others to follow”
Judge’s comment

A

Philippe
Desfossés

Chief executive officer of
ERAFP from 2008–18
Creation of comprehensive
fully integrated SRI charter
95% carbon footprint
coverage in investment
portfolio
Extensive growth of real
estate portfolio

s chief executive officer
of ERAFP, the influential
mandatory public service
scheme for some 4.5m
French civil servants,
Philippe Desfossés is perhaps most
notable for his unwavering commitment to ensuring the continued
growth of its SRI strategy. This has
led in the past couple of years to the
adoption of an extensive climate
change risk policy. His role as vice
chair of the Institutional Investors
Group on Climate Change (IIGCC)
underlines his influence in this area
– internationally as well as in France.
In 2017, ERAFP joined Climate
Action 100+. This is a five-year
initiative, partly co-ordinated by
IIGCC, encouraging investors to
engage systematically with significant
greenhouse gas emitters and other
companies in line with the United
Nations’s Paris Agreement on climate
change. The investors are calling on
companies to improve their governance on climate change, curb
emissions and strengthen climaterelated financial disclosures. The
fund also joined PRI-led engagements on tax and climate change
transition for oil and gas.
Within ERAFP, Desfossés’s work
in this area translated into several
key refinements of its ESG and
carbon footprint management. Based
on the analysis of several specialist
consulting firms, it was able to apply
its carbon footprint reduction
strategy to private equity, real estate
and infrastructure mandates. This

means the proportion of the scheme’s
assets that are now covered by
carbon footprint measurement totals
95%, up from 89% in 2016.
But this was not the only area of
expansion for ERAFP’s climate risk
management in 2017. The fund’s
public report includes information on
its corporate bonds and equities
alignments based on the sectoral
decarbonisation approach (SDA)
methodology, which seeks to limit
corporate carbon emissions to achieve
a 2°C maximum increase in global
temperatures. This information
comprehensively takes account of the
fund’s energy mix, energy transition,
green engagement activities and
investments, and reduced emissions
levels in its portfolios.
ERAFP’s guidelines for shareholder engagement to cover the full
spectrum of its investments and its
ESG responsibilities were originally
implemented under Desfossés’s
leadership. These are updated yearly
and define the priorities for the
scheme for the coming year. In 2018,
the priorities were:
●●The fight against climate change
and promotion of carbon footprint
measurement;
●●The prevention of tax avoidance
practices and havens;
●●Promoting international governance best practice, notably in Asia;
●●The prevention of employeerelated risks in the supply chain.
In addition, this year’s revision of
ERAFP’s SRI charter has allowed it to
adopt measures to track various ESG

criteria weights within different
sectors. The dynamic best-in-class
approach that the charter promotes
has also become more efficient, with
improved in-depth monitoring of
controversial issues and more resolute
shareholder engagement. Furthermore, ERAFP has begun working on
aligning its ESG ambitions with the
UN’s Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs), with the first step being board
training in 2018.
ERAFP’s next priority is to
increase the positive impact that its
comprehensive SRI framework has
on the French economy and society.
The first wave of investments are
holdings in SMEs, including renewable infrastructure and affordable
housing for public sector employees.

A

side from ESG, another
notable area of achievement for Desfossés at
ERAFP in more recent
times has been its
diversification into assets that were
previously off limits. One key asset
class is real estate. Work on this
portfolio has seen its value more than
double in the past two years from
€980bn at the end of 2015 to €2.1bn
at the end of June 2018.
As Desfossés leaves ERAFP in
December, there can be no doubt
that his significant achievements and
guidance have allowed the giant
public scheme to become a leader in
the development and implementation
of comprehensive active ESG policies
and carbon footprint management.
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LONG-TERM INVESTMENT STRATEGY

40-year stretch
“A true long-term investor, with excellent
performance, cost efficiency, integrated sustainability
and active ownership”
Judge’s comment

KEY POINTS

AP4

Extremely long-term
investment horizon of 40 years

Sweden

Founded: 1974
Type: Hybrid sovereign buffer
fund
Assets: €36,272m
Performance:
9.1% (one year); 8.6% (three
years); 11.5% (five years);
7.3% (10 years)
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED
Geroa Pentsioak EPSV Spain
Kingfisher Pension Scheme UK
Nordea Investments Denmark
Pensions Caixa 30, FP Spain
Stichting Calpam-Pensioenfonds
Netherlands

Dynamic portfolio structure
based on five to 15-year market
assumptions
Integrated ESG framework and
active ownership model

A

P4’s main investment
objective is to maximise
long-term returns. Since
the Swedish pensions
system’s need for capital
from the scheme stretches over a
long period with good predictability,
the fund can invest with a perspective of up to 40 years and endure
short-term volatility. This enables
AP4 to hold a significant equity
allocation for the benefit of long-term
real returns, with global equities
accounting for 40%, Swedish equities
15% and real estate 10%.
The scheme’s asset management
structure is designed to improve its
opportunities in challenging market
conditions, including the normalisation of interest rates, high levels of
debt and high valuations. Its
long-term horizon also enables it to
withstand periods of political
uncertainty and effectively manage
climate change risks.
AP4 adheres to two guiding
principles. The first is a framework
and philosophy to enable it to fully
benefit from its role and constitution
as a national buffer fund in Sweden.
The second is to complement its
historical strength in fundamental

analysis and assessments of individual investments. Its ambition is to
broaden and strengthen its ability to
generate investment opportunities
within long and medium-term
horizons.
The work to set a long-term
investment strategy starts with asset
liability modelling that has a 40-year
horizon and is conducted every three
years. The outcome of the study is a
long-term return target. The ALM
analysis is complemented by a yearly
review of economic scenarios, a base
scenario and a number of alternative
scenarios. Based on the results of
these and assumptions about how the
markets will develop over a five to
15-year period, AP4 determines the
make-up of a dynamic normal
portfolio (DNP), which acts as a
reference for the day-to-day management of the assets it contains and the
fund’s specified risk budget.

T

he portfolio is then managed
from a holistic perspective,
whereby AP4’s total investments are taken into
account. The asset management works with several different
investment horizons up to 10 years.
The DNP is currently composed of
40% global equities, 15% domestic
equities, 25% global government
bonds, 10% domestic government
bonds and 10% real assets.
In 2018, AP4 set a new return
target, which for its long-term
40-year asset management is a 4%
real annualised rate. This is complemented by a 10-year medium-term
target of 3%. The reason the 10-year

rate is not as high is the current
environment of extremely low
interest rates and high valuations.
Achieving 4% in these conditions
would be difficult for AP4. Moreover,
the improved strength of the Swedish
pension system means the scheme
needn’t take unnecessary risk. The
new targets replace the single
previous long-term rate of 4.5% real
annualised return.
Sustainability is part of AP4’s
overarching vision and plays an
important role in its endeavour to
consistently deliver first-class
long-term performance. Sustainability is a cornerstone of its investment
beliefs and should be fully integrated
to ensure long-term successful
investment management and protect
the reserves in the Swedish pension
system.
In practical terms, its ESG work
means it runs internally and externally decarbonised global equity
strategies, it does not invest in
tobacco companies or companies
with significant thermal coal
exposure, and it runs a number of
active external mandates with
different areas of focus such as active
shareholder engagement, gender
rights, children’s rights and general
ESG managers.
Average return over 10 years
rolling until December 2017 stood at
7.3% per annum, exceeding the target
at that time of 4.5%, outperforming
the income index’s 3% per annum
over the same time period. Cost
efficiency is another key element in
AP4’s long-term strategy. Its current
net asset management cost is 0.1%.
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CORPORATE PENSION FUND

Punching above its weight
“A role model for others. If a pension scheme’s
purpose is to secure the pension benefits of its
members, then this can’t be beaten, pretty well
anywhere”
Judge’s comment

Stichting
CalpamPensioenfonds
Netherlands

Founded: 1970
Type: Defined benefit
corporate pension fund
Assets: €61m
Performance:
2.60% (one year); 3.86%
(three years); 5.82% (five
years); 5.20% (10 years)
Members:
Active – 28
Retired – 189
Deferred – 74
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED
Bosch Pensionsfonds AG
Germany
Centrica Combined Common
Investment Fund UK
DuPont Pension Plan Spain
Kingfisher Pension Scheme UK
Nationwide Pension Fund UK

KEY POINTS
Pioneering matching and return
portfolios investment strategy
Significant 170% funding ratio
leading to increased entitlement
40-year long-term performance
record

S

tichting Calpam-Pensioenfonds is a very small
Dutch defined benefit
pension fund with about
300 members, assets of
€61m and pension obligations of
€35.5m. The scheme has a 170%
nominal coverage ratio, which it says
makes it exceptional in the Netherlands as well as in Europe.
The current investment policy,
which was adopted and implemented by the board in the late
1980s, is the key to Calpam’s
performance and success. At that
time, very basic and often counterintuitive regulations, which
provided little guidance, were in
place. The common practices in
asset management focused mostly
on asset return, not balance sheet
robustness.
But Calpam’s policy went against
the grain. Its approach, unique at
the time, was considered ahead of
its peers in certain areas. It was the
result of a risk assessment exercise
in the late 1980s that led to a
risk-based rather than asset
return-based investment strategy
that has been consistently applied
since. This ensured long-term

stability from long-term investing.
According to Calpam, the unique
characteristics – certainly in the
late 1980s – of this investment
policy were, and still are:
●● The division of assets between
matching and return portfolios;
●● The matching portfolio should
consistently provide a 100% match of
the cash flows of the nominal pension
obligations. This portfolio is invested
in bonds with low credit risk, such as
high-quality government bonds.
Consequently, the nominal interest
rate risk has hardly had any impact
on the financial position of the fund.
Similarly, the portfolio has consistently protected the fund against
credit risk, even during the credit
crunch of 2008;
●● The return portfolio is invested in
blue chip equity, property funds and,
to a lesser extent, alternative
investments. A unique objective of
the return portfolio is constantly to
match the cash flow to the consumer
price index for both active members
and retirees by 3% and provide
dividend income from shares that are
selected for this purpose.
This strategy means that the
likelihood of Calpam failing to meet
the full inflation-adjusted pay-out
for all its members or, even worse,
having to reduce the level of
pension entitlement, is practically
non-existent.
Calpam’s solid 40-year track
record substantiates the robustness
of its long-term risk and investment
strategy. Whereas the annual
returns on its return portfolio

leading up to the turn of the
century did not match those of its
– albeit larger – peers, the longterm stability of the strategy
became clear thereafter. It has
withstood the many periods of
volatility, credit bubbles, the global
financial crisis and low and negative
interest rate environments since
then.
Scheme members in all Calpam’s
arrangements – the defined benefit
schemes, final pay and average pay
– have vastly benefited from this
investment approach, in two ways.
First, they have always received
their full pension entitlements,
based on the 3% above inflation
index increases in accordance with
the scheme’s 40-year constitution.
Second, around the turn of the
century, thanks to the stability of
the long-term asset structure,
Calpam’s members received a 10%
structural increase in their pension
benefits. Thanks to the strong
funding ratio, since then, two
further bonus payments representing six months and two months
were made respectively in 2011 and
2017.
Last but not least, Calpam’s
small size means its board and
committees are still directly related
to the company and know more or
less all the scheme’s members. This
ensures each board member is fully
aware of their responsibility and
how robust risk and investment
management can sustain the high
coverage level and support its
members pensions.
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built our business through tuning in to what matters
most to our clients.
The more you listen, the more you understand.
The more you understand the more value you can
add. It’s a simple philosophy, but for us it has proved
a remarkably successful one. It explains why our
clients trust us with over €1,114 billion* of assets
worldwide and more than 80% of our new business
comes from our established clients.
It’s how we’ve become one of the world’s largest
asset managers.

Tom O’Gorman, Head of Distribution, Ireland • Tom.OGorman@lgim.com • lgim.com
The value of an investment and any income from it can go down as well as up, you may not get back the amount you originally invested. Issued by Legal & General Investment Management Limited.
Registered in England and Wales No 02091894. Registered office: One Coleman Street, London EC2R 5AA. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. *Source: LGIM internal data
as at 30 June 2018. These figures include assets managed by LGIMA, an SEC Registered Investment Advisor. Data includes derivative positions.
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MULTI-EMPLOYER/PROFESSIONAL PENSION FUND

Open all hours
“Very broad diversified asset allocation and very
proactive approach to members, digital platforms
and industry-leading artificial intelligence”
Judge’s comment

Industriens
Pension
Denmark

Founded: 1993
Type: Defined contribution
multi-employer pension fund
Assets: €22,000m
Performance:
8.2% (one year); 7.7% (three
years); 8.1% (five years);
9.5% (10 years)
Members:
Active – 210,000
Retired – 52,000
Deferred – 145,000
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED
Geroa Pentsioak EPSV Spain
Nordea Investments Denmark
PensionDanmark Denmark
PMT (Pensioenfonds Metaal &
Techniek)/PME Pensioenfonds
van de Metalektro Netherlands
VBV-Pensionskasse AG Austria

KEY POINTS
Lifecycle defined contribution
model based on individual
member risk
Integrated digital platform
across all business sectors
Artificial intelligence to
streamline costs and out of
hours communication

I

ndustriens Pension was established in 1993 to cover Denmark’s industrial sector and is
now the country’s second largest
multi-employer fund with some
400,000 members. No dividends are
paid to shareholders as the basic
principle driving Industriens is that
all profits and returns should be used
solely for the benefit of its members.
The pensions product is a fully
funded life cycle-based defined
contribution scheme, in which the
investment risk is individual for each
member and decreases as the
member gets older. Members
contribute 12% of salary but this
entitles them to a range of benefits
including retirement pensions,
disability pensions and death
insurance.
The objective of the fund is to
achieve a long-term real return after
costs of at least 3%. The investment
strategy includes four main return
elements:
●● Beta return from general market
exposure;
●● Return from tactical asset
allocation;
●● Alpha return from active management of listed equities and bonds;

●● Additional return from investing
part of the market portfolio in
alternatives, such as real estate,
infrastructure, and private equity.
The scheme’s current asset
allocation is as follows:
●● Government and mortgage bonds
– 21%;
●● Credit bonds and loans – 22%;
●● Listed equity – 27%;
●● Alternatives – 27%;
●● Cash – 3%.
The strategy is governed by a mix
of internal and external management,
with the government and mortgage
bonds managed exclusively in-house
and the credit bonds outsourced.
Industriens sets long-term expected
returns for each asset class that
depend on beta risk, illiquidity and
degree of active management. The
returns are evaluated against market
benchmarks and the long-term
return expectations.
Risk management and cost control
are both areas of key focus, not least
the alternatives portfolio, where the
different asset classes not only have
distinct types of risk when compared
to traditional listed investments but
also cost more. A recently developed
risk matrix system now complements
the fund’s risk and investment
management processes.
Industriens Pension’s digital
platform and innovative solutions
have led to the lowest administration
costs and the highest level of member
satisfaction in the Danish pensions
sector. Now artificial intelligence will
be used in new ways within customer
services and investment activities.
Throughout the company, all
processes and procedures are fully

digital. It no longer uses any paper in
case processing. Furthermore, all its
systems are integrated in real time.
Today, members complete 60–80% of
the simplest and most frequent
transactions via self-service solutions
on the scheme’s website. These
include appointing a beneficiary,
claims for payment of insurance
benefits and changes in insurance
cover.

I

ndustriens is examining options
to use new and advanced types
of artificial intelligence (AI) in
its business model, including
member services as well as
internal processes within consultancy
and investment.
It is working with IBM and others
to set up a simple AI-driven chatbot
that can answer frequent questions
from members accurately and
correctly by means of the very latest
technology. This is expected to be
especially useful for out-of-hours
communication.
The AI focus may also contribute
to better and more comprehensive
consultancy and advice. This could
be by analysing a telephone
conversation with a member as the
conversation takes place. Using the
analysis, the system will present the
themes being talked about on an
adviser’s screen. The sound file will
also be automatically converted
into text, which in turn will be
automatically edited down to a
summary. This could have benefits
in terms of both time and costs.
Industriens is testing these solutions to see how well they work in
practice.
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Conservation can create capital.

ClearBridge believes investors shouldn’t have to choose between principles and performance.
Thirty years of experience shows us that long-term, active Environmental, Social and Governance
(ESG) investing is good business. As a large stakeholder of a technology company, we were able
to engage in a dialogue that led to significant water conservation. The company’s Shanghai facility
achieved 100% water recycling, sustaining a cost savings of $2 million a year. They now use the
same breakthrough recycling program across their global operations.
Offer your clients return on their investments and their values. ClearBridge.com/esg

Experience is our ESG advantage.

ClearBridge Investments, LLC is a Legg Mason Company. All investments involve risk, including loss of principal.
©2018 ClearBridge Investments, LLC.
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PUBLIC PENSION FUND

In diversification we trust
“Very diversified asset allocation based on dynamic
approach, with an ethical overlay, very good returns
and innovative use of alternatives”
Judge’s comment

Church
Commissioners
for England

KEY POINTS
Holistic risk management
based on broad quantitative and
qualitative factors

UK

Strong equity performance of
15.9% in 2017

Founded: 1948

Highly diversified real assets
portfolio

Type: Defined benefit
permanent endowment
created by Act of Parliament
with some historic pension
obligations
Assets: €9,340m
Performance:
7.1% (one year); 10.7% (three
years); 12.5% (five years);
8.1% (10 years)
Members:
Active – 2,802
Retired – 13,436
Deferred – 1,370
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED
Caisse de prévoyance de l’Etat
de Genève (CPEG) Switzerland
Ircantec France
Local Pensions Partnership Ltd
UK
Pensioenfonds UZ Gent–UGent
OFP Belgium

M

anaging an investment
fund worth £8.3bn
(€9.4bn), the Church
Commissioners for
England support the
work and mission of the Church of
England across the UK. The investment policy is to hold a diversified
portfolio of investments across a
broad range of asset classes consistent with their ethical guidelines. The
fund targets a return of 5% above
inflation over the long term to enable
it to grow. The Commissioners’ dual
objective is to meet pension liabilities
and to continue to grow and maintain
their financial support for the
church’s activities.
The Commissioners adopt a
holistic approach to investment risk
management looking across a broad
range of factors, both quantitative
and qualitative, rather than relying
on any one measure or statistic. Risk
is monitored and managed across
price, currency, equity beta and
illiquidity. The in-house investment
team focuses on qualitative risk
factors by continually meeting the
fund’s underlying managers and
undertaking ongoing due diligence on
them.
The fund adopts a dynamic
approach and deliberately avoids
setting a pre-determined strategic

asset allocation, preferring a flexible
and broad range strategy. Valuation
analysis and future expected returns
drive the asset allocation process. In
the absence of valuation extremes,
the fund will invest primarily in a
diversified portfolio of real assets.
Over the long term, the returns from
real assets, such as equities and
property, which are linked to global
economic activity, are expected to
provide the best long-term inflationadjusted returns. This aligns the
Commissioners’ strategy with their
objectives.
In 2017 the Church Commissioners’ equity portfolio generated strong
returns of 15.9%, outperforming the
market, which returned 13.2%.
Outperformance versus the market is
also strong over longer time periods.
The UK smaller companies manager
and global managers performed
particularly strongly, with the
emerging markets portfolio, which
delivered strong absolute returns,
also contributing to the overall
equities result. The defensive equity
portfolio returned 10% in 2017. This
comprises low-volatility equity
managers expected to generate good
relative performance in down
markets and capture enough upside
in periods of positive equity market
performance to provide attractive
returns in the long run.
The private equity portfolio
achieved a total return of 7% in 2017,
with further commitments to the
portfolio totalling £129m during the
year. Over the long term, it has
significantly outperformed quoted
equity markets and the Commissioners are looking to increase their
allocation. Around 23% is in venture
capital. In 2017 the Commissioners

targeted more direct relationships,
focusing on a select group of the
strongest performing managers in
the industry.
The Commissioners’ multi-asset
portfolio represents around 12.3% of
the total portfolio. It is designed to
generate attractive positive returns
independent of the external environment but would normally be
expected to lag equities in periods of
strong growth. These strategies
generated a total return of 1.2% in
2017.
The fixed interest portfolio, which
includes investments in global
high-yield bonds, emerging market
debt and structured credit, returned
4.8% in 2017 as credit markets rallied
due to continued economic growth
and improvements in corporate
earnings.

T

he Church Commissioners’
real assets portfolio
returned 4% in 2017, with
commercial property
markets continuing to
perform strongly, generating
double-digit returns. The largest
single real asset allocation is UK
land. In 2017, the portfolio generated
sales of around £11.6m. The Commissioners maintained a high level of
active management in their residential and commercial portfolios. In the
face of a broader market slowdown
caused by stamp duty changes and
Brexit uncertainty, they generated
£17.4m of capital receipts. The
indirect property portfolio generated
£87.6m, the largest of which was
from a co-investment in an office in
Burbank, California. Other strongly
performing real assets include
infrastructure and forestry.
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SMALL PENSION FUND

Instruction manual
“A well-structured first pillar fund, with a strong
governance and operational set-up and consistent
performance in recent years”
Judge’s comment

Pensioenfonds
UZ Gent –
UGent OFP
Belgium

KEY POINTS
Annual manager and strategic
asset allocation review
Tactical bond reweighting to
offset low yields
Development of ESG integration
policy

Founded: 1995
Type: Defined benefit public
sector pension fund
Assets: €696m
Performance:
9.88% (one year); 7.06%
(three years)
Members:
Active – 5,219
Retired – 1,497
Deferred – 1,105
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED
Accenture Defined Contribution
Pension Plan Ireland
EDP España Pensión, FP Spain
Pensions Caixa 21, Fondo de
Pensiones Spain
Swedbank Pension Plan
Dinamika+100 Latvia

P

ensioenfonds UZ Gent
– UGent OFP considers
exceptional governance as
the bedrock of a well-run
pension fund and this has
been an area of focus for the scheme
recently, despite its small size and
limited budget.
For Gent, there is a clear link
between good governance and good
fund performance. This belief and
consequent approach have resulted
in superior results compared to its
peers in both relative and absolute
performance. The governance
structures and processes in place
enable it to set clear objectives and
take effective and timely decisions
concerning investments and risk
management. This was apparent on
several occasions in 2017 and the
first half of 2018.
The board reviews the statement
of investment principles every three
years or sooner, if necessary, to
ensure the investment strategy is
appropriate as market circumstances
and long-term expectations change.
By actively and systematically
managing a balanced portfolio of
fixed income and growth assets, the
goal is to bring the portfolio closer to

the long-term objectives of the fund.
The purpose is to have different
sources of return by optimising
diversification within the portfolio in
terms of asset class and investment
style.
The day-to-day management is
delegated to the executive committee, which consists of five internal
specialists from different professional
backgrounds. This committee is
assisted by the scheme’s investment
consultant. This ensures the strategy
and the risks the scheme takes are
constantly monitored. The committee does not take any tactical
decisions. These rest with the
investment managers.
The strategic asset allocation,
manager structure and mandates are
reviewed on an annual basis. This is
undertaken in several ways, including
scorecards, detailed questionnaires
and face-to-face meetings. For Gent,
this is much more than a compliance
exercise with the statement of
investment principles, as it is
designed to highlight any current and
future issues with managers, their
teams, the mandates they run,
unrewarded risk or identify new
investment opportunities as the
markets evolve.
Of particular concern to Gent in
2017 was the low-yielding bond
environment. This led to a review of
its bonds to allow the manager to add
value where possible without taking
additional risk through a tactical
mandate to safeguard the level of
return. Thus, Gent was able to
optimise its fixed income holdings

without increasing its equity
exposure to equities.
Gent believes that governance is
not only about financial success but
also about having the right operational structures, back-ups and
organisation in place to support the
fund if all does not go to plan, or if
key committee members are
unexpectedly absent, as in the case of
the transition to the new bond
manager structure in 2017. For
smaller pension funds, with limited
resources all round, this could be
quite disruptive but the processes
and systems it has in place meant it
was able to continue the transition
without any hindrance.

A

s one of the pioneering
pension funds in the
public sector in Belgium,
Gent ensures that there is
support among stakeholders for the choices it makes regarding responsible and sustainable
investments. But before it implements any practical measures in its
investment strategy, it develops a
clear vision and policy that act as
guidelines. Gent believes integrating
the principles of sustainability has
long-term benefits and, as a public
sector fund, it supports the environment and communities it serves. It
has been supported by the University
of Ghent – one of its sponsors –
which has developed a comprehensive ESG policy and criteria in
conjunction with all stakeholders. It
began the implementation and
integration process in 2017.
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SOVEREIGN RESERVE FUND

In the national interest
“Strong risk awareness and focus, with improved
asset allocation and strong overlay, hedging and
ESG policies”
Judge’s comment

FRR
France

Founded: 2004
Type: Defined benefit
sovereign reserve fund
Assets: €36,458m
Performance:
7.2% (one year); 5.1% (three
years); 5.8% (five years);
2.8% (10 years)
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED
AP4 Sweden
Compenswiss Switzerland

KEY POINTS
€36bn national reserve scheme
focused on supporting French
economy
Completion of four-year
exercise to diversify in 13
mandates and 19 funds
Reduction of equity carbon
footprint by 26%

F

RR, the €36bn French
national reserve fund, was
established to support the
French state pay-as-you-go
pension system between
2020 and 2040. This objective
changed in 2010 when the French
government decided to use the fund
to address the large state pensions
deficit by covering €2.1bn in state
liabilities each year from 2011. The
reform led to a change in its investment structure with the creation of a
dual framework based on matching
and return-seeking portfolios.
The liability hedging portfolio
accounts for 45% of the fund’s assets
and comprises a cash flow matching
pocket investing in French government bonds and a portfolio of
investment-grade corporate bonds in
euros and US dollars.
The performance seeking portfolio
accounts for the remaining 55% and
is composed of a variety of assets
classes, including:
●● Emerging and developed market
equities, some of which are systematically covered with option
strategies;
●● Emerging market and corporate

high-yield bonds;
●● Unlisted assets, such as private
equity, real estate, infrastructures,
private debt. These are mostly in
France because FRR is keen to be a
major player in financing the French
economy.
ESG is a major focus in FRR’s
investment strategy. Every five years,
it defines a comprehensive SRI
strategy plan with concrete objectives
that it applies to its benchmarks and
managers.
There were four main areas of
activity for FRR in 2017: improving
its strategic asset allocation; minimising risk; investing in unlisted assets;
and improving its ESG coverage.
To improve its strategic allocation,
between 2012 and 2016, FRR
developed a model for the simulation
of fixed income returns based on
fat-tailed distributions for random
variables; a Nelson-Siegel model for
yield curves; a Vasicek model for
spreads; and transformation of yield
curves and spreads into returns. This
was enhanced in 2017, when the
fund improved the way it simulates
the impact of defaults for emerging
market bonds and high-yield
corporate bonds, and downgrades for
investment-grade corporate bonds.
The focus on risk concerned
several types. For operational risk, in
2017 FRR added a second overlay
manager for equity and interest rates
exposure to ensure it has ample
back-up and appropriate coverage.
Next it looked at implementation
risk as the strict means with which it
hedges its interest rates costs
approximately 1% a year for the
euro-zone because of implied repo

rate mispricing. To redress the
balance, FRR tactically increased the
hedging of its US interest rates and
decreased that of euros, betting on a
high correlation between these yield
curves and a bigger upside risk for US
interest rates in 2017–18.

I

n 2018, FRR completed the
implementation of a €3.1bn
allocation to unlisted assets in
the French economy. This
includes €1.1bn in private
equity, €1.6bn in private debt, €200m
in infrastructure and €200m in real
estate. This completes a four-year
project to launch 13 mandates in
funds of funds, venture capital,
growth capital, corporate loans and
acquisition loans, and commit to 19
closed funds.
Since 2017, all of FRR’s passive
investments have been managed
according to the following process:
●● A reduction of its carbon footprint
by 50%;
●● An increase in its holdings of
green companies;
●● An improvement of its ESG rating;
●● Excluding the tobacco sector,
coal-intensive companies and firms
involved in controversial weapons.
The result is FRR’s entire passive
equity portfolio reducing its CO2
emissions by 26%. The same goals
were applied to its active equity
mandates in 2018. Moreover, new
tenders for US and Japanese equities
will only consider managers that
explicitly integrate ESG in their
processes. It is also preparing to
launch an equity impact tender
specifically targeting environmental
and social aspects.
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ACTIVE MANAGEMENT

In the driving seat
“Strong sustainability focus aligned to long-term
risk-aware active investing”
Judge’s comment

AP4

KEY POINTS

Sweden

Long-term strategy to actively
invest holistically in companies

Founded: 1974

Six-member internal Swedish
equities management team

Type: Hybrid sovereign buffer
fund

Integrated sustainability based
on climate and environment

Assets: €36,272m
Performance:
9.1% (one year); 8.6% (three
years); 11.5% (five years);
7.3% (10 years)
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED
Tesco Pension Scheme UK

T

he objective of AP4’s
capital management is to
maximise its long-term
returns. This reflects the
buffer scheme’s investment
philosophy based on a 40-year
outlook.
For active equities, this approach
enables AP4 to invest holistically in
companies rather than stocks. It
looks for market leaders with
asset-light business models and high
cash conversion potential, preferably
in well-defined niche markets with
high entry barriers. Any company
AP4 invests in should have a clear
ownership structure and high-quality boards and management. It
prefers mature markets to industries
with short product life-cycles.
Business models should be sustainable and demand driven by structural thematic trends. Thanks to its
long-term nature, AP4’s active
model relies more on these aspects
than stock valuations.
In terms of portfolio construction, the scheme follows a bottomup company selection approach, but
an aggregate of company characteristics based on the factors outlined
above drive the actual investment
philosophy. The portfolio should

have a higher return on capital,
higher growth rate and lower
volatility than the benchmark.
AP4’s significant allocation to
equities has consistently contributed
to the fund’s total return, both the
absolute return from market
allocation and the strong relative
returns generated by active management, making significant contributions to the Swedish pension system.
AP4’s Swedish fundamental
equities team consists of six
individuals. Four are portfolio
managers with separate mandates
based on size and sectors. They are
supported by two corporate governance managers to drive the ownership agenda. All members of the
team are seasoned investment
professionals, and everybody
participates in the governance work
with a common view and agenda.
Mandates are fully delegated and
there is full transparency within the
team to promote motivation and
ownership.
AP4’s active management
philosophy is able to carve out
distinct opportunities to create value
as an investor in the Swedish market
thanks to its reputation, local
expertise and knowledge, and ability
to influence the companies it invests
in as a long-term owner.
This has been further accentuated by the continued rise of
passive/quant-driven investment
strategies, coupled with a reduction
in sell-side fundamental equity
analysts. AP4 does not suffer the
constraints other fundamental
equity managers are often subject to

because of shorter investment
horizons and the threat of client
redemptions.
The starting point for its Swedish
equity allocation is a cost-efficient
passive allocation managed by its
internal beta team. This beta
allocation makes up approximately
15% of the Swedish equity allocation
and this sub-portfolio is used when
there is a need for reallocation or
other liquidity needs. This contributes to the active portfolios taking a
longer-term view.
AP4 always integrates sustainability, with a focus on climate and
environment, in its investment
processes. This enables it to balance
risk, capitalise on business opportunities and achieve a high return over
time. AP4 was early in both reducing
climate risk in its equity portfolio
through low-carbon investment
strategies and removing thermal
coal companies. AP4 started to
invest in green bonds in 2013 and
has actively supported the development of this market since, including
the launch in 2018 of a fund
investing in green bonds in emerging
countries.
Through long-term ownership,
active ownership has also long been
a guiding principle at the scheme.
AP4 engages in close dialogue, takes
a stance on important issues, and
communicates clear expectations to
boards and management of portfolio
companies. During 2017, it exercised its ownership influence by
voting at 969 AGMs and, ahead of
the 2018 season, worked on 31
nominating committees.
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Xtrackers
INVEST SUSTAINABLY. SHRINK
YOUR CARBON FOOTPRINT. THINK X.
Our lifestyle choices show how we feel about the environment,
our society and the way we are governed. A new ETF range from
Xtrackers puts environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors
first. It cuts out companies involved in serious controversies or
with significant exposure to various industries, including tobacco,
weapons, gambling, alcohol and nuclear power. The ETFs also
use a best-in-class approach by only selecting companies with the
highest ESG ratings, as well as screening out companies with large
carbon footprints. Xtrackers.com
The Alphabet of Asset Management.

FOR PROFESSIONAL CLIENTS ONLY
Issued in the UK by Deutsche Asset Management (UK) Limited. Deutsche Asset Management (UK) Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. The
brand DWS represents DWS Group GmbH & Co. KGaA and any of its subsidiaries such as Deutsche Asset Management (UK) Limited. This advertisement has been prepared
solely for information purposes and does not constitute an offer or a recommendation to enter into any transaction. Please refer to the Xtrackers full prospectus and the
relevant Key Investor Information Document for more information on DWS ETFs, which are available in English fee or charge at www.Xtrackers.com
The value of an investment and any income form it can go down as well as up. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results.
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PASSIVE MANAGEMENT

Alpha pension scheme
“An outstanding blend of quantitative passive
management with a robust factor-based approach
and strong commitment to ESG considerations”
Judge’s comment

KEY POINTS

FRR
France

Overlay management structure
to replicate each asset class

Founded: 2004

92% of passive management in
smart beta strategies

Type: Defined benefit
sovereign reserve fund

Use of bespoke indices to
concentrate on specific risk
factors

Assets: €36,458m
Performance:
7.2% (one year); 5.1% (three
years); 5.8% (five years);
2.8% (10 years)
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED
Bosch Pensionsfonds AG
Germany
VBV-Pensionskasse Austria

F

RR, the French national
pension reserve fund, is a
closed fund with €34.2bn
under management. It was
created in 2004 to build
capital reserves to supplement and
support the French first-pillar
pay-as-you-go system between 2020
and 2040. This was amended to
introduce a liability schedule
between 2011 and 2024 to help plug
the state pension deficit.
FRR uses passive investments for
two reasons. First, it is the ideal
solution for mandates where it cannot
find active managers with robust
alpha expectations or to diversify
sources of alpha. Second, passive
strategies are used in overlay management to ensure new mandates and
overlays match FRR’s targets.
FRR’s overlay managers oversee
replication of the behaviour of each
asset class. This facilitates the
implementation of the scheme’s
tactical moves and provides the cash
to manage its currency hedging and
option strategies. The quality of the
replication is checked quarterly,
which is particularly acute for FRR’s
short positions in German government bonds, as a result of the current
very negative value of the implied

repo rate. Though the overlay
managers mainly use futures to
achieve their objectives, FRR is also
examining the use of options on
exchange-traded funds to replicate
high-yield bonds. In principle, the
fund avoids index funds or ETFs
because of their higher costs.
Some 92% of FRR’s passive
investments in developed market
equities are now benchmarked
against smart beta indices. The
scheme’s smart beta strategy was
conceived according to the following
five tenets:
●● FRR invests passively whenever it
cannot identify active managers with
robust alpha. The first goal is to
capture modest but robust alpha,
after regressing returns against
market, value, small size, momentum, low volatility and quality
factors;
●● FRR strives to expose its smart
beta investments adequately to the
desired risk factors, especially factors
such as value that are not apparent in
active managers’ portfolios;
●● Smart beta investments must
maintain limited annual downside
deviations compared to capitalisation-weighted benchmarks;
●● As smart beta strategies complement active management, FRR uses
them to target alpha that is uncorrelated to that of active mandates;
●● External passive managers must
– within a limited tracking error
budget and without altering smart
beta characteristics – improve the
ESG and carbon characteristics of
their investments.
FRR is cautious about investing in
traditional risk factor indices since

their exposure to more targeted
factors is generally not sufficiently
pure. Instead, its smart beta programme focuses diversification
gained in portfolio construction
processes such as minimum variance,
maximum Sharpe ratio and equal risk
contribution indexes. FRR combines
these to generate robust alpha in line
with its first tenet to invest passively
where active management is not
available. It reinforces this alpha
generation and value exposure by
adding specialist FTSE-built indices.
This creates bigger mandates and
thus reduces turnover costs and
management fees.

E

SG plays its part and smart
beta characteristics are
maintained even when
passive managers substantially decarbonise the
portfolio, lower the amount of fossil
fuel reserves, exclude coal and
tobacco, reach better overall ESG
scores and increase the share of
green companies.
Recently, FRR has sought to
expand its factor investing strategy.
On top of its existing core smart beta
investments, this featured increases
in its exposure to value and momentum factors, which it achieved in the
following way:
●● It initiated a tactical investment in
the FTSE specialist RAFI index;
●● It undertook a strategic investment in the MSCI Diversified
Multi-Factor (DMF) index. This
index seeks exposure to certain risk
factors, while minimising others.
FRR’s customised DMF solution
targets only value and momentum.
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ALTERNATIVES

Follow thy leader
“Very complex and impressive approach at the
forefront of larger global pension funds with respect
to alternatives strategy and implementation”
Judge’s comment

PFA Pension
Denmark

Founded: 1917
Type: Hybrid multi-employer
pensions company
Assets: €76,666m
Performance:
8.3% (one year); 7.2% (three
years); 8.2% (five years)
Members:
Active – 1,200,000
Retired – 80,000
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED
Industriens Pension Denmark
Nationwide Pension Fund UK
Nordea Investments Denmark
Volvo Car Corporation Pension
Fund Sweden

KEY POINTS
Transition to 80% internal
direct investment alternatives
portfolio
Innovative co-investment policy
to create niche governance ecosystems
Significant exposure to fibreoptic, 5G and next generation
technologies

T

raditionally, pension funds
in Denmark have placed
between 75% and 100% of
their alternative investments in funds and the
rest in co-investments and the
occasional direct deal. For PFA
Pension, this is not only very costly
but means the management of the
portfolio is outsourced.
PFA has therefore outlined an
ambitious strategy for its future
alternative investments, including
private equity, infrastructure and
private credit. This effectively flips the
traditional Danish model on its head
by introducing a clear target that
direct and co-investments must
account for more than 80% of its
alternative investments. The aim is to
lower fees and increase the influence
it has over its own allocations. This
leaves investments in funds as no
more than an ‘origination platform’
that will take a back seat, used only
when PFA identifies the potential to
develop them into further co-investments or partnerships.
To achieve its ambition, PFA has
assembled a dedicated team of direct

investment professionals with a full
range of skills to master the entire
transaction process from origin to
closing, while building relationships
with a broad of partners and advisers
they may work with as part of a deal.
The team has grown significantly in
recent years and now consists of 16
individuals holding a variety of
backgrounds, ranging from M&A
advisory to leveraged finance and
infrastructure investing.
The following two examples –
Nykredit and TDC – underline how
PFA’s focused direct investment
approach has served to eliminate
fees, increase influence and create
real economic impact.
The Nykredit deal creates a
governance eco-system that serves
the multiple objectives and aligns the
interests of different types of
shareholders and customers. This is
in response to the Danish financial
authorities toughening the capital
requirements of Nykredit compared
with its rivals as a result of it being
Denmark’s largest lender and its
current unlisted status. It is owned
by a co-operative called Forenet
Kredit. Furthermore, with the
possibility of yet tighter regulation
because of Basel IV, Nykredit needed
to increase its capital reserves by
raising its mortgage rates and
prepare for a public tender.
This led to PFA and Nykredit
drafting an alternative solution to the
public offering. This involved four
other Danish pension funds. Along
with PFA, they acquired a minority
interest in Nykredit, entering into an
innovative governance eco-system

with Nykredit and Forenet Kredit.
This deal benefited all the parties
in three key ways. Nykredit gained
access to capital through the pension
funds’ investment, allowing for a
reduction in its regulatory capital
requirement. This in turn means the
co-operative need not increase its
customers’ mortgages. For the
pension funds, this presented
attractive long-term return potential
through Nykedit maximising profits.
The deal was led and structured
by PFA and constitutes the largest
unlisted equity investment by
institutional investors in Denmark.

T

he second deal took place in
May this year, when PFA,
Macquarie and two other
Danish pension funds
completed a public takeover
of TDC, Denmark’s largest telecoms
group, in one of the largest leveraged
buyout transactions in Europe for
more than 10 years. The acquisition
is a landmark transaction for PFA
thanks to significant overlap between
their respective clients: TDC covers
50% of the population while PFA
covers 20%. It also grants the fund
major influence over TDC’s
governance.
The deal brings significant
long-term attractive infrastructure
and digital development niches to
both PFA and its fellow investors, as
it allows them to invest heavily in the
development of nationwide fibreoptic and 5G mobile networks in
Denmark and support the country’s
digital evolution and next generation
technologies.
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EQUITIES – JOINT WINNERS

Fair shares
“Sophisticated and well-balanced approach that thoughtfully combines
different elements, making good use of available scale”
Judge’s comment – AP4

AP4
Sweden

Founded: 1974
Type: Hybrid sovereign buffer
fund
Assets: €36,272m
Performance:
9.1% (one year); 8.6% (three
years); 11.5% (five years);
7.3% (10 years)
As at 31 December 2017

Nordea
Investments

KEY POINTS
Structured alpha-beta
separation strategy for global
equities
Significant Swedish equities
allocation of 15%
Long-term active engagement
strategy

T

he starting point for the
management of AP4’s
equity exposure is an
analysis of the comparative advantages it enjoys in
different markets, which leads to
distinct implementation strategies.
For global equities, AP4 pursues a
structured alpha-beta separation
strategy, whereby the beta and risk
factors are managed in-house
according to a structured and
cost-efficient model, and the alpha is

outsourced in external long-short
equity market neutral hedge funds,
providing a cost-efficient riskadjusted return process.
The hedge fund managers are
monitored in-house with significant
transparency down to single
positions. The alpha-beta separation
strategy is complemented by
long-only managers with a focus on
different sustainability themes. The
strategy has proved very successful.
Average annual outperformance has
been 0.6% since 2013.
In Swedish equities, the approach
has been to take advantage of AP4
being a significant, influential and
long-term successful investor since
its foundation in 1974. With a
strategic allocation to Swedish
equities of 15%, AP4 has a sizeable
home bias. There are many rational
reasons behind this exposure.
Equities are a long-term real asset
and there is a clear connection

between them and the liability
structure of the Swedish pension
system. Historically, Swedish
equities have performed very well in
an international perspective, and
AP4 expects this to continue, as
Sweden has a well-functioning stable
economy, with a corporate governance model that aligns the interests
of companies and their investors.
Moreover, the Swedish krona acts as
a cushion in times of global economic stress.
There are opportunities for AP4
to create value as an investor in the
Swedish market, based on its
reputation, an information advantage versus international investors
and the ability to influence the
companies it invests in as a longterm owner. This is accentuated by
the continued rise of passive and
quant-driven investment strategies,
paired with a reduction in sell-side
fundamental equity analysts.

Denmark

Founded: 1997
Type: Defined contribution
life insurance company
Assets: €50,000m (Nordea
Liv och Pension)
Performance:
8.4% (one year); 8.2% (three
years); 9.4% (five years);
8.6% (10 years)
Members (Nordea Liv och
Pension):
Active – 600,000
Retired – 50,000
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED
BBVA Pensiones V, FP Spain
FRR France
Geroa Pentsioak EPSV Spain

“Highly sophisticated and structured approach to separating out equity
return drivers and assessing most efficient strategies”
Judge’s comment – Nordea Investments
KEY POINTS
Multi-dimensional framework
based on return drivers
‘Lego’ block approach to manage
and separate correlation
Strategies include passive,
active, systematic, illiquid and
equity replacement

T

he equity portfolio of
Nordea Investments is
based on a multi-dimensional framework determined by return drivers
rather than asset classes to cater for
correlations. It aims to harvest
traditional and sophisticated risk
premia. This framework forms a
‘Lego’ block approach. Key benefits
include accelerating decision-making,
portfolio rebalancing and scaling.
The correlation separation approach
allows for better understanding of
return drivers, leading to balanced

and diversified portfolios.
●● Block A – Passive. Beta is by far
the greatest and most important
return driver. This has been almost
entirely commoditised and effective
implementation is about diversification and execution efficiency.
Therefore, strict beta exposure is
implemented in passive global
mandates with focus on low costs, low
concentration and low degree of tilts
in terms of regions, sectors and styles.
●● Block B – Systematic. Alternative
risk premia such as size, value and
momentum are important return
drivers. These are implemented in a
systematic rule-based manner. This
ensures low costs, transparency,
consistency and – if implemented
correctly – high diversification across
regions and sectors.
●● Block C – Active. Active management can be advantageous, and
Nordea has identified three primary
areas: microcap, deep value, and
impact/ESG stocks. Very small

stocks tend to be extremely volatile,
illiquid and poorly covered by
analysts. This results in very
asymmetric market information and
potential for outperformance. Deep
value requires detailed analysis to
distinguish bargains from value traps,
and ESG-screenings are often
unreliable on for strictly systematic
implementation.
●● Block D – Equity replacement.
These strategies complement the
portfolio by introducing nonlinear
equity risk. The strategies are highly
skewed and behave similarly to and
have high correlation with equities.
Examples are volatility, FX and
dividend carry strategies.
●● Block E – Illiquid equity. Illiquid
investments are mapped to their
liquid equivalents to model risk
properly, providing a better understanding of mark-to-market price risk
and the ability to continuously
monitor the value and positioning of
the portfolio.
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FIXED INCOME

Set in its ways
“Significant internal resources and complex analysis
to make the fixed income strategy appropriate to the
fund’s need”
Judge’s comment

Ärzteversorgung
Westfalen-Lippe
Germany

Founded: 1960
Type: Hybrid German
Versorgungswerk
Assets: €13,152m
Performance:
4.30% (one year); 4.23%
(three years); 4.32% (five
years); 4.07% (10 years)
Members:
Active – 42,748
Retired – 15,983
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED
Enagas, FP Spain
Unifondo V Pension Fund Spain

KEY POINTS
Highly diversified 41% fixed
income allocation
Mixture of internal and actively
managed external mandates
Creation of special emerging
market corporate debt fund

A

t 41%, fixed income still
accounts for the largest
asset class in Ärzteversorgung WestfalenLippe’s (ÄVWL’s)
portfolio, thanks to the regular and
predicable cash flow it produces as an
ideal match for the scheme’s
liabilities and return expectations.
The annual target return to cover its
obligations remains 4% net of costs.
But this is not the only reason ÄVWL
maintains a high fixed income
exposure, which comprises assets
with limited risk and low volatility
that occupy a key place in a riskoptimised investment strategy. It is
also a key investment class from a
regulatory perspective.
Stable it may be as an asset class,
but the actual composition of the
portfolio has evolved. The financial
market crisis triggered a restructuring of the scheme’s holdings,
especially its fixed income. The
banking and financial sector was the
first to come under scrutiny, as the
crisis revealed the inherent weakness is these markets. Even now,
ÄVWL is not convinced that it has
stabilised. It invests only rarely in

banking stocks, having vastly
reduced its exposure at the onset of
the crisis.
The private mortgage sector is
another the fund has restructured in
recent times. This was not in
response to any financial crisis, but
to the growing influence of the
internet, enabling borrowers to seek
online deals at attractive rates.
Indeed, this segment was deemed a
poor investment in 2009 and ÄVWL
sought alternative investments that
had a similar structure.
This required a significant
expansion of the investment
universe in the fixed income
portfolio. Firstly, this involved
extending its range to include bonds
and promissory note loans from
European companies. This strategy
continues to make a valuable
contribution to the fund’s total
earnings. But since not all the bonds
were registered or promissory note
loans, but bearer securities, this led
to the launch of a specially managed
in-house vehicle established under
German law. A fund wrapper
significantly reduced any volatility
and a special overlay was created to
manage the duration. Both the
direct bond and bearer bond
portfolios have since been diversified with the addition of investmentgrade emerging market securities.
Despite the unchanged high
proportion of internally managed
fixed income investments, which at
80% forms the core of the portfolio,
ÄVWL now relies heavily on external

mandates. These are managed in a
satellite approach and consist of
asset sub-classes that the scheme
either lacks the internal expertise
and resource to run or the access to
gain meaningful exposure. These
include US and European corporate
high-yield, emerging market debt
and senior secured loans. Direct
lending, distressed debt or CLO
mandates are also managed by
external managers. The outsourced
mandates are all managed actively.
The further intensification of the
low interest rate environment and
the highly competitive nature of the
markets have led ÄVWL to seek
further innovative fixed income
solutions to ensure it can meet its
objectives. This led to the launch in
2015 of a special fund for seven-year
emerging market corporate debt.
This is a relatively static investment
with an annual target return of some
4.5%. The investment manager’s
guidelines allow for tactical
reweighting only from the initial
portfolio composition to avoid
default. As this is a market that is
heavily reliant on US-denominated
securities, the portfolio is hedged
against the dollar.
In the traditional lending space,
ÄVWL remains confident in the
abilities of its internal teams. This
has been extended in the past couple
of years to include not only sectors
such as real estate and project
financing but also recruitment drives
to take advantage of the downsizing
of banks.
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AUSTRIA – PENSIONSKASSE

Winners on the Danube
VBVPensionskasse
AG
Founded: 1990
Type: Austrian Pensionskasse
Assets: €7,030m
Performance:
7.44% (one year); 4.7% (three
years); 5.5% (five years);
3.1% (10 years)
Members:
Active – 272,527
Retired – 35,708
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED

“Currently the best online portal in the market place, with a
very attractive combination of different retirement sources”
Judge’s comment – VBV Pensionskasse AG
KEY POINTS
Largest Austrian multiemployer with €7bn in assets
Strong performance of +7.44%
from diversified portfolio
Launch of new member web
portal in 2018 for combined VBV
schemes

F

ounded in 1990, VBVPensionskasse remains
Austria’s largest multiemployer pension fund
with €7bn under management and more than 300,000
beneficiaries. Occupational pension
provision is its speciality and among
its clients it counts Erste Bank
Sparkasse, Vienna Insurance Group
and UniCredit Bank Austria. In
addition, VBV has more than 5,300

contracts with large and mediumsized companies and employers from
the public sector.
2017 was one of the most
successful years in recent history for
VBV. The overall performance
amounted to +7.44%, which contributed significantly to the increase in
the value of its assets. This represents a significant outperformance
compared with the peer-led industry
average of 5.79%. This success was
down to a combination of investment
strategies based on fixed income
credit portfolios concentrated on
emerging market government bonds
and corporate bonds, high equity
exposure and alternatives such as
credit funds and real estate.
VBV integrates ESG criteria into
its investment process and became
the first Austrian pension fund to
sign up to both the Montréal Carbon

Pledge and the UN Principles for
Responsible Investment. Moreover, it
is the first Austrian pension fund to
commit to publishing its annual
carbon footprint.
VBV is constantly innovating to
add to both its investments and
customer service. A very recent
development was the launch in
January with its sister pension
scheme, the provident severance
fund VBV Vorsorgekasse, of a new
web portal for members. This is the
first time an Austrian commercial
pensions group has combined both
types of arrangement in one
web-based offering. Meine VBV
features a streamlined pensions
calculator that adapts to different
devices, such as smartphones,
tablets and desktop computers as
well as integrating member profiles
from both schemes.

APK Pensionskasse AG

APK
Vorsorgekasse
AG

AUSTRIA – VORSORGEKASSE
“Active strategy oriented towards Pensionskassen investment
philosophy with higher risk budget – a market leader”
Judge’s comment – APK Vorsorgekasse AG

Founded: 2002
Type: Austrian Vorsorgekasse
Assets: €757m

KEY POINTS
Complete allocation overhaul to
defensive conservative strategy

Performance:
2.29% (one year)

Revised communications and
education programme

Members:
Active – 200,000
Retired – 260,000

Diversified portfolio with
higher equities and alternatives
exposure

As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED
BONUS Vorsorgekasse AG
VBV–Vorsorgekasse AG

A

ustrian Vorsorgekassen
had historically come to
rely too heavily on the
relatively safe and
predictable returns of
high-quality euro bonds. In addition,
different regulations defining their
investment universe limited the
scope of what a Vorsorgekasse can

do. APK sought to address this.This
strategic asset allocation is based on
the principle that the cost of the
capital guarantee should always be
met even in the most adverse market
conditions.
In contrast to its first few years of
operation, APK Vorsorgekasse now
benefits from a large membership
with ample accumulated returns on
investments, such that one or two
years of negative returns would not
incur large capital guarantee
payments. This means APK can
concentrate more on long-term
investing than merely investing to
limit yearly volatility.
Since this differs from the way a
Vorsorgekasse generally invests,
APK has adapted its communica-

tions policy. It now conducts
half-yearly meetings with members
to share the latest results and
information, in addition to guiding
them to become more long term in
their outlook.
Feedback has been overwhelmingly positive and there is a broad
agreement that APK’s primary goal
should be to secure the long-term
purchasing power of the capital even
if this makes short-term results more
volatile.
But any investment strategy is
only as good as the results it
produces and in the three-year
period to June 2018, APK recorded
a market outperformance of 0.15%
– a result it claims is stronger than it
appears.
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Asia and beyond.
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BELGIUM

Pillar of society
“The information is accurate and shows an excellent
information ratio. The size of the fund and its
organisation are at the higher end of the market”
Judge’s comment

Pensioenfonds
UZ Gent –
UGent OFP
Founded: 1995
Type: Defined benefit public
sector pension fund
Assets: €696m
Performance:
9.88% (one year); 7.06%
(three years)
Members:
Active – 5,219
Retired – 1,497
Deferred – 1,105
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED
Amonis OFP
Integrale
OFP Provant IBP
Pensioenfonds KBC

KEY POINTS
Funded first-pillar public sector
fund
Extensive governance
framework
One year performance of 9.88%
in 2017

T

he €696m Pensioenfonds
UZ Gent – UGent OFP was
originally established in
October 1995 by the UZ
Ghent Hospital as
Pensioenfonds UZ Gent. The hospital
was joined in the scheme by the
University of Ghent in 2017, leading
to the current double-barrel name. It
remains one of the few first-pillar
pension funds in Belgium
Gent considers itself a pioneer
among Belgian public sector schemes
thanks to the way it outsources the
management of the assets as a
first-pillar pension and its solid
governance model and foresight that
streamline the cost of future
pensions.
It is not a legal requirement for a
pension fund to finance first-pillar
pensions in Belgium and most public
organisations do so on a pay-as-yougo basis, resulting in very high
expected future costs. Thanks to its
asset structure and low funding
deficits, the future expected pension
costs for Gent’s original sponsor, UZ
Ghent Hospital. are significantly
lower compared to other public
institutions and its peers.
A major change for the scheme
occurred in 2017 when the University of Ghent joined the pension
fund, resulting in two ring-fenced

investment strategies. The university
scheme is a recently-established
defined contribution plan with a
simplified investment strategy
matching its current size of just €4m.
Gent’s current overall asset
allocation comprises:
●● Passive and active non-euro-zone
equities – 32.2%
●● Passive investment-grade eurogovernment bonds – 21%
●● Euro-zone equities – 17.8%
●● Active euro-denominated
corporate bonds – 13%
●● Active real estate – 10%
●● Active emerging market debt – 3%
●● Active emerging market equities
– 3%.
Governance plays a large part in
Gent’s success. This begins at fund
level where the scheme determines
its general investment policy in the
statement of investment principles
(SIP), which seeks to:
●● Define the responsibilities of the
different parties involved in running
the scheme;
●● Establish the fund’s investment
objectives and its detailed asset risk
management procedures;
●● Draft the guidelines driving
management of the fund’s assets;
●● Determine how to assess the
investment results and whether these
meet the expected returns.
The board reviews the SIP at least
once every three years or sooner, if
need be, to ensure the right strategy
is in place to benefit from or protect
against market trends and conditions. By actively and systematically
managing a balanced portfolio of
fixed income and growth assets, the
overall goal is to align the portfolio
consistently and as closely as possible

with the scheme’s long-term
objectives.
Day-to-day management is
delegated to the executive committee, consisting of five internal
specialists with different backgrounds, assisted by the fund’s
investment consultant. This is unique
in the Belgian market and allows for
a thorough implementation of the
strategy and monitoring of the risks
in the portfolio, including cash
management and rebalancing
procedures. Tactical decisions are
delegated by the executive committee
to the investment managers Gent
employs.

G

ent believes that it has
the right governance
structures and processes
in place to enable
effective and timely
decisions, efficient risk management
and provide clear objectives. Gent
operates in a very tight risk-controlled environment, with low
tracking errors, and low relative and
absolute volatility about which all the
investment managers are given strict
guidelines. The realised tracking
error over three years amounts to
0.71%. When combined with a net
outperformance over three years of
1.08%, this results in a very high net
information ratio of 1.52.
The proof of the pudding is in the
eating. The fund realised very high
absolute and relative returns in the
past few years with net outperformances over one year of 9.88% in
2017 versus the benchmark’s 8.15%
and 7.06% per annum over three
years versus 5.98%. It also outperformed over longer periods.
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IPE would like to congratulate
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Central & Eastern Europe

INVL Mezzo II
53+ pension fund
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CENTRAL & EASTERN EUROPE

Home is where the heart is
“INVL Mezzo II 53+’s exemplary creativity and
success are above and beyond what can be
expected from a €20m fund”
Judge’s comment

INVL Mezzo II
53+ pension
fund
Lithuania

KEY POINTS
Small but active €20m
Lithuanian 2nd pillar fund
Diversified regional bond
portfolio and credit strategy
Equity strategy based on small
but attractively regional firms

Founded: 2004
Type: Multi-employer
industry-wide pension fund
Assets: €17.7m
Performance:
5.84% (one year); 6.53%
(three years); 5.18% (five
years); 4.95% (10 years)
Members:
Active – 4,600
Retired – 16
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED
KB First Pension Company JSC
Skopje Macedonia
Raiffeisen Mandatory Pension
Fund Category B Croatia
Sava penziski fond Macedonia
Swedbank Pension Plan

G

iven INVL Mezzo II 53+
pension fund’s small asset
base of just €20m, it is
constantly looking for
opportunities for regional
liquidity discounts or small issue
mispricing. In addition, it actively
participates in local private bond
placements, local equities and local
real estate funds with limited
competition from international
investors.
INVL Mezzo II 53+ is managed
by INVL Asset Management and
operates in Lithuania’s second-pillar
pensions sector. The fixed income
allocation is managed as five
strategies/portfolios that each seek
to outperform their respective
benchmark. It achieved this goal for
four of the five portfolios in 2017.
INVL Mezzo II 53+ takes
advantage of its small size in several
areas. First is its A- rated fixed
income allocation. This involves
exposure from auctions of €20m
bond issues in A- or higher rated
local money market or sovereign
Lithuanian, Latvian and Polish
bonds. These offer a significant
premium versus euro-zone bonds,

with a yield pickup of 30–40 basis
points for bonds with a five-year
duration. The fund also exploits its
size by holding government bonds
from non-euro-zone countries, such
as South Korea and Israel. Both offer
a better yield than Lithuania or
Poland euro-denominated bonds for
the same duration, despite higher
ratings by major credit agencies.
Moreover, the liquidity of these
bonds is low, so the secondary bond
market is attractive for smaller
players.
Next, INVL Mezzo II 53+ sees
private placements in Central and
Eastern European corporate bonds
as a means to pick up yield without
assuming more credit risk. As the
Baltic credit market is generally
small, there are limited opportunities for companies too small to issue
an international bond but too big for
a single bank or syndicate to finance.
This creates a ‘sweet spot’ for credit
investments and financing for
organic growth or M&A between
€30m and €100m. In 2017 INVL
Mezzo II 53+ provided financing to a
Latvian lingerie company for a
cross-border acquisition through a
12% convertible bond, which was
refinanced in early 2018 and
generated over 20% IRR. Currently,
the scheme owns three issues of
private placement bonds with yield
premia of 3–5% compared with other
non-investment-grade securities.
INVL Mezzo II 53+ also seeks
liquidity premium in other Central
and Eastern European government

bonds but remains selective on the
quality of the countries in invests in.
Its top pick for past couple of years
has been Macedonia, which it
considers to be well run, with less
than €2bn in international debt. Its
government debt-to-GDP ratio is
below 40% and it has reasonable
current account and budget deficits.
With a Fitch credit rating of BB,
Macedonian bonds not only offer a
significant premium thanks to low
liquidity, but they have also outperformed the market in recent years.

T

he fund enjoys expertise in
local Baltic and regional
Central and Eastern
European equity markets
that enables it to find
attractively priced companies with
good fundamentals. The Baltic stock
exchange has only 67 listed companies, with a total market capitalisation of less than €8bn. As a result of
low liquidity, this market is isolated
from large amounts of foreign capital,
creating an appealing niche for a
small pension fund like INVL Mezzo
II 53+. Value creation comes from
investing in local market leaders with
good returns on capital at significantly lower valuations than MSCI
All Country World index companies.
This is also true of its real estate
investments. It invests in local and
regional third-party managed funds
that have attractive yields and
higher rental growth compared to
Western European or even Polish
equivalents.

Dinamika Latvia
Swedbank Pensionifond K3
Estonia
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DENMARK

Better together
“Another busy year for this highly innovative fund,
using partnerships to move into uncharted territory.
They always seem to be ahead”
Judge’s comment

PensionDanmark
Founded: 1992
Type: Defined contribution
multi-employer pension fund
Assets: €30,000m
Performance:
9.9% – <41 years old /6.9% –
65 years old (one year); 7.6%
– <41 years old/6.7% – 65
years old (per year, based on
2008–17 – 10 years)
Members:
Active – 400,000
Retired – 45,000
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED
Industriens Pension
Nordea Investments

KEY POINTS
Significant 20% real estate and
infrastructure exposure
Strategy based on building
partnerships for economies of
scale
Extensive ESG and sustainable
investing strategy

P

ensionDanmark’s
investment strategy aims
to construct an all-weather
portfolio that will do well
in a wide range of different
economic environments. This means
that PensionDanmark is willing to
accept a slightly lower return in
momentum-driven markets to
achieve higher return stability when
listed markets are more volatile or
negative.
The €30bn fund achieves this in
different ways. A significant
proportion of its equity portfolio is
invested in low volatility shares and
this helped bring stability to the
portfolio in difficult markets such as
the European debt crisis of 2011.
Furthermore, PensionDanmark has
broadened its investment universe to
include a wide range of asset classes
including real estate, infrastructure
and direct investments. In these
markets, the fund invests in assets
with stable, attractive cash flows by
remaining abreast of new
opportunities within real estate and
infrastructure.
In the low rate environment
where many investors are moving
into unlisted infrastructure and real
estate, it has become increasingly
important to be ahead of the curve in

terms of assets and technology,
source deals directly and have a
strong internal team that is able to
develop and structure the deals
together with industrial partners.
Within infrastructure, which
accounts for 10% of the portfolio, the
focus is on renewable energy such as
wind and biomass, transmission, and
transportation infrastructure, such as
rolling stock. With real estate
investments, which also total 10% or
so of the portfolio, the strategy is to
develop and invest in modern,
well-located and sustainabilitycertified properties with solid
long-term tenants.
The ambition is to have a stable
base that gives a highly predictable
annual cash flow that is less
correlated with the business cycle
and acts as an inflation hedge.
PensionDanmark aims to add €300m
in real estate assets to the overall
portfolio each year.
A large part of the portfolio
growth will be in the form of newly
constructed commercial and
residential real estate, with
sustainability an integral part of the
strategy underpinning both a
value-added element and risk
management. All new developments
are certified to the highest standards.
To ensure its strategy is
successful, PensionDanmark has
built dedicated internal teams in both
real estate and infrastructure.
Investment and M&A specialists,
engineers, lawyers and specialised
asset managers, together with
external technical and legal
consultants, can construct and close
deals as well as operate and manage
the assets optimally.

PensionDanmark has placed
increasing importance on forming
partnerships in recent years.
Creating economies of scale with
like-minded investors has allowed the
scheme to seek new and robust
investments in new areas and
encourage innovation. This not only
adds to the level of diversification the
fund enjoys but also to the levels of
return. A key example is the creation
of Copenhagen Infrastructure
Partners (CIP), which
PensionDanmark co-founded five
years ago. This was a successful
strategy and CIP now has a total
commitment of DKK46bn (€6.2bn)
of which PensionDanmark’s share is
DKK18bn.

B

uilding on this success, in
March 2017,
PensionDanmark entered
into a new partnership by
investing in the new
Maritime Investment fund, with the
aim of adding a diversified portfolio
of maritime assets to its strategy. At
the same time, it teamed up with a
specialist to venture into African
infrastructure by investing in a
dedicated fund.
Aside from partnerships, ESG and
socially responsible investing
principles are key elements of
PensionDanmark’s strategy.
Conforming to the UN Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs), in June
2018, PensionDanmark invested
DKK400m in a newly established
public-private partnership vehicle,
the Danish SDG Investment Fund,
whose objective is to aid developing
countries while promoting Danish
know-how and technology.
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FRANCE

Two degrees of separation
“ERAFP has developed a strong SRI policy with a
specific focus on risks linked to climate change, and
performance is well above average”
Judge’s comment

ERAFP
Founded: 2005
Type: Defined contribution
public sector pension fund
Assets: €29,140m
Performance:
5.45% (one year)
Members:
Active – 4,865,274
Retired – 122,141
Deferred – 398,517
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED
AG2R La Mondiale
FRR

KEY POINTS
Carbon reduction strategy
applied to 95% of portfolio
Recent direct mutual fund
investments in emerging
markets
Continued expansion of real
estate portfolio

W

ith its asset base
expected to reach
€100bn by 2050, the
€29bn French
mandatory public
sector fund ERAFP is deeply
committed to public service and
socially responsible investing, given
its membership of 4.5m civil servants
across France.
From a starting point of a
conservative investment strategy
geared predominantly towards fixed
income, ERAFP has since broadened
its asset allocation. As of June 2108,
this comprised:
●● 57% in fixed income, of which 37%
was in sovereign bonds and 20%
corporate bonds;
●● 32% in listed equities;
●● 7.5% in real estate;
●● 3.5% in private equity,
infrastructure and other assets.
Except for sovereign bonds, which
are managed in-house, ERAFP is
bound by French law to outsource
the management of its assets. As a
public sector entity, ERAFP’s tenders
must also comply with the French
public procurement code. Since a
regulatory change in 2015, however,

ERAFP has been allowed to invest
directly in open-ended mutual funds,
albeit in a small pocket of just 3% of
overall assets. The scheme has used
this opportunity to expand its asset
base by exploring actual investment
classes, such as emerging markets,
and methodologies, such as
decarbonisation.
The consequences of climate
change are probably one of the risk
factors most likely to have a longterm impact on the value of ERAFP’s
assets. This has led to the fund
actively assessing and disclosing the
carbon footprint of its equity
portfolio for the past five years. In
2017, this was extended to its private
equity, real estate and infrastructure
mandates, based on the analysis of
several consulting firms. This means
the proportion of ERAFP’s assets
covered by carbon footprint
measurements has increased from
89% in 2016 to 95% today.

T

o further expand its
decarbonisation strategy,
ERAFP’s 2017 public
report sets a 2°C
alignment target for its
equities and corporate bonds
portfolios compared to their
respective benchmarks. This is based
on the sectoral decarbonisation
approach methodology that sets out a
2°C trajectory – both static and
dynamic – between 2010 and 2050
for 13 sectors.
Emerging markets offer a very
attractive diversification perspective
for ERAFP. This is especially
important given its need for low

liquidity and a long-term horizon to
withstand any potential market
turmoil. Moreover, given ERAFP’s
strong ESG beliefs and understanding
of how these impact portfolios in the
long term, investing in assets that
contribute to meeting the basic needs
of a fast-growing population makes
perfect sense.
This, coupled with a loosening of
the regulatory framework restricting
ERAFP’s investment universe resulted
in the scheme investing directly in
emerging market corporate bond
mutual funds, beginning with a
€160m commitment in five UCITS
funds in 2016 and €30m in emerging
market equity funds in 2017.
Next, with a view to launch in
2018 a segregated mandate focusing
on emerging market corporate bonds,
ERAFP has reviewed its guidelines to
ensure they are consistent with both
its ESG/SRI philosophy and longterm investor profile. The approach
thus relies indeed on its ability to
hold the bonds until maturity and to
systematically integrate the analysis
of ESG issues into the investment
process.
Elsewhere, ERAFP has invested
€1.1bn in property during the past
two years, with the size of its real
estate portfolio more than doubling
from €980m at the end of 2015 to
€2.14bn at the end of June 2018. This
builds on an initial regulatory limit of
10% set in 2011 when the green light
to include real estate was granted. It
was then raised to 12.5% in 2016. The
real estate portfolio has been steadily
growing, from 5% in 2015 to 7.5% in
2016 and 8.7% in 2017.
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GERMANY – BAV

Bosch
Pensionsfonds
AG
Founded: 2002
Type: Hybrid German bAV
fund
Assets: €3,690m
Performance:
7.6% (one year); 6.2% (three
years); 6.9% (five years);
5.1% (10 years)
Members:
Active – 121,000
Retired – 41,000
Deferred – 21,000
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED

Fit for all seasons
“Bosch has been making outstanding contributions to the
industry and regulatory developments for many years and has
devised yet another blue-print for others to follow”
Judge’s comment – Bosch Pensionsfonds AG
KEY POINTS
Development of all-weather
pensions solutions
Second Bosch-led annuity
reform
Long-term extension pensions
development analysis

K

nown as the Bosch
Pension in the German
pensions industry, the
annuity reform instigated
by Bosch Pensionsfonds in
2016 brought immediate benefits for
3,000 retirees with a collective
pension pot of some €150m. But
what about the 7,000 or so worth
€200m still receiving annuities based
on the old concept?
In the past few months, many

German insurance companies faced
with a situation where the Bosch
Pension did not apply have been
selling their full guaranteed pensions
insurance contracts to specialist
third-party platform providers. But
this has opened further debate about
any adverse impacts for members.
For Bosch, simply selling its
pensioners’ liabilities was not an
option. It decided to devise a strategy
to weather-proof their benefits and
find smart solutions to help them
grow.
The first step was to undertake a
long-term study based on various
scenarios to project the development
of retirees, annuity payments,
liabilities, assets, interest rates,
interest rate buffer requirements and
solvency requirements. The
magnitude of interest rate buffer

requirements under certain scenarios
proved particularly demanding,
however.
Bosch first sought to enhance its
investment strategy by rebalancing
its equities and fixed income
exposures to ensure 100% liability
coverage for the next 20 years. To
overcome the interest rate buffer
challenge, it used its experience of
building a buffer to manage longevity
risks to create a voluntary interest
rate buffer based on rerouting former
employer contributions made when
employees left the company to the
new interest rate buffer. As with the
first Bosch Pension reform, the
scheme sought and won the approval
of the relevant German financial
authority, creating the blue-print
again for further reforms and
future-proofing its retirees’ pensions.

HVB Pension Fund

GERMANY – VERSORGUNGSWERK

Bayerische
Versorgungskammer

“BVK has set up a well-defined and broadly diversified
portfolio structure, based on a secure and sustainable
investment strategy”

Founded: 1916
Type: Hybrid German
Versorgungswerk scheme
Assets: €82,154m
Performance:
4.0% (one year); 3.4% (three
years); 3.7% (five years);
4.7% (10 years)
Members:
Active – 1,829,392
Retired – 390,475
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED
Ärzteversorgung
Westfalen-Lippe

Judge’s comment – Bayerische Versorgungskammer
KEY POINTS
Dedicated alternative credit
team created in 2004
Extensive manager selection
due diligence framework
Addition of ‘buy-and maintain’
US corporate bond mandate

T

he investment policy of the
€82bn Bayerische
Versorgungskammer (BVK)
focuses on the principle of
diversification based on an
optimal combination of asset classes
and regions. Alternative credit has
been a key area of focus in recent
years, with new deals totalling some
€2bn in 2017. BVK’s Fixed Income
Alternatives department is always
seeking new investment
opportunities, such as aviation, or to
increase the floating rate allocation to

gain from rising rates and enhance the
investment strategy in challenging
investment environments.
The origins of the department go
back to 2004, with the initial
investment focus on corporate
bonds via external managers. The
low interest rate environment,
combined with increased
complexity within non-traditional
fixed income products, made it
necessary to set up a team focusing
on alternatives within the fixed
income universe. For the
on-boarding of managers, BVK uses
a master KVG structure to set up
and administer the funds.
The structure has evolved over the
years, with the addition of several
other asset classes including corporate high-yield bonds, emerging
market bonds, senior secured loans
and CLOs.
For the selection of external

managers, the department conducts
detailed due diligence processes
comprising several steps, including
short and long tenders, beauty
contests and on-site visits to analyse
manager capabilities regarding
portfolio management, research and
risk management.
In addition to new asset classes,
the department’s investment style
has also evolved. In 2016, the scheme
added a ‘buy-and-maintain’ mandate
focusing on US corporate bonds to
enhance the portfolio; the US bonds
offer higher yields than European
equivalents and act as a substitute for
traditional fixed income investments,
such as covered bonds.
Further developments have seen
the team invest internally by actively
engaging in private placements,
including infrastructure projects and
promissory notes, or
Schuldscheindarlehen.
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expertise to drive better member outcomes.
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IRELAND

Building the future
“Really good entry with strong emphasis on
governance and investment strategy backed up with
impressive investment returns relative to peers”
Judge’s comment

Construction
Workers’
Pension
Scheme
Founded: 2006
Type: Hybrid multi-employer
industry-wide pension fund
Assets: €1,538m
Performance:
5.8% (one year); 5.3% (three
years); 5.5% (five years)
Members:
Active – 26,545
Retired – 7,798
Deferred – 270,076
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED
AIB Defined Contribution
Pension Scheme
RetireSmart (ESB Defined
Contribution Pension Scheme)

KEY POINTS
Largest multi-employer pension
scheme in Ireland
Flexible and diversified
investment strategy
Addition of illiquid investments
to alternatives portfolio

T

he €1.5bn Construction
Workers’ Pension Scheme
(CWPS) is the largest
industry-wide scheme in
Ireland, with just under
7,000 participating firms at the end
of 2017, of which 2,000 have active
members.
CWPS is the perfect fit for the
construction industry as it takes full
account of the mobility of
construction workers and allows
them to build their pension pot in a
single account as they move from
firm to firm. Contribution rates are
standard throughout the industry for
both members and employers and
the scheme benefits greatly from
economies of scale in costs. It is run
by a trustee board of 11 members
drawn from the construction
industry’s social partnership, giving
broad representation for both
employers and members.
CWPS’s investment strategy is
designed to cater for a large group of
members with relatively small
pension pots. The aim is to preserve
the value of the contributions while
providing investment growth through
appropriate and diversified exposure
to return-seeking assets.

The hybrid nature of the scheme
means there is no requirement for
daily liquidity in the accumulation
phase. This allows it to invest in
illiquid assets and alternatives that
may not be available to more
traditional workplace DC plans. The
Return Seeking Portfolio (RSP) is
highly diversified with a low reliance
on equities to drive growth and
includes investments in hedge funds,
senior loans, absolute return funds,
currency funds and commodities.
At 31 December 2017, CWPS had
investments in a wide range of funds
with 17 managers. This high level of
diversification by asset and region
should act as a volatility dampener to
smooth member returns over time.
All the scheme’s assets are
managed by external asset managers
and performance is monitored
against benchmarks and at an
absolute level. The fund then
employs an external investment
consultant to monitor and evaluate
the performance, risk management
processes and the organisation and
teamwork of the investment
managers.
At retirement age, CWPS provides
members with an annuity through
the Pensioner Annuity Fund, which
is invested in AA/AAA euro-zone
sovereign bonds and which holds
significant reserves enabling
members to benefit from more
favourable rates than are available in
the open market.
In 2017, CWPS continued its
significant drive of engaging directly
with members and employers. The

website continues to be updated as a
medium for engaging with members
and employers. This includes a new
portal designed to make it easier for
new companies to join the scheme,
especially smaller firms that may not
have the internal resources to take
care of pensions.
On the investment front, for a
number of years, CWPS has been
exploring the potential offered by
alternative investments. This is to
ensure that members do not become
overly reliant on any one asset either
for growth or protection. This has
seen the fund progress from property
being the sole real asset diversifier to
adding liquid alternatives such as
hedge funds, active currency and
commodity funds and global tactical
asset allocation managers to members’ accounts to reduce their
dependency on equities for growth.
The third stage of diversification
has been to add illiquid assets. This
process has been much more
considered and progressed at a
slower pace to take account of the
idiosyncratic nature of many of
these investments and the need for
CWPS to have the right teams and
processes in place to implement and
manager them. Nonetheless, in
recent years, the fund has added
direct lending, infrastructure and
senior lending to members’
accounts, all of which have performed as expected to date. For
members, the returns from illiquid
investments coupled with the
distribution of cash flows can have a
stabilising impact on their accounts.
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International Institutional Capital
Advisors – IICA
IICapital Advisor is an independent private partnership with no connection to financial intermediaries
or distracting investment arm, which operates free from conflicts of interest. We specialize on
advising on investments, raising capital and seeding investments for Institutional Investors. Across
the years we focused on all Asset Classes according to the needs of our Clients and our Investors.
Our independence allows our entrepreneurial and collaborative culture to work to deliver for our
clients across Europe, Africa, Middle East and South East Asia.
We specialize on advising on investments, raising capital and seeding investments for Institutional
Investors. Across the years we focused on all Asset Classes according to the needs of our Clients
and our Investors.
Our Clients are among the largest and the most successful asset managers in their Classes.
Our investors are between the largest institutional investors such as Pension Funds, Insurance
Companies, Endowments, Large Single Family Offices.
We actively and constantly search for the “Best in Class” asset manager and the best asset classes
according to the market momentum.
Thanks to of our extensive network of local partners-based business model and deep knowledge of
local markets, our success depends on the Client fund’s success.

Our activities
IICA can provide the following services:
• Marketing and Sales
• Communication
• Investment Advisory
• Fund Structuring
• Branch, Office and Structure set-up
• Capital Raising
• Secondary Advisory
• Manager Selection
Our deep sector knowledge, independence and insight into the private fund market across
several asset classes allows us to create insightful and effective strategies to support our Clients’
management and sales force to raise capital efficiently. We thrive on working alongside the most
innovative funds and consistently partner with the highest-quality fund managers.
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ITALY – JOINT WINNERS

Structural change

Fondo Pensione
Nazionale BCC/
CRA

“Well diversified and structured asset
allocation, with outstanding volatility and
correlation management”

Founded: 1987
Type: Defined contribution
multi-employer pension fund
Assets: €2,229m
Performance:
4.06% (one year); 2.74%
(three years); 3.24% (five
years)
Members:
Active – 31,236
Retired – 148
As at 31 December 2017

Fondo Pensioni
del Personale
Gruppo BNL/
BNP Paribas
Italia

Judge’s comment – Fondo Pensione Nazionale BCC/CRA
KEY POINTS
DC plan based on four
investment line life-cycle model
Innovative investment
department restructure
Allocations to uncorrelated
assets to gain diversification

F

ondo Pensione Nazionale
BCC/CRA (FPN) is a
defined contribution
arrangement structured
around four investment
lines with allocation strategies based
on a life-cycle model. The first line
has an explicit minimum annual
guaranteed return of 2.25% with a
maximum target of five years to
retirement. The other three lines
offer a more varied asset and risk

Assets: €997m
Performance:
2.82% (one year)
Members:
Active – 15,982
Retired – 1,443
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED
Inarcassa
PrevAer – Fondo Pensione
Fondazione Enpam

strategy. The reforms are designed
to allow pension funds to seek
returns in a wider range of opportunities. Of particular note are stakes
it has taken in special Italian mutual
fund structures known as OICRs.
These target alternatives and other
assets that are less correlated with
traditional investments. By analysing standard deviation, FPN expects
the 2017–18 period to post interesting returns with low volatility and
low levels of risk versus the
benchmark.
These uncorrelated investments
include real estate, infrastructure,
solar panels, private equity, private
debt and private equity funds of
funds. The correlated investments
are mainly in a variety of fixed
income instruments, while the
scheme endeavours to avoid certain
countries seen as too risky.

“A thorough process of ESG risk assessment,
screening and reporting”
Judge’s comment – Fondo Pensioni del Personale Gruppo

Founded: 1956
Type: Hybrid multi-employer
pension fund

allocation according to time horizons
of 10, 20 and 30 years.
Innovation and structural
changes have been the main focus
FPN in the past few years, with the
complementary pension fund for
Italian cooperative and agricultural
banks investing in its financial
department to build a team with
different competences to monitor its
investments.
This results in a separation
between two members overseeing
direct investments and two taking
care of the scheme’s mandates. They
are complemented by a further team
member looking after financial
reporting, risk management and
compliance.
The new structure has enabled
FPN to benefit from regulatory
reforms in Italy to optimise the level
of diversification in its investment

BNL/BNP Paribas Italia
KEY POINTS
Transition from passive ESG
strategy to actively managed
approach
80% ESG coverage at overall
fund level
Comprehensive ESG analysis
framework

F

or Fondo Pensioni del
Personale Gruppo BNL/
BNP Paribas Italia, 2017
was notable for a major shift
in its SRI ESG approach,
which it overhauled from a predominantly passive approach to an active
strategy. This is designed to
integrate the investment choices the
fund makes with a universe of
securities selected on the basis of
ESG criteria and principles.
This universe is then entrusted

to the various asset managers that
the fund employs to implement its
investment strategy. The only
exceptions to this renewed process
are real estate and alternatives.
This means that some 80% of BNL/
BNP Paribas’s portfolio is now
managed according to its ESG
policy.
The decision for BNL/BNP
Paribas to pursue a strategy that is
largely now driven by ESG principles
was inspired by an increasing
awareness of its responsibility as a
pension fund to support the
environment and social aspects for
future generations. It was also
attracted by the long-term return
potential from an ESG-based
strategy and the reduced reputational risk this can bring about,
which ultimately benefits its
members.
Comprehensive analysis is

undertaken to reclassify potential
investments according to their ESG
potential, and the final score this
generates is the added value from an
active management approach that
allows the manager to choose the
best securities that match the
scheme’s requirements.
As a result of significant differences between some of the sectors
the scheme analyses, such as the
financial industry versus energy
sectors, companies with different
scores may still feature in the top
decile as fundamentals and other
data may come into play.
This analysis is applied to all the
securities within specific indices
covering regions and corporate
holdings. Once a month BNL/BNP
Paribas receives a report highlighting the best securities from each
index according to the scheme’s
analysis.
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When it comes to investing, consistency is beautiful.

Success is more closely connected to consistency than ever. Our global investment team is built on
a genuine culture of collaboration, where experts challenge and debate their best ideas to make
better decisions, leading to better outcomes for you and your clients.

Find out how partnering with us can help deliver the consistent success you and your clients demand.

columbiathreadneedle.com
Important Information. Past performance is not a guide to future performance. Your capital is at Risk. This material is for information only and does not constitute an offer or solicitation of an order to buy or sell any securities or other financial instruments, or to provide investment
advice or services. Issued by Threadneedle Asset Management Limited. Registered in England and Wales, Registered No. 573204, Cannon Place, 78 Cannon Street, London EC4N 6AG, United Kingdom. Authorised and regulated in the UK by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Columbia Threadneedle Investments is the global brand name of the Columbia and Threadneedle group of companies.
11.18 | J28553
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NETHERLANDS

Perfect match
“The innovative matching policy of PGB is a good
example for other Dutch pension funds to follow”
Judge’s comment

Stichting
Pensioenfonds
PGB
Founded: 1953
Type: Hybrid multi-employer
industry-wide pension fund
Assets: €25,500m (€26,647m
as of 31 August 2018)
Performance:
6.7% (one year); 6.2% (three
years); 7.6% (five years);
6.1% (10 years)
Members:
Active – 76,452
Retired – 77,035
Deferred – 164,104
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED
PMT (Pensioenfonds Metaal &
Techniek)/PME (Pensioenfonds
van de Metalektro)
SBZ Pensioen
Stichting Calpam-Pensioenfonds

KEY POINTS
Integral interest rate risk
management in one mandate
Scaled hedging process to
ensure constant match
Dynamic swap spread risk
management approach

T

he main recent concern of
€26.6bn multi-employer
scheme Stichting Pensioenfonds PGB has been
recognising risk factor
exposure, as it considers asset
allocation policies based on market
values to be ineffective. Moreover,
one of the main risks on its liabilities
is that of interest rates, whereby the
duration factor renders market
value-based allocation worthless. The
scheme has designed a new matching
policy to control ‘real’ risk factors
based on three areas of innovation:
●● Integral approach, one mandate.
PGB’s matching portfolio is designed
to sustain the expected level of
hedging needed to cover the returns
of its medium-term liabilities. There
may be some volatility in the shorter
term as a result of different types of
assets versus the liabilities. To ensure
the approach, however, remains
consistent for all the investments in
the portfolio, PGB has constructed a
single mandate with different risk
budgets and guidelines for the
various asset classes it contains. This
has the added bonus of allowing PGB
to view interest rate and credit risks

across all the portfolio’s investments.
The benchmark of the matching
portfolio is the swap curve measured
against the duration structure of the
liabilities. Matching the liabilities is
the overriding objective of the assets
but some extra return generation is
permissible. As with the one-
mandate approach, this is the only
benchmark. Separate benchmarks for
sub-portfolios, such as credit
instruments, do not consider
liabilities, but seek outperformance
against what PGB considers to be
irrelevant benchmarks. The mandate
aims for a stable portfolio with a
strong degree of diversification,
limiting concentration risks, while
avoiding unnecessary restrictions.
●● Risk-based allocations. Given the
long-term nature of PGB matching its
liabilities to interest rate risk, the fund
recognised that the former marketbased allocation policy missed its
mark. In addition to interest rate, the
long duration structure of the
liabilities also incurs mainly curve
risk, which refers to the non-parallel
movement of interest rates.
PGB bases its interest risk budgets
on the Dutch regulator’s VEV
methodology but certain elements
constitute interest rate risk that
stems from the unhedged amount of
duration risk and the Dutch regulator
does not consider curve risk. PGB
therefore maintains these elements
as a stable part of its balance sheet,
allowing it to allocate the return
portfolio flexibly in line with its risk
appetite.

The aim of the matching portfolio
is to hedge a constant amount of
interest rate risk. To facilitate this,
PGB uses a scale to determine the
desired level of hedging for each level
of interest rate. So, with higher rates
there needs to be a higher degree
duration risk hedged to achieve the
desired hedging level. Hence, the
allocation of investment risk
fluctuates with the level of interest
rates, not market value. All the assets
of the matching portfolio feature in
one model that shows the interest
rate risk across six key rates and
separates it from credit risk.
Risk budgets also govern the
management of credit, which –
alongside mortgages – is measured in
duration and rating terms, according
to the Dutch regulator’s model. This
means PGB can earn spread with
higher market value in short duration
products or take more credit
duration risk, using less cash. This
allows for a more flexible investment
style than managing against a
benchmark.
●● Dynamic approach to swap
spreads. Another large risk for the
matching portfolio is swap spread, as
government yields widening or
narrowing versus the swap curve
affect the portfolio’s matching
characteristics. PGB thus developed a
swap spread scale, governing the
level of allocation to swaps or
government bonds. This systemically
allows for greater risk control and
locks in higher returns from government bonds when swap spreads rise.
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Tack.
Beat.
Run.
Eastward.

Tokio Marine Asset Management is a Japan/Asia focused investment specialist with over 30 years’ market experience and
approximately $66.2bn* in assets under management. To find out how we can guide your voyage eastward, please contact
Tokio Marine Asset Management (London) Limited as the first port of call for global investors seeking exciting opportunities
in Japan and Asia. *as at March 2018

www.tokiomarineam.co.uk / tmal@tokiomarine.co.uk
Tokio Marine Asset Management (London) Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority (FRN 487699). The contents of this advertisement are not intended for retail
clients or private investors and such persons should not rely on its contents. You should bear in
mind that the value of all investments can go down as well as up.
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PORTUGAL

High-risk strategy
“Very good and consistent performance. As an
equity specialised fund, it delivers well to a normally
very conservative market”
Judge’s comment

Fundo de
Pensões
Horizonte
Ações
Founded: 1992
Type: Hybrid multi-employer
pension fund
Assets: €15,955m
Performance:
7.23% (one year); 4.76%
(three years); 5.77% (five
years); 3.20% (10 years)
Members:
Active – 2,470
Retired – 14
Deferred – 147
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED
Fundo de Pensões Aberto BPI
Segurança
Fundo de Pensões Horizonte
Valorização
NB Multireforma Capital
Garantido

KEY POINTS
High-risk asset allocation
strategy based on 55% equity
exposure
Tactical bond reweighting in
favour of domestic bonds
ESG integration with asset
manager alignment

F

undo de Pensões Horizonte
Ações, along with its sister
funds, Horizonte Segurança
and Horizonte Valorização,
is part of Ocidental Pensões
leading range of open-ended pension
funds. With some 2,600 members,
Horizonte Ações is a multi-employer
plan that is also open to individual
accounts.
The management of Ações’s
assets, like all Ocidental Pensões’s
pensions, is outsourced to one asset
manager to take advantage of a
well-resourced central team that
invests across a wide range of
multi-asset and balanced solutions.
Specifically, the strategy designed
for Horizonte Ações is long term and
features a central allocation of 55%
to equities, 35% to fixed income
– featuring both government and
corporate bonds – and 5% each to
floating rate notes and alternatives.
As a defined contribution arrangement, the investment strategy
applies to a life-cycle approach.
Inspired by strong economic
activity and double-digit corporate
earnings growth in 2017, coupled
with political factors such as the
elections in France and Germany
and strong euro, Horizonte Ações

reviewed its portfolio to benefit as
best it could, maintaining its
exposure to higher risk assets, while
limiting its fixed income weighting.
Thus, in the period under review,
the scheme kept a tactical overweight allocation to equities with a
geographical preference for European and, to a lesser extent, US
equities. By the end of the year there
was a switch from US to Japanese
equities, combined with some stock
picking in the Portuguese market.
The main factor for the asset class
outperformance was the tactical
selection of stocks.

F

or bonds, Horizonte Ações
maintained an underweight
bias throughout 2017. The
expectation of higher yields
driven by strong growth
and the incorporation of monetary
policy normalisation from central
banks was played out through both
lower duration and allocation.
However, the fund continued to
look for opportunities for spread
compression in peripheral securities
where it enjoyed a tactical overweight position, particularly in
Spain and Portugal. Moreover, it
tried to capture the opportunities
within the periphery spread
volatility. Throughout the year
several changes were made. This
comprised mainly reducing Italian
and Irish government bonds while
increasing Spanish and Portuguese
bonds, with the latter being underpinned by the spread compression
based on ratings upgrades. This
meant that, despite the strategic
underweight position, thanks to

tactical selection fixed income
contributed positively to Horizonte
Ações’s performance.
The objective of the alternatives
portfolio is to provide diversification
across several type of investments
that have low correlation with
traditional investment markets, such
as equities, bonds and cash. There
was very little change to the
allocation in 2017. Taking advantage
of local expertise and proximity,
Horizonte Ações remains invested in
an open-ended mutual fund, with a
Portuguese commercial market bias,
that seeks to benefit from positive
economic developments in both
Portugal and Europe. There was no
change in the scheme’s exposure to
hedge funds and absolute return
strategies, while it maintained an
opportunistic approach to commodities given the market volatility and
price fluctuations of this asset class.
For this reason, Horizonte Ações’s
approach to commodities is on a
tactical basis only.
ESG considerations play an
increasingly important part in how
Ocidental Pensões runs its pension
funds and Horizonte Ações is no
exception. In 2018, the funds
became Portugal’s first pensions to
subscribe to the Principles for
Responsible Investment, responding
to the challenges of value creation,
ethics and sustainability and
demonstrate their commitment to
ESG and SRI principles. To enhance
the credibility, transparency and
effectiveness of the implementation
of the principles, Ocidental Pensões
has aligned its ambitions with those
of its asset manager.
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MANAGER SEARCHPRE-RFIRFIRFP

How to find the right asset manager:

1

2

Set aside as little as 10
minutes to place your
mandate on IPE Quest

Continue with
your working life

3

Receive your long list
of managers on the
date of your choice

Thorough
Anonymous
Relevant
Gratis
Effective
Time efficient

How IPE Quest informs, facilitates and
simplifies the manager search process

ipe-quest.com

• You remain anonymous throughout

Contact
Jayna Vishram, IPE Quest Manager
E: jayna.vishram@ipe-quest.com
T: +44 (0) 20 3465 9330

service for all sizes and types of asset
• Bespoke
owner for mandates of any size and asset class

• Use for pre-RFI (“Discovery”) and RFI/RFP (“Search”)
a long list of fully vetted asset managers from
• Create
a database of over 1,700 boutique and mainstream firms
• Supplement other search methods
• Identify back-up manager(s); review current manager(s)
research with collated, comparable and
• Prepare
actionable data

Over 1,000 mandates placed since 1999
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SMALL COUNTRIES

Freedom of expression
“Good approach from a well-run model DC fund
with robust processes”
Judge’s comment

Frjálsi
Pension Fund
Iceland

Founded: 1978
Type: Hybrid multi-employer
industry-wide pension fund
Assets: €1,692m
Performance:
6.9% (one year); 6.5% (three
years); 6.2% (five years);
7.4% (10 years)
Members:
Active – 22,430
Retired – 3,479
Deferred – 30,681
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED
Almenni Pension Fund Iceland
Amundi Pension Fund Luxembourg

KEY POINTS
Hybrid structure combining
co-insurance fund and private
pension plan
Long-term macroeconomic
view based on three to five-year
horizon
Strategy to diversify overseas as
capital controls are relaxed

E

stablished in 1978, Frjálsi
Pension Fund is one of
Iceland’s oldest non-mandatory pension funds, with
over 56,000 members and
assets now totalling €1.7bn. In recent
years, the fund has grown considerably faster than the Icelandic pension
system to become the country’s fifth
largest pension fund. This is the
result of solid investment returns as
well as a hybrid structure that has
attracted new fund members.
The cornerstone of Frjálsi’s
structure is its members’ freedom to
choose their own pension arrangements. The fund’s twofold goal is to
guarantee its members a lifelong
pension and to provide them with
flexible retirement plans. Pursuing
two goals requires at least as many
instruments. Frjálsi has adopted a
unique hybrid structure that consists
of a co-insurance fund and a private
pension plan.
The co-insurance fund is a defined
target benefit plan whose objective is
to provide lifelong mandatory
pension protection. As the investment risk is borne by the co-insurance fund’s members, its investment
objective is to minimise the risk of

benefit reductions by maintaining a
healthy funding ratio.
The private pension plan allows
fund members to allocate a part of
their contribution to one of four
investment paths, whose investment
objectives are governed by riskreturn profiles based on capital
appreciation and capital preservation, allowing members to build their
preferred risk-return combination. In
addition, the private pension plans
are inheritable and allow for considerable flexibility over withdrawals
and payouts.
Frjálsi’s long-term investment
strategy is guided by an in-house
macroeconomic view based on a
three to five-year horizon. The asset
allocation is implemented by a mix of
external and internal managers
investing in various asset classes,
such as cash instruments, equities,
fixed income and alternatives.
The co-insurance fund has a more
conservative allocation policy in line
with its investment objective, holding
69% in fixed income, 22% in equities,
5% in various cash instruments and
4% in other investments. The private
plans’ exposure to equities ranges
from 0% to 40% and from 47% to 93%
to fixed income, depending on the
plan’s risk appetite. The remainder is
allocated into various cash instruments and other asset classes.
Risk management forms an
integral part of Frjálsi’s investment
strategy. Exposures are monitored on
a look-through basis to the underlying assets held in external mandates.
Traditional risk measures are
employed, such as compliance
checking, value-at-risk, counterparty

exposures, stress testing and monthly
actuary reports, all of which improve
the likelihood of the fund achieving
its investment objectives. However,
effective risk management does not
only depend on advanced systems
and detailed processes. Most
importantly, it relies on a sound risk
management culture, encouraging
employees to assume responsibility
for unexpected risks, and it enables
the fund to identify new risk factors
promptly.
With the liberalisation of capital
controls in 2017 allowing Icelandic
pension funds the flexibility to seek
international investments, Frjálsi
aims to diversify by increasing its
allocations in foreign assets. Its
preferred means to achieve this is
through building further strategic
partnerships with foreign asset
managers. The fund has also entered
the residential mortgage market to
supplement a supply shortage of
long-term inflation-linked bonds.
Frjálsi’s success has demonstrated
how its long-term investment
strategy can be shaped to capture
investment opportunities and
manage risks, even during periods of
excessive volatility. Over the past five
years, this strategy has enabled
Frjálsi to generate annual average
returns ranging from 4.7% for its least
risky portfolio to 7.9% for the
risk-seeking portfolio. Furthermore,
Frjálsi’s co-insurance fund maintains
a healthy funding ratio. Performance
is, however, not only measured by
returns, funding ratio and growth,
but also by member satisfaction and
this is an area where Frjálsi also
scores highly.
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Invest with a pioneer in factor investing
• 30 years of developing solutions for institutional investors
• € 4.1bn in quantitative strategies

ODDO BHF AM – Key figures
€61.6bn

Our added value

Client assets

• Based on proprietary tools and screenings
• Broadly diversified and risk-controlled portfolios
• Long-only and market neutral versions

3 investment centres
Düsseldorf, Frankfurt
and Paris

Our team
• 12 investment professionals in the quantitative team

11 locations

Outcome

Düsseldorf, Frankfurt,
Geneva, Luxembourg, Madrid,
Milan, Paris, Stockholm,
Zurich, Hong Kong, Abu Dhabi

• Up to 14 years of track record in Europe and in the US
• Consistent performance over various market cycles
Systematic stock selection
Our systematic stock selection spans a broad range of factor strategies and
optimization models both in a relative and absolute return context.
4 FACTORS

5 FACTORS

(*) of which €1.9bn of Private Equity AuM
Source: ODDO BHF AM. Data as of 05/31/2018

1 FACTOR

Contacts
ALGO 5

ALPHA MARKET
NEUTRAL

ALGO MIN VAR

ALGO TREND

Unique multi factor
combination

Unique multi factor
combination plus
hedging strategy

Unique multi factor
plus min variance

Optimised
Momentum-factor

• Diversified stock
picking with
optimised risk
profile

• Elimination of equity
market risk via
permanent hedge

• Achieves lower
volatility than
benchmark without
lower return

• Combination of
short and long term
momentum with
rigorous risk
management

Minimum Variance Optimization

Value

Growth

Revisions

Risk

Momentum

ODDO BHF GLOBAL FACTOR PLATFORM

Source: ODDO BHF Asset Management GmbH

These strategies are subject to: Risk of capital loss, equity risk, currency risk,
liquidity risk of underlying assets.

Bertrand Levavasseur

Head of Global Key Accounts
Country Head Switzerland
ODDO BHF AM SAS
Tel.: + 33 144518866
Mob.: + 33 630788870
bertrand.levavasseur@oddo-bhf.com

David-Anthony Carenco

Country Manager Nordics
ODDO BHF AM SAS
Tel.: + 46 87566841
Mob.: + 46 702624659
dacarenco@oddo-bhf.com

Christophe Leroy

Senior Institutional Sales France
ODDO BHF AM SAS
Tel.: + 33 144518105
Mob.: + 33 662433378
christophe.leroy@oddo-bhf.com

Disclaimer
ODDO BHF AM is the asset management division of the ODDO BHF Group. It is the common brand of four legally separate asset management companies: ODDO BHF AM SAS
(France), ODDO BHF PRIVATE EQUITY (France), ODDO BHF AM GmbH (Germany) and ODDO BHF AM Lux AG (Luxembourg). This document, for market communication, has been drawn
up by ODDO BHF ASSET MANAGEMENT GmbH and is exclusively dedicated to professional clients (MIFID). It may not be circulated among the public. The investor is informed that the
strategy presents a risk of capital loss, but also many risks linked to the financial instruments/strategies in the portfolio. The value of the investment through this strategy may
vary both upwards and downwards and may not be returned in full. The investment must be made in accordance with investors’ investment objectives, their investment horizon
and their capacity to deal with the risk arising from the transaction. ODDO BHF ASSET MANAGEMENT GmbH cannot be held responsible for any direct or indirect damages resulting
from the use of this document or the information contained in it. This information is provided for indicative purposes and may be modified at any moment without prior notice.
Investors are reminded that past performance is not a reliable indication of future returns and is not constant over time. Performance are presented net of fees except
the potential subscription fee charged by the distributor and the local taxes. Any opinions presented in this document result from our market forecasts on the publication
date. They are subject to change according to market conditions and ODDO BHF ASSET MANAGEMENT GmbH shall not in any case be held contractually liable for them.
From January 3, 2018, when ODDO BHF ASSET MANAGEMENT provides investment advisory services, please note that it’s always on a non-independent basis pursuant to the European Directive
2014/65/EU (so-called “MIFID II Directive”). Please also note that all recommendations made by ODDO BHF ASSET MANAGEMENT are always provided for diversification purposes.

am.oddo-bhf.com
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Geroa Pentsioak
EPSV
Founded: 1996

SPAIN – MULTI-EMPLOYER

Consummate performer
“Long-term approach that consistently produces very good
results for members”

Type: Hybrid multi-employer
pension fund
Assets: €2,031m
Performance:
9.95% (one year); 6.93%
(three years); 8.82% (five
years); 6.04% (10 years)
Members:
Active – 108,365
Retired – 2,456
Deferred – 153,010
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED
Deutsche Bank RV Global PPI
FP Empleados Publicos en la
Comunidad Autónoma de

Judge’s comment – Geroa Pentsioak EPSV
KEY POINTS

To achieve this in the current
negative interest rate environment, it
has had to seek access to alternative
sources of fixed income, such as loan
funds and emerging market fixed
income in both local and hard
currencies. Management expenses
remain low, at 0.13% of assets,
increasing the benefits of a member
who has contributed for 35 years by
some 40%.
Geroa’s results stand out when
compared to funds with similar
characteristics in Spain over different
long-term horizons. Over 20 years
the fund’s internal rate of return
totals 6.42%, against the Spanish
average of 3.6%. Over 15 years,
Geroa’s is 6.54% versus 3.88% and,
over 10 years, Geroa reports 6.04%
compared with 3.14%. The trend

Returns of 9.95% in 2017 versus
industry average of 3.19%
Low-risk asset allocation policy
Expansion into alternative credit
investments

S

ince it was established in
1996, Geroa Pentsioak has
been successful as a key
multi-sector occupational
pension fund in Spain,
granting access for many workers,
especially those on lower incomes, to
a private pension in addition to their
state pension.
For Geroa, 2017 was characterised
by very positive returns of 9.95%
against an industry average of 3.19%.

continues for five-year and three-year
returns.
Geroa’s asset allocation is at low
and controllable risk levels thanks to
the volume of assets it manages and
adequate level of diversification it
enjoys. Additionally, strategic
hedges in both equities and fixed
income mean the scheme can
maintain this level of risk in very
tolerable ranges. Benchmark
comparisons show that this
approach has allowed Geroa to
increase profitability at low risk
throughout 2017 according to alpha
and Sharpe ratios. This is largely
thanks to shrewd asset selection and
stock picking. From a portfolio of
more than 700 stocks, the top 40
performing securities returned
4.72% of the total investment.

Aragon, FP

DuPont Pension
Plan

SPAIN – CORPORATE

Founded: 1999

“Good entry outlining glide path options, with good levels of
performance achieved”

Type: Defined contribution
Spanish corporate pension
fund

Judge’s comment – DuPont Pension Plan

Assets: €33m
Performance:
Growth fund 4.73%/
Performance fund 0.9% (one
year); 6.2%/2.5% (three
years); 8.2%/3.5% (five years)
Members:
Active – 777
Retired – 12
Deferred – 155
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED
GM Pensiones, Fondo de Pensiones
Pensions Caixa 21, Fondo de
Pensiones
Previsión Social, Empleados del
Grupo Endesa

KEY POINTS
Development of first Spanish life
cycle DC model
Asset allocation strategy based
on growth and preservation
portfolios

D

Streamlined governance model

uPont Pension Plan is a
defined contribution
scheme set up in 1999 as a
response to the expected
future development of
Spanish state pensions. With some
€32.9m under management, its small
size belies its level of innovation. It is
credited as being the first Spanish DC
scheme to introduce a life-cycle
investment approach. It is managed
by BanSabadell, one of Spain’s largest
fiduciary pension fund managers.

Since its creation, DuPont’s
membership structure has been
characterised by the high proportion
of assets accrued by the oldest active
members. As the Spanish pensions
regulator does not allow for individual choice for DC schemes,
DuPont struggled to implement the
appropriate strategic asset allocation
for the whole membership.
This led to the scheme starting
conversations with the regulator to
assess the possibility of implementing a life-cycle structure. Following
consultation it began in 2008 with
investment consultants, in 2010,
despite some regulatory constraints,
the scheme achieved its goal by
implementing a life-cycle model
based on members’ age and wealth
distribution. This model aims to
adapt the risk profile of the entire
membership to the investment

strategy as employees approach
retirement in accumulation and
consolidation phases.
The historical asset allocation of
the fund before this change consisted
of 40% equities and 60% fixed income.
But this changed radically as the life
cycle concept split the assets between
a growth fund, representing diversified allocation to more aggressive
asset classes, and a preservation fund
that comprised a low-risk balanced
portfolio of less aggressive
investments.
Both portfolios have since
increased their level of sophistication
in line with more streamlined
governance, resulting in the following
composition in 2017:
●● Growth fund: equity 50%; fixed
income 30%; alternatives 20%.
●● Preservation fund: equity 17%;
fixed income 67%; alternatives 16%.
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Actual
investors
think in
decades.
Not quarters.
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SWEDEN

National treasure
“A high quality submission, taking good account of
climate risk in the portfolio and realistically adjusting
its medium-term targets to reflect current conditions”
Judge’s comment

AP4
Founded: 1974
Type: Hybrid sovereign buffer
fund
Assets: €36,272m
Performance:
9.1% (one year); 8.6% (three
years); 11.5% (five years);
7.3% (10 years)
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED
SEB Pension & Försäkring

KEY POINTS
Long-term horizon with high
equity exposure
Inherent ESG policy and climate
risk management strategy
Extensive strategic review
in 2017 to enhance asset
management

F

ounded in 1974, AP4’s
mission is to contribute to
the financial security for
current and future
pensioners in Sweden by
managing part of the national
pensions system’s buffer capital with
the aim of maximising long-term
returns and providing liquidity to
ensure payment of benefit when
there is a net deficit.
The pension system’s need for
payments from AP4 stretches over a
long period and with good predictability, enabling the scheme to invest
with a very long-term perspective of
up to 40 years. This provides unique
opportunities for the fund to be
resilient and manage volatility for the
benefit of higher returns. It also
means that AP4 can hold significant
amounts of equity, including
domestic stocks at 15%, global
equities at 40% and real estate at 10%.
Average annual rolling returns over
10 years to December 2017 reached
7.3%, exceeding the 4.5% real return
target of 5.4% nominal return per
annum as well as the income index of
3%. Cost efficiency is also a key
element to achieving the investment

objectives and management fees are
at a low 0.10% of net assets.
AP4 believes that a sustainability
perspective is a prerequisite for
long-term success in asset management. For this reason, it always
integrates sustainability, focusing on
climate and environment in its
investment processes. This contributes to the scheme achieving both
well-balanced risks and returns over
time, and helps it capitalise on
business opportunities.

A

P4 was early in reducing
climate risk in its equity
portfolio through
low-carbon investment
strategies dating back to
2013, with the divestment of thermal
coal companies following in 2018.
Moreover, it first invested in green
bonds in 2013 and has actively
supported the development of this
market. An example came in 2018,
when it invested in a fund that aims
to develop the market and invest in
green bonds in emerging countries.
Active ownership responsibility
has long been a guiding principle at
AP4. Through long-term ownership,
it gains knowledge about the
companies it invests in and can wield
influence as an owner. Thus, it
engages in close dialogue, takes a
stance on important issues and
communicates clear expectations to
boards and management of portfolio
companies. During 2017, AP4
exercised its ownership influence by
voting at 969 AGMs. Ahead of the
2018 AGM season, it has worked on

31 nominating committees and it was
the largest or second largest shareholder in 14 companies. AP4 also
joins fellow buffer scheme AP1 to
co-operate on the Council on Ethics,
in addition to international collaborations and initiatives to influence
companies to make sustainability
improvements and engage in
dialogue.
During 2017, AP4 conducted
extensive strategic work to enhance
its asset management structure. This
was implemented at the start of
2018.
This is designed to improve
opportunities for the fund in
challenging market environments,
including the long-term risks and
opportunities associated with a
normalisation of interest rates, high
levels of debt and high valuations,
along with political uncertainty and
the ever-topical climate change issue.
There are two guiding principles that
AP4 has adhered to as this development has unfolded.
First, it has sought to establish a
framework and way of thinking that
give it the opportunity to fully
capitalise on the unique conditions
that it enjoys as a buffer fund in
Sweden’s pension system. Second, it
aims to complement its historical
strength in fundamental analysis of
individual investments with a
stronger approach to the overall
investment portfolio. The ambition
in this respect is to broaden and
strengthen its ability to generate
investment opportunities with a long
and medium-term horizon.
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SWITZERLAND

Busy bee
“With a very sound and rational strategic allocation,
CPEG are not so much about being smart, but
careful, which is better than most manage”
Judge’s comment

Caisse de
Prévoyance
de l’Etat de
Genève (CPEG)
Founded: 2012
Type: Defined benefit public
sector fund
Assets: €11,393m
Performance:
9.5% (one year)
Members:
Active – 47,957
Retired – 25,306
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED
Compenswiss
Pensionskasse SBB

KEY POINTS
Investment activity in 2017
representing 15% of assets
Focus on Asian bond markets
Extensive analysis of carbon
footprint and CO2 emissions

T

he €11.4bn Caisse de
prévoyance de l’Etat de
Genève (CPEG) was
established in September
2012 as part of pensions
reform in Switzerland. It is the
largest pension fund in Frenchspeaking Switzerland in terms of
assets.
The volume of investment
decisions at CPEG in the period
under review represent 15% of the
fund’s total assets. Below are key
examples.
CPEG has a long-term time
horizon but allows tactical decisions
away from the strategic asset
allocation to manage short-term
risks. Although it remains as a whole
overweight to higher-risk assets,
during the past 12–18 months, it has
actively adapted its equity exposures
to respond to political risks that
could potentially affect equity
markets by –10%.
Searching for yield, CPEG
decided to focus on Asia, based on
its solid and improving fundamentals, by initiating an allocation to
Asian investment-grade bonds. This
was to expose the portfolio to
upward re-ratings in Asia to offset
the de-rating cycle in developed
markets. CPEG can thus benefit

from higher yields in Asia compared
to other regions with similar
maturities. This strategy also places
CPEG in a good position to benefit
from the increasingly accessible
Chinese bond markets.
After performing thorough
analysis, CPEG decided that instead
of allocating to a group of managers
focusing on a single factor, it would
be more beneficial to invest with a
manager specialising in an aggregation of factors, as the quality of
combined factors gives better results
in the long run. Moreover, this
approach is less trade-intensive and
incurs lower transaction costs.
CPEG reduced its senior loans
exposure in the review period to
take advantage of market weakness
to reallocate to high-yield bonds, as
it believes investors are no longer
compensated in the spread premium
for risks such as liquidity and
transparency in the same way as
with senior loans.
CPEG expects the normalisation
of the Federal Reserve’s monetary
policy to continue, with an increasing impact on the cost of the
currency hedge. Thus, the gradual
decline of the expected return in
Swiss francs and the doubts surrounding the level of protection in
the event of a financial crisis led the
scheme to significantly reduce its
allocation to US investment bonds in
2017. During the period under
review, CPEG also continued to
rebuild its catastrophe bond
portfolio after the losses recorded
during recent hurricane seasons and
the rebound at the end of 2017.

CPEG participated in a climate
compatibility test of its investments
recently, based on analysis of the
2°C Investing Initiative. This study
has highlighted the progress to be
made by pension funds and insurance firms to limit their investments
with a carbon output equivalent to
2°C. Although the research concluded that only 22% of CPEG’s
equity portfolio and 14% of its
corporate bonds currently comply,
the results are a good starting point
for the fund to develop its climate
change initiatives.

T

he logical next step was to
perform a carbon footprint
study, which included a
larger part of the portfolio
and consisted of calculating
the scheme’s CO2 emissions according to the emissions of the securities
it owns. This allows CPEG to
measure the impact of its investments in terms of CO2 emissions
and take any appropriate action,
including exclusions. In January
2018, CPEG became the first Swiss
pension fund to join the Institutional Investors Group on Climate
Change (IIGCC), the largest group
of European institutional investors
(representing €21trn in assets)
committed to the fight against
climate change. In the same context,
for real estate, CPEG developed pilot
projects that aim to improve the
energy performance of buildings and
increase the share of renewable
energies in heat production as well
as educate tenants on energy
efficiency.

JUDGED BY: CHRISTIAN AFFOLTER l GIACOMO IMPERIALI l GRAZIANO LUSENTI l MIKE MCSHEE
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Credit-Focused Asset Management
CQS is a credit-focused multi-strategy asset manager
founded in 1999. Our deep experience allows us
to offer solutions for investors across a range
of return objectives and risk appetites. We are
an active asset manager with expertise across
the credit spectrum, including corporate
credit, structured credit, asset backed
securities, convertibles and loans.
We are committed to delivering
performance and high levels
of service to our investors.
CQS has ofces in London,
New York, Hong Kong and Sydney.
To us, investment is about nding
value where it is hard to identify.
Looking further and deeper permeates
everything we do. We are very clear
about our strengths and focused on
our core capabilities, in which we have
a proven track record.

www.cqs.com
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UK

Illiquidity in its sights
“Despite its small size, NEST is consistently punching
above its weight. I love how they manage to access
markets usually reserved for larger investors”
Judge’s comment

NEST
(National
Employment
Savings Trust)
Founded: 2011
Type: Defined contribution
multi-employer pension fund
Assets: €3,040m
Performance:
NEST Retirement Date Fund
2040 – 1.1% (one year); 7.5%
(three years); 8.8% (five
years)
Members:
Active – 38,800,000
Retired and deferred –
2,600,000
As at 31 March 2018

SHORTLISTED
British Steel Pension Fund
Kingfisher Pension Scheme
Pension Protection Fund

KEY POINTS
Extensive default fund based on
47 single-year target date funds
Extensive ESG and engagement
policy
Allocation to commodities and
study into private credit

T

he investment strategy of
NEST (National Employment Savings Trust) is
designed around comprehensive research into mass
pensions saving schemes globally and
the needs and preferences of its
membership, which now numbers
7m. The research showed its
members are largely new to pension
saving and likely to remain in the
default strategy, with a strong desire
for predictable investment returns.
The overarching objective of NEST’s
default funds, where 99% of its
members are invested, is therefore to
grow their money above inflation
after charges over the long term, at
minimal risk.
To deliver on that objective,
NEST has developed an innovative
approach. The default strategy is
made up of a unique range of 47
single-year target date funds, one for
every year a member could retire.
This allows the scheme to provide
sophisticated, age-appropriate risk
management for each member,
while taking account of economic
and market conditions.
Each target date fund is run as a
fund of funds. The in-house team
advises which asset classes to invest

in and the level of exposure. It then
assesses and picks fund managers
with the skills and track record to
deliver strong investment performance. This means NEST can
provide best-in-class access to a
broad range of assets.
Currently, the portfolio is
diversified across 13 asset classes, in
a range of active, passive and
alternative index strategies. Alongside developed market equities and
investment-grade bonds, these now
include climate-aware equities,
direct and listed property, emerging
market equities and debt, high-yield
bonds and single-year maturity
Gilts. The fund also added alternative assets such as commodities in
the review period and is exploring
private credit. The asset allocation is
dynamically managed and reviewed
at least quarterly to ensure it
remains fit for purpose and is
delivering on target.

N

EST believes commodities are currently
undervalued and provide
cost-effective inflation
protection relative to
index-linked Gilts. However, it
remains concerned about the various
ESG risks and opportunities, given
the sectors that dominate this asset
class – oil, mining and agriculture.
As a solution, working with its
chosen fund manager, it put in place
a bespoke range of protective
measures to manage ESG risks.
These include screening out the
most controversial and risky sectors,
including cobalt mined in the
Democratic Republic of Congo,

thermal coal, palm oil, uranium and
tobacco, and investing long-only in
liquid commodity and futures
markets. NEST believes this ESG-led
approach to investing in commodities is unique.
Elsewhere on ESG, one of NEST’s
responsible investment objectives is
to help ensure markets support
long-term wealth creation and
commit to engagement with
industry players, regulators and
standard setters. It fully supports
the Taskforce on Climate Related
Financial Disclosures (TCFD),
reporting against the framework in
its annual report and accounts to
ensure transparency to its members.
NEST has also joined the
implementation taskforce established by the UK prime minister to
build a culture of social impact
investing in the UK to stimulate the
development of quality social impact
investment products that are
suitable for institutional investors,
particularly DC schemes.
According to NEST, its search for
private credit is the first for a UK DC
scheme, as it has traditionally been
seen as too costly, complex and
illiquid for this market. But NEST
believes private credit will benefit its
members, thanks to the return
premium, and with some innovation it
should be able to access the potential
it offers. So far, it has received 80
responses to its request for proposals,
suggesting fund managers are willing
to take on the challenge. NEST
believes this will be a game-changer
for the UK DC market, opening up
new asset classes at a price affordable
to auto-enrolled savers.

JUDGED BY: BART HEENK l NEILL HAMILTON l SIMON KEW l IAN MILLS
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We believe investors
should be compensated
for the risks they take —
in all market environments and any investment strategy.

Entrusted with more than

€800 billion*
of global investors’ assets

Put our beliefs
to work for you.

SUSTAINABLE INVESTMENT SOLUTIONS AVAILABLE ACROSS:
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www.northerntrust.com/sustainable
Investing involves risk; there can be no assurance that any portfolio investment objectives will be achieved or that any investment will achieve
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CLIMATE RELATED RISK MANAGEMENT

Taking the heat out of investments
“Very good and well-integrated strategy, with welldefined risk assessment and management, good
disclosure, reporting and engagement initiatives”
Judge’s comment

KEY POINTS

FRR

Three-point virtuous circle to
consistently monitor climate
risk

France

Founded: 2004
Type: Defined benefit
sovereign reserve fund
Assets: €36,458m
Performance:
7.2% (one year); 5.1% (three
years); 5.8% (five years);
2.8% (10 years)
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED
AG2R La Mondiale France
ERAFP France

23% carbon footprint reduction
in global equities versus
benchmark
Integrated carbon reduction and
climate risk tender process

S

ince its creation, France’s
€36bn reserve fund FRR
has integrated ESG
aspects into its investment
principles via five-year
plans, because it believes that:
●● Climate events will have substantial impacts on the portfolio’s
financial performance over the next
10 years;
●● Environment-related investments
will benefit the economy and thus the
whole French pay-as-you-go system;
●● As a reserve fund for the welfare
of future generations, it has a
responsibility to manage climate
change risk in its investments.
FRR’s ambitious climate-related
investment strategy was rewarded in
2018, as it was one of just two out of
100 asset owners to obtain maximum marks or AAA rating in the
special Asset Owners Disclosure
Project survey. Central to the fund’s
strategy is a three-point virtuous
circle:
●● FRR assesses its portfolio’s
climate-related risks;
●● FRR takes action to reduce the
risks and to develop environmentfocused technologies;
●● FRR encourages its partners to
adopt similar strategies.
The starting point for FRR’s

climate change policy goes back to
2006 when it signed up to the UN’s
Principles for Responsible Investment, before participating in the
Carbon Disclosure Project. This led
in 2014 to the fund signing the
Montreal Pledge, which requires
participants to disclose the carbon
footprint of their equity investments. In addition, it operates under
the Task Force on Climate-related
Financial Disclosures recommendations to disclose climate-related
risks and how the fund’s investments
align with a 2°C target.
Each year, FRR performs an
annual study with five climate
change specialist consultants,
ratings and research firms to
constantly re-evaluate its carbon
footprint. This has ensured that
since 2013 FRR has managed to
constantly decrease its equity
carbon footprint and reserves
compared to its benchmark,
whatever the method employed.
Currently the fund’s overall global
equity carbon footprint is 23% less
than the benchmark. Developed
market equity is 28% less, although
tracking its performance for
emerging markets is not as easy,
since exposure is gained via openended funds as a requirement of the
French government. The situation
for corporate bonds paints a similar
picture.
The study also reveals other
positive developments that will
minimise the impact of environmental-related events on FRR’s portfolio.
These include:
●● Potential future emissions in the
developed market equity portfolio
will eventually be reduced by half
versus the benchmark;

●● FRR does not have any coal or
tobacco-related companies in its
mandates;
●● FRR’s energy mix approximately
corresponds to the target it set for
2030, thanks to the high share of
renewables and low share of coal.
In 2014, FRR was among the four
founding members of the Portfolio
Decarbonisation Coalition – along
with Amundi, AP4 and MSCI – and
participated in the creation of the
MSCI Low Carbon Leaders indices.

I

n 2015, FRR asked its passive
managers to decrease carbon
footprint and reserves by 50%,
exclude tobacco and coal-intensive companies, increase
exposure to ‘green’ companies and
improve their and therefore the
scheme’s overall ESG rating. This
extends to any smart beta mandates.
FRR has always required its active
managers to consider environmental
issues and to report on their positions. Climate-related expertise is an
important section in FRR’s tenders,
including new RFPs in 2018 for
active US and Japanese equities,
requiring managers to take concrete
action in their portfolios to match
the level of progress made by its
passive managers. The next step will
be the launch in 2019 of impact
investing and green bond mandates.
FRR is a keen participant in
consultations and dialogue with a
wide range of industry bodies and
initiatives. As an innovator in
climate-related risk management, it
also regularly works with various
partners, such as collaborating with
Canadian pension funds in 2017 as
they established their own carbon
reduction objectives.
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CREDIT & ALTERNATIVES

High credit score
“A very strong entry with good evidence of
consideration given to sustainable lending practices
and governance approach”
Judge’s comment

PensionDanmark
Denmark

Founded: 1992
Type: Defined contribution
multi-employer pension fund
Assets: €30,000m
Performance:
9.9% – <41 years old /6.9% –
65 years old (one year); 7.6%
– <41 years old/6.7% – 65
years old (per year, based on
2008–17 – 10 years)
Members:
Active – 400,000
Retired – 45,000
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED
NEST (National Employment
Savings Trust) UK
SEB Pension & Försäkring Sweden

KEY POINTS
4.5% overall alternative credit
exposure
Four risk compartments based
on returns and complexity
Complex regulatory capital
relief trades exposure

T

he continued low yielding
investment environment
has made a traditional
fixed income approach
hard to sustain. To be able
to provide members with attractive
and stable returns, PensionDanmark
has implemented several major
reviews, including transitioning the
portfolio to a new product with no
guaranteed minimum yields and
therefore no restrictive investment or
solvency requirements, enabling
maximum freedom in setting the
optimal asset allocation.
In 2015 a private credit team was
carved out from the alternatives
team to ensure a dedicated focus on
the asset class and take advantage of
the increasing opportunities that the
team was able to source. A clear
strategy across different illiquid
credit areas has been formulated
based on a set of core principles that
take advantage of PensionDanmark’s
position as an independent direct
investor with the capability to
handle complex situations. This is
driven by three key principles:
●● Every investment should provide
policy holders with excess returns
that compensate for illiquidity and
complexity;
●● Investments should be scalable,
mainly via direct or co-investments
with strategic partners enabling low
investment costs;

●● Internal processes should be on a
par with top-tier banks and credit
managers.
At the core of PensionDanmark’s
approach is understanding of the
comparative advantages it enjoys as
an institutional investor, while not
competing with credit funds and
banks. Rather, it seeks to establish
the processes and capacity to ensure
that it acts as a strategic partner that
adds value. It uses this strategy to
form partnerships with top-tier
investors within niche strategies.
The benefits to both parties are
clear. PensionDanmark’s participation improves the overall competitiveness of its partners, while
PensionDanmark gains cost-effective
and unique access to markets it
might not otherwise invest in.
PensionDanmark’s private credit
strategy focuses on four risk
compartments:
●● Low complexity, low return;
●● Low complexity, high return;
●● High complexity, high return;
●● High complexity, low return.
There are many examples of
PensionDanmark’s private credit
exposure. In 2011, it formed an
innovative agreement to set up the
local Export Credit Agency (EKF),
granting the fund access to EKF
guaranteed loans with attractive
illiquidity premiums. Today the
invested amount exceeds €230m. A
year later, PensionDanmark
co-created the JP Morgan Infrastructure Debt strategy by providing
a $750m seed commitment to invest
in PFI infrastructure debt. The
strategy took advantage of the
dislocation in the market at that
time. With no credit events and
attractive returns these strategies
have boosted the fixed income

portfolio’s return substantially.
More recently, PensionDanmark
formed a partnership with Credit
Suisse and UK pension fund USS to
provide financing solutions to
European direct lending funds.
Despite lending being dominated by
banks, this partnership has given
the fund a prudent and effective
route into this market, which
delivers a substantial excess return,
partly driven by a shortage of
sophisticated non-bank investors
focusing on bespoke low yielding
transactions.

W

ithin high yielding
credits, the private
debt team has
invested directly into
corporate credits
together with local banks seeking a
skilled investment partner that is not
a direct competitor. This initially
provided PensionDanmark with a
unique flow of Nordic corporate
credit deals that has since become a
global diversified portfolio based on
exclusive partnerships.
Finally, PensionDanmark has
created value by carefully selecting
specialist managers to seek opportunities in less crowded markets. This
includes recent commitments in and
forming a partnership with a leading
investment bank to engage in
complex regulatory capital relief
trades, an investment strategy
whereby investors underwrite losses
on portfolios of banks loans.
Since the inception of private
credit investing, PensionDanmark
has executed innovative investment
strategies to create value in all risk
categories. Today it has €1.3bn
invested in illiquid credit, amounting to 4.5% of total assets.
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DC & HYBRID STRATEGIES

Breaking down barriers
“Superb work in putting together this panEuropean scheme with all its multiple and highly
technical issues and requirements”
Judge’s comment

Amundi Pension
Fund
Luxembourg

Founded: 2014
Type: Pan-European
Institution for Occupational
Retirement Provision (IORP)
defined contribution multiemployer fund
Assets: €250m
Members:
Active – 1,800
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED
Bosch Pensionsfonds AG
Germany
NEST (National Employment
Savings Trust) UK
Pensioenfonds KBC Belgium

KEY POINTS
Cross-border multi-employer
scheme IORP structure
Life-cycle glide path model with
access to 50,000 funds from 500
managers
Innovative web and automated
administration platform

T

he Luxembourg-based
€250m Amundi Pension
Fund (APF) is a crossborder IORP structure
that was established in
2014 as a defined contribution
multi-employer pension arrangement
to create a coherent and efficient
pensions framework for multinational companies in Europe, taking
into account group objectives and
local regulations.
The scheme currently operates
across nine European countries,
with Ireland the latest join and
others in the pipeline. Its current
client base includes 20 pan-European corporations seeking a more
central and streamlined crossborder pension solution. In addition,
it has launched a ‘world compartment’ to expand its reach beyond
Europe.
Although created by asset
management group Amundi, APF is
an autonomous entity with a fully
open architecture offering a
one-stop solution with access
through partnerships to some
50,000 investment funds of 500
asset managers and insurance
services.
APF offers tailored investment
solutions that are adapted to
member profiles, as it believes that
with exceptionally low interest rates
and therefore low yields of low-risk
assets, decumulation and accumula-

tion phases must be conceived as
active investment periods. Moreover, decumulation is key as it
represents the process of converting
the pension savings accumulated
over the years into retirement
income. Identifying the right form of
pay-out is essential for members to
enjoy retirement without fear of
poverty.

A

PF’s solution is to offer
life-cycle strategies based
on glide paths tracking
risk desensitisation. This
means it can determine
the optimum asset allocation
between funds that are adapted to
the regulatory regimes governing
occupation pensions in different
countries and individual member
profiles. The glide paths feature in
both the accumulation and decumulation phases and are managed by a
dedicated fund management team.
This results in tailored grids that are
calibrated to ensure optimal capital
preservation and asset allocation,
depending on each corporate client’s
requirements and the profile of their
employees.
This investment framework is
designed to:
●● Enable APF to define individual
solutions according to members’
investment horizons, risk profiles
and decumulation options;
●● Allow multiple risk profiles to be
adapted to each individual profile;
●● Offer flexibility with the possibility for members to modify at any
time their investment horizon,
individual risk profile and any
decumulation options;
●● Avoid the need to launch new
funds depending on market conditions and assets under management
to ensure cost efficiencies for
members;

●● Facilitate the automatic adjustment of asset allocations between the
different funds.
This asset management technique
conforms to the results of an OECD
study that sought to assess and
evaluate the default investment
strategies offered by defined
contribution pension plans.
To complement the investment
side, APF has developed a digital
platform to enable it to effectively
administer the pension plans for
employers and offer a range of
online services for the actual
members. This has many advantages and ensures APF can offer a
simplified, flexible, effective and
centrally co-ordinated pension
policy. The platform is designed to
be a cost-saving initiative, reducing
the number of intermediaries. It
also makes full use of digital tools,
enabling areas such as legal
compliance and monitoring to be
shared, while offering economies of
scale within a single dedicated
portal. Moreover, it helps internal
pensions teams at corporate clients
promote their global benefits
policies.
This has since been supplemented by the creation of an
innovative ‘robo-adviser’, a fully
automated system helping each
plan member choose the most
appropriate investment vehicles for
their long-term savings. Employees
are often undecided when making
their investment choices for savings
and retirement and frequently opt
for low-risk investment vehicles
without considering their long-term
investment horizon and need for
real diversification. Depending on
their objectives and risk profile, the
robo-adviser recommends the best
diversified asset allocation, thereby
optimising the risk/return ratio.
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EMERGING MARKETS

Dip in the water
“A committed long-term approach to emerging
market debt that seeks to integrate ESG criteria from
the very beginning”
Judge’s comment

KEY POINTS

ERAFP

Strong ESG bias and integration

France

Founded: 2005
Type: Defined contribution
public sector pension fund
Assets: €29,140m
Performance:
5.45% (one year)
Members:
Active – 4,865,274
Retired – 122,141
Deferred – 398,517
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED
APK Pensionskasse AG Austria
PMT (Pensioenfonds Metaal &
Techniek)/PME (Pensioenfonds
van de Metalektro) Netherlands

20% tactical allocation for
undervalued and unrated assets
Segregated emerging market
mandate with target value of
€300m

S

ince its inception in 2005,
when it invested solely in
euro-denominated
sovereign bonds, ERAFP
has progressively
diversified its portfolio by adding one
or two asset classes to its portfolio
each year. Emerging markets are
among the latest to be added. There
are several reasons for this.
Emerging markets have
rebounded relatively well and quickly
since the financial crisis of 2008 and
they now present an attractive risk/
return profile and low correlation
with developed markets. This is an
ideal market for ERAFP to diversify
into, given it has always been geared
towards the euro-zone, benefits from
significant net cash inflows that can
be invested each year and needs to
overcome the challenge of the low
interest rate environment.
ERAFP’s first investment in
emerging markets was the result of a
regulatory change that allowed the
scheme to invest directly in mutual
funds. This led to a €160m
commitment to emerging market
corporate bond UCITS in 2016. A
second investment worth €30m to
equity funds followed in 2017. At
the same time, ERAFP began to look

closely at its investment guidelines,
especially with respect to the ESG
and SRI philosophy that governs its
investment strategy. This was to
ensure that its current and future
emerging market investments, such
as a prospective segregated mandate
focusing on emerging market
corporate bonds, are consistent with
its ESG principles and long-term
objectives.
Any investment ERAFP
undertakes depends on detailed
fundamental analysis of the issuers
and ongoing dialogue with their
management boards. Specifically,
ERAFP’s approach relies on its
ability to hold the bonds until
maturity and systematically
integrate ESG drivers into the
investment process.
The main objective it therefore
sets its investment managers is to
maximise returns while minimising
the risk of default and any
reputational risk that may result
from ESG/SRI controversies. This is
the most consistent approach that
the fund believes places it in a good
position to benefit from market
inefficiencies and integrate ESG
issues appropriately. Furthermore,
the research into emerging market
corporate bond issuers provided by
sell-side analysts and ESG
researchers has neither the same
level of quality nor the same
coverage than for issuers in
developed markets.
As a consequence, in this
investment universe, credit and ESG
ratings do not always rightly reflect
the financial strength and the ESG

quality of the issuers. ERAFP
intends to take advantage of this
anomaly by structuring its mandate
to place its investment managers in
the best possible position to
outperform their peers and
implement an innovative ESG
approach.
This means that the portfolio
manager will be able to invest up to
20% of the mandate in B-rated and
unrated issuers, as opposed to
investing all the assets in
investment-grade emerging market
bonds. This grants ERAFP exposure
to bond issuers that have unjustified
low credit ratings based on in-house
analysis. This should enable the
fund to seek attractive long-term
yields from good value, underestimated securities.
On the ESG front, a more familiar
filtering approach based on external
research does not fit the emerging
market space, as the relatively low
quality and coverage would lead to
biased investment decisions.
ERAFP’s solution is to initiate
long-term dialogue with the issuer
companies to monitor and assess
ESG credentials that would not
normally be transparent in company
reports. Thus, the ESG approach
ERAFP intends to implement in this
mandate is based on:
●● Integrating ESG issues into
fundamental analysis;
●● Implementing a system enabling
the identification, analysis and
monitoring of ESG controversies;
●● Initiating dialogue with issuers in
the portfolio as a source of
information for ESG integration.
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Why is a bobtail
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ESG

Shifting the goalposts
“Impressive overhaul of an ESG philosophy with
deep roots and well-established processes”
Judge’s comment

APG Asset
Management
Netherlands

Founded: 2008
Type: 100% pensions-owned
asset manager with no thirdparty clients
Assets: €482,000m
Performance:
5.6–7.9% (one year)
Members:
Active – 4.5m
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED
AP4 Sweden
Church Commissioners for
England UK
ERAFP France
Fondo Pensioni del Personale
Gruppo BNL/BNP Italia Italy
Ircantec France

KEY POINTS
Sustainable Development
Investments (SDIs) to match UN
Sustainable Development Goals
ABP targets SDI coverage of
€58bn and bpfBOUW €11bn by
2020
Fully public SDI classification
and reporting framework

A

s a global, long-term
pensions investor, APG’s
mission is to enable its
clients to achieve
attractive net returns for
their members while remaining
strong and future-proof. For APG,
this is inextricably linked to one of its
key strategic objectives – to be a
leading long-term responsible
investor. Its responsible investment
policy is based on eight principles.
One is to look actively for attractive
investments that promote
sustainability. To this end, it has
created a methodology to identify
Sustainable Development
Investments (SDIs). These are
investment opportunities that track
and contribute to the achievement of
the UN Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs). With its methodology,
APG enables its clients to measure
and disclose their contribution to the
SDGs.
The SDGs were launched in 2015
and set out a global agenda for
sustainable development towards
2030. They are an ambitious set of
17 main and 169 sub-goals, and a
contribution from private capital is

needed to achieve these goals.
Pension funds have a large
influence on the real economy and
the world at large. APG’s clients feel
a certain obligation to take that role
seriously and support society. Going
beyond mere exclusions, they are
explicit about the societal goals they
want to achieve and actively allocate
capital to. Supporting the SDGs is a
key example. But at the same time,
they cannot compromise on
financial results.
APG has thus been closely
cooperating with other asset
managers to come up with a
definition for SDIs. The starting
point was examining the extent to
which the 17 main SDG goals are
investable for a large institutional
investor. Subsequently, it considered
the 169 sub-goals and linked them
to relevant economic activities. This
led to the development of a system
of classification to translate the
SDGs into SDIs. To be transparent
and inspire other asset managers
and stakeholders, this classification
is publicly available on APG’s
website.
In 2017, sector specialists from
the various asset classes and APG’s
responsible investment team
examined all holdings in the
portfolios. They assessed the
products and services offered by
companies in each sector to
determine the extent to which they
fit the SDI classifications. As a
result, APG now has a complete
overview of the SDIs in the various
portfolios. Furthermore, it considers
the SDIs to be very innovative for

the following reasons:
●● The SDI methodology translates a
framework initially developed for
governments into a framework
suitable for investors;
●● The SDIs have been developed in
collaboration with other asset
managers and are part of a broader
outreach to both companies and other
investors in support of the SDGs;
●● The sheer scope of the assessment
involving the full portfolio of €482bn
covering both public and private
investments;
●● Ongoing work on deploying
artificial intelligence in support of
the SDI identification process.

A

s part of their commitment to the SDGs, two of
APG’s clients have
already set concrete
targets for their SDI
exposure. ABP, the Dutch public
sector fund, Europe’s largest, is
aiming for a €58bn SDI exposure by
2020. BpfBOUW, the pension fund
for the Dutch construction sector,
has set a target of €11bn.
These two, plus another client,
housing pension fund SPW, have
already integrated their SDI
exposure into their publicly
available responsible investment
reports. These reports list examples
of companies that are classified as
SDIs, such as wind turbine
manufacturers and biochemical
plants. Moreover, the responsible
investment reports of both ABP and
bpfBOUW have been fully audited,
including the SDI methodology and
level of disclosure.
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We compose Smart Beta
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implementation
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customisation capabilities
A dedicated platform benefiting
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of the No. 1 European Asset Manager*
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FACTOR INVESTING

Gathering momentum
“A well-thought-through approach, with
various advanced in-house factor strategies. Truly
outstanding in this year’s competition”
Judge’s comment

HVB Pension
Fund
Germany

Founded: 2003
Type: Hybrid corporate
pension fund
Assets: €3,120m
Performance:
2.06% (one year); 2.39%
(three years); 2.83% (five
years); 3.09% (10 years)
Members:
Active – 11,980
Retired – 15,370
Deferred – 10,506
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED
FRR France
Kingfisher Pension Scheme UK

KEY POINTS
Global core/satellite portfolio
construction process
Dynamic multi-factor risk
allocation
Smart low volatility with
hedging approach

A

lthough HVB Pension
Fund applies a factor
investing approach only
to its equity portfolios, it
does consider factor risks
in the risk management and portfolio
construction of its fixed income, real
estate and alternatives investment
strategies.
HVB pursues a global coresatellite portfolio construction
process. Within the core strategies,
it combines the risk factors in what
it calls “dynamic multi-factor risk
allocation”, working in close
co-operation with the quant and
equity structuring group of
UniCredit Bank, its ultimate
sponsor. The current factors the
scheme uses are quality, low
volatility, value, carry and
momentum, with low volatility and
value the largest contributors to
risk.
The satellite markets feature
developed and liquid ex-Europe
markets. For these, HVB invests
almost exclusively in market-cap
indices and liquid derivatives to
enable it to manage market beta and
currency exposure efficiently. All
HVB’s factor risk strategies are
managed within strict rules-based
investment processes by active
managers in segregated accounts to
optimise trading. The combination

of factor risks and their integration
into the fund’s investment
programme optimises its overall
risk/return profile and allows a
higher equity quota in a low-risk
budget policy.
For global equities, the factor is
quality stocks at a reasonable price.
This strategy is based on the
conviction that stocks from
companies with a stable earnings
history, sustainable growth and
strong profitability combined with a
reasonable valuation will outperform
the broad market in the long run.
Stock selection is based on both
quantitative and qualitative
assessment. There is no benchmark
and the strategy has a long-term
perspective. It excludes banks and
insurance companies because the
plan sponsor is a major European
bank. The minimum market
capitalisation is €5bn.

F

or one tranche of its
European equities the
factor is value. The
objective of this strategy is
to avoid permanent loss of
capital, while generating absolute
returns with low levels of risk. It is a
disciplined approach, seeking to
purchase high-quality companies that
provide an appropriate margin of
safety at a discount to their intrinsic
value. HVB believes that the value of
a firm is derived from three sources:
●● Investments that the firm has
already made (asset value);
●● Value of earnings power coming
from existing franchises;
●● Expected future investments
(growth opportunities).
The scheme defines value as
paying significantly less for a

business than it is worth based on
the three sources. It tends to avoid
paying premiums for growth
opportunities and tries to find the
best bargains in more mature
companies that are out of favour or
display underappreciated growth
opportunities. It believes that risk is
linked to a company’s fundamentals,
not its share price, and distinguishes
between permanent and temporary
loss of capital.
Three key areas it identifies as
serious risk of permanent loss are
excessive financial leverage, a weak
business model and aggressive
management behaviour. To protect
its interests, it relies on four
operational principles:
●● Margin of safety investing;
●● Diversification;
●● Low leverage;
●● Balance (a portfolio that is not
overly exposed to any single macro
risk).
For its second European equities
tranche – mid and large cap
euro-zone stocks – HVB uses a
smart low volatility with dynamic
hedging approach that combines low
volatility with momentum to offer
above-average dividend yield or
carry. Stock selection is based on the
momentum-to-risk ratio and the
12-month dividend yield defines the
weighting, capped to avoid weight
concentration, and rebalanced
quarterly. Combining this approach
with dynamic beta hedging grants
the scheme access to smart beta
without market risk.
In emerging market equities,
HVB focuses on long-term quality
growth investments in active
management with a tilt to a quality
growth style.
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IN-HOUSE INVESTMENT TEAM

House rules
“Focus on development and activities of in-house
equity team and core beliefs. This is a real internal
investment approach”
Judge’s comment

Tesco Pension
Scheme
UK

Founded: 1973
Type: Defined benefit
corporate pension fund
Assets: €15,300m
Performance:
5.8% (one year); 8.8% (three
years)
Members:
Active/deferred – 283,000
Retired – 69,000
As at 31 March 2018 (fiscal year end)

SHORTLISTED
AP4 Sweden
Fonditel Gamma Spain
NEST (National Employment
Savings Trust) UK
Sava penziski fond Macedonia

KEY POINTS
Creation of dedicated in-house
investment team for equities
Portfolio managers’ interests
fully aligned with the scheme
Integral ESG research of every
stock

T

he history behind the
current internal management structure at the
Tesco Pension Scheme
goes back to 2011 when it
created Tesco Pension Investment
(TPI), to replace the existing
portfolio of external managers and
advisors. TPI has since demonstrated
that an equity portfolio managed
entirely in-house can achieve a
compelling combination of enhanced
performance and lower cost, bringing
material and real benefits to all
stakeholders.
The equity team within TPI came
together in 2012 from a range of
different fund management
companies. Since inception, the
internally-managed portfolio has
achieved average annual
outperformance of the Tesco’s equity
benchmark of 2.3%, with a tracking
error at the low end of the range
prescribed by the trustees.
Portfolio managers have principal
responsibility for investment in one
sector of the market and are
responsible for coverage of that
sector on a global basis. Retention is
a key aspect of the success of the
TPI equities team: ensuring that

portfolio managers’ interests are
aligned with those of the scheme
and incentivising them accordingly
over the long term are cornerstones
of the enduring success of the
department.
The team works around a core set
of beliefs in active management
driven by comprehensive
fundamental research. Supported by
an independent trader and assistant,
as well as the broader infrastructure
of TPI, this team has responsibility
both for the internally-managed
assets as well as oversight of all the
external managers. In the past three
years the team has moved from
managing no assets to managing 85%
of the equity assets, or some £4bn,
as well as restructuring the portfolio
of external managers.
There are four fundamental
principles in the equity team’s
process:
●● There is no substitute for
fundamental research. TPI believes
in the semi-strong form of the
efficient market hypothesis – that all
public information is available to all
investors, but interpretations may
differ. All members of the portfolio
management team undertake
detailed and comprehensive
fundamental research into stocks in
their coverage universe, collating
such information as is necessary to
inform an investment decision.
●● TPI invests globally. For Tesco,
the country of domicile of a
company’s customers matters more
than the country of listing. The
increasing globalisation of recent

years has only served to increase the
importance of investing globally.
●● Portfolio managers should be
analysts first. In making a stock
decision, TPI’s portfolio managers
must understand all the drivers of
the business, and are thus expected
to have exceptional analytical skills
in addition to portfolio
management skills. There can be no
reliance on separate analysts,
whether they be internal or
external to the business
●● Valuation cannot be ignored.
According to Tesco, the underlying
attractions of a business must be
placed in a context of valuation. TPI
thus focuses on cash-based metrics,
such as cash flow return on investment, looking for companies that
deliver higher and more consistent
cash flow on lower capital invested.

C

onsideration of ESG
matters is integral to TPI’s
investment process and it
is a prerequisite that every
piece of stock research
undergoes ESG assessments that
might have a bearing on the
performance of a corporation and a
stock price. This is done in the belief
that good ESG principles are good
business principles and that a
significant proportion of the
scheme’s members support ESG
principles. Moreover, TPI is a tier
one signatory of the FRC Stewardship Code and in 2018 the scheme
formally expressed its support for
the Task Force on Climate-related
Financial Disclosures.
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INNOVATION

Spark of creativity
“This is cutting-edge stuff. The partnerships are the
way forward and a lot of thought has also gone into
holistically planning the portfolio overall”
Judge’s comment

PensionDanmark
Denmark

Founded: 1992
Type: Defined contribution
multi-employer pension fund
Assets: €30,000m
Performance:
9.9% – <41 years old /6.9% –
65 years old (one year); 7.6%
– <41 years old/6.7% – 65
years old (per year, based on
2008–17 – 10 years)
Members:
Active – 400,000
Retired – 45,000
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED
Amundi Pension Fund Luxembourg
APG Asset Management
Netherlands
Centrica Combined Common
Investment Fund UK
EDP España Pensión, FP Spain
Stichting Pensioenfonds PGB
Netherlands

KEY POINTS
Large-scale partnership
strategy in niche sectors and
direct lending
Launch of innovative lifestyle
housing platform
Development of artificial
intelligence as part of extensive
digital programme

T

hree key areas of
innovation at
PensionDanmark over the
past year or so impressed
the judges: partnerships,
housing platforms and artificial
intelligence.
The importance of partnerships
for PensionDanmark has increased
in recent years.
As the fund has sought innovative
ways to add robust new investments
to its strategy, joining forces with
like-minded and competent partners
has become a central theme,
providing diversification benefits
and solid return potential.
Copenhagen Infrastructure
Partners (CIP), which was
co-founded by PensionDanmark five
years ago, has served as an
inspiration. This specialist vehicle
now manages €6.2bn, of which
PensionDanmark commits €2.4bn.
Building on this success, in 2017,
the fund entered the maritime niche
sector by investing in the new
Maritime Investment Fund (MIF).
This is handled by a very competent
management team with broad
shipping experience. Similarly, also
in 2017, it teamed up with a
specialist foundation that seeks to

promote and sustain society with
positive impact investments. This
partnership is in an African
infrastructure fund.
The partnership strategy extends
to ESG. In 2018, PensionDanmark
invested €53m in the recentlylaunched public-private vehicle,
Danish SDG Investment Fund,
which draws on the UN Sustainable
Development Goals initiative and
will invest in developing countries.
PensionDanmark’s direct lending
strategy is another example of its
innovative partnerships drive. This
involves teaming up with
appropriate partners to obtain
access to an attractive sourcing
pipeline to provide senior financing.

T

o support its ever-growing
real estate portfolio, which
is now worth €2.75bn,
PensionDanmark’s recent
focus has been on solid
value-creating concepts to secure
long-term cash flow and reduce risks.
One is its Lifestyle Housing
innovation. Split into three areas,
Lifestyle Student, Lifestyle Family
and Lifestyle 50+, this is a housing
platform introduced in early 2018
based around three elements: value,
sustainability and technical
standards. The ambition is to build a
long-term portfolio that adds
diversification and returns.
Central to the platform is the
creation of flexible quality homes
that will attract long-term
residents. The value element comes
from the fact that PensionDanmark
involves future residents early in
the planning process to ensure a
more holistic approach to how the
building will function, rather than

merely erecting a physical
structure.
The sustainability element
involves recycling and the buildings
adhering to PensionDanmark’s
extensive and integral ESG policy for
real estate. Maintaining a costeffective construction process based
on best practice forms the technical
standard. The first projects are well
advanced and feature a partnership
with Denmark’s Technical University
to build student residences and
specialist Lifestyle 50+ housing in
Køge and Ry.
As evidenced by its success at last
year’s IPE Awards, PensionDanmark
has been at the forefront of digital
innovation for the past couple of
years. Last year, the main
development was the critical claims
robotic solution, which vastly
reduced the time a claimant waited
to receive benefits. This also proved
to be a highly cost-effective solution.
This year, artificial intelligence
that can sift, filter and categorise,
for example, the content of
incoming emails and other digital
sources, has been launched as part
of the fund’s digital platform. This is
a two-way development, as the
robotics platform can also deal with
day-to-day correspondence in many
areas between PensionDanmark and
its members.
This is a robust framework that
includes proactive screening of
member data, contacting members
in a broad range of areas, such as
beneficiary updates, in the event of a
recent divorce, or if they are
under-insured and entitled to a
greater level of benefit. This has
resulted in high levels of member
satisfaction and engagement.

JUDGED BY: FREDERIC DEBAERE l PATRICK FERGUSON l HAITSE HOOS
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in alternative investing
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all the winners of the IPE Awards 2018!
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PENSIONS GOVERNANCE & ADMINISTRATION

Decisions, decisions, decisions
“Exhaustive description of the new governance
structure that seems convincing and better positioned
to respond to good governance goals”
Judge’s comment

Pensionskasse
SBB
Switzerland

KEY POINTS
Review to overhaul investment
decision-taking processes

Founded: 1999

New investment governance
with responsibilities on three
levels

Type: Hybrid corporate
pension fund

External investment controller
to oversee asset management

Assets: €30,000m
Performance:
5.41% (one year); 3.40%
(three years); 4.84% (five
years); 3.49% (10 years)
Members:
Active – 28,783
Retired – 25,457
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED
AP4 Sweden
Bosch Pensionsfonds AG Germany
Construction Workers’ Pension
Scheme Ireland
Electricity Authority of Cyprus
Pension Fund Cyprus
Pensions Caixa 30, F.P. Spain

A

mong many other
reviews to improve its
funding over the past few
years, the Swiss railways
pension fund
Pensionskasse SBB has invested
significant resources to improve
governance of its investments.
Historically, the scheme had a
traditional governance structure
based on a joint decision-making
approach, a process that is common
among Swiss pension funds.
Decisions taken concerning the
investment strategy are a good
example. The scheme drafted the
strategy as a proposal for the
investment committee, which
approved it and sent it to the
trustees for final sign-off. But SBB
identified notable problems with
this process:
●● Who is ultimately responsible for
the decision? Shared responsibilities
lead to unclear responsibilities.
●● Does the board of trustees have
the expertise to make a wellinformed decision? Does it
understand or have knowledge of
what it approves?
●● If all parties make a joint decision,
who controls the decision-making
process? Involved parties cannot

control themselves.
Given the shortcomings, SBB
developed the following governance
principles for its new investment
process:
●● Avoid split decisions and develop a
culture of ownership;
●● Separate decision-making,
controls and implementation
processes to avoid conflicts of
interest;
●● Decisions to be taken at the
appropriate level of expertise.
SBB’s new investment process
thus splits responsibilities on three
levels. The first level is the board of
trustees. This is responsible for
managing all ALM risks. Should the
expected returns not cover the
amount of risk SBB can take to meet
its obligations, the liability
management of the scheme will
need to be reviewed. Therefore, the
main decision the trustees are now
expected to take concerns the
maximum amount of investment
risk the fund can tolerate. The
trustees can also determine
investment restrictions – such as
excluding hedge funds. The board
also approves general investment
principles, such as that investment
returns must be driven by strategic
rather than tactical decisions. In
summary, the board of trustees
therefore makes strategic
investment decisions driven by ALM
reviews.
The second level of responsibility
lies with SBB’s investment
committee, which decides the more
detailed investment strategy. This
includes the selection of asset
classes and the reasons they are

chosen. The investment committee
then has to define the size of
allocation and mandates per asset
class, as well as the appropriate
benchmark against which to
measure their success.
The investment committee has to
establish a proper process. Although
in principle it is free to set the
strategic asset allocation as it
wishes, the committee is bound by
the maximum absolute level of risk
and investment restrictions that the
trustees prescribe. Moreover, it has
to follow the general investment
principles and is subject to a
rigorous control process undertaken
by an external consultant that
reports to the trustees.
The third level of responsibility is
in SBB’s investment department,
which implements the strategic asset
allocation determined by the
investment committee. Again, the
investment department is free to
take its own implementation
decisions, but must operate within
the risk limits – absolute and
relative – that the trustees set. The
tighter the implementation risk,
which is measured as a tracking
error, the less flexibility exists for
active investment decisions, since
this limits the amount of risk the
investment managers can actively
take. This also governs the amount
of tactical risk the fund can take.
The three new internal
investment governance structures
are overseen by an external
investment controller, whose main
task is to ensure the scheme’s asset
management is effectively and
optimally implemented.

JUDGED BY: MARK DE WIJS l FRANCESCO BRIGANTI l NAJAT EL MEKKAOUI-DE-FREITAS
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to emerging market debt
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An extensive EM debt capability – more than 40 seasoned investment professionals
Local currency and hard currency strategies available
Extensive country-level research combined with analysis of associated risk factors
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PORTFOLIO CONSTRUCTION & DIVERSIFICATION

All-round performer
“Very well formulated and well structured
governance set-up with portfolio diversification at
many levels and directions”
Judge’s comment

KEY POINTS

AP4
Sweden

Large equity portfolios in 40year investment strategy

Founded: 1974

Portfolio construction process
based on disciplined guidelines

Type: Hybrid sovereign buffer
fund
Assets: €36,272m
Performance:
9.1% (one year); 8.6% (three
years); 11.5% (five years);
7.3% (10 years)
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED
FRR France
Industriens Pension Denmark
NEST (National Employment
Savings Trust) UK

New investment targets of 4%
and 3% over long and medium
term

A

P4 manages its capital
with the aim of
maximising long-term
returns. It can afford to
adopt a very long-term
investment horizon stretching over
40 years that matches the national
pensions system’s dependence on
payments from the scheme. This
means AP4 can construct its
portfolios to withstand short-term
volatility efficiently.
Equities can therefore make up a
large part of the portfolio, with
domestic equities accounting for
15%, global equities 40% and real
estate equity 10%. This significant
allocation has contributed to the
total return of AP4, both the
absolute return from market
allocation and the strong relative
returns generated by active
management, making significant
contributions to the Swedish
pension system.
AP4’s investment philosophy is
based on a set of characteristics and
investment beliefs. As a buffer fund
in Sweden’s income pension system,
it has three essential characteristics:
●● AP4’s long-term perspective
means it can think differently to
other investors by avoiding shortterm volatility and bear liquidity;

●● AP4 has a high degree of freedom
and flexibility to formulate strategies,
structure portfolios and select
investments. This enables the fund to
benefit from opportunities to
diversify and proactively adapt the
portfolio to changes in market
conditions;
●● AP4’s assets under management
are just the right size – neither too
small nor too large – to allow for
economies of scale that enable cost
efficiency without restricting
investment opportunities.
Investment beliefs complement
these characteristics and help form
the basis for investment strategies
and positioning that create real
value for Sweden’s pensioners.
Central to the fund’s portfolio
construction are the following
principles:
●● A portfolio that is well diversified
generates a better risk-adjusted
return over time;
●● The financial markets are not
always efficient. This creates
opportunities for AP4 through
long-termism and active
management to capitalise when
imbalances arise between assets’
expected returns and risks;
●● Well balanced and disciplined
risk-taking is necessary to generate
returns. Risk-taking should be
responsible and measurable;
●● A structured investment process is
a prerequisite for successful asset
management. AP4’s processes should
be transparent, disciplined and
responsible. Simplicity is essential
and complexity should be avoided
when it does not add any particular
value;
●● All investments are analysed from

a portfolio perspective.
Bottom-up company selection
guides AP4’s portfolio construction
but, at overall portfolio level,
aggregate characteristics drive the
investment philosophy. The
portfolio should have a higher return
on capital, higher growth rate and
lower volatility than the benchmark.
It manages to achieve this thanks to
its long-term investment horizon
and because it evaluates returns
over a five-year rolling period. The
Swedish fundamental equities
strategy has proved very successful,
with average outperformance of 1.8%
a year since its inception in 2013.
The real estate equity exposure is
built on two sub-portfolios, one
listed and one unlisted. The unlisted
portfolio holds a concentrated
exposure to a handful of unlisted
real estate companies focusing
mainly on Sweden, other Nordic
countries and the UK. This gives
AP4 access to sectors in the real
estate markets that will enable it to
take long-term exposure. The rest of
its real estate holdings comprises a
portfolio of listed real estate
companies. This is a flexible and
cost-efficient way to access the real
estate sector and it has returned on
average 22.4% a year since 2013. It
has significantly outperformed its
real return benchmark by on average
18.7% a year over the same period.
AP4 introduced new performance
targets in 2018. For its long-term
40-year strategy, it has set a target
of a 4% real annualised return. But
as this would be difficult to achieve
over a medium timeframe of 10
years, the return for this period is
3%.

JUDGED BY: HERMANN AUKAMP l TOMAS FRANZÉN l GER GORIS
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Sustainability is the
ultimate long-term strategy.
Investing responsibly for the past five decades
isn’t business as usual. It’s investing by example.
Visit nuveen.com

Nuveen provides investment advisory solutions through its investment affiliates.
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REAL ASSETS & INFRASTRUCTURE

Highway to success
“I like the way AVWL avoids the large brand
name funds and instead opts for a blend of direct
investments and more opportunistic managers”
Judge’s comment

Ärzteversorgung
Westfalen-Lippe
Germany

Founded: 1960
Type: Hybrid German
Versorgungswerk
Assets: €13,152m
Performance:
4.30% (one year); 4.23%
(three years); 4.32% (five
years); 4.07% (10 years)
Members:
Active – 42,748
Retired – 15,983
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED
APG Asset Management
Netherlands
Industriens Pension Denmark
Nationwide Pension Fund UK

KEY POINTS
Large 16.6% infrastructure
portfolio
Investments based on equity
and debt strategies
Extensive internal
administration and management
teams

Ä

rzteversorgung
Westfalen-Lippe (ÄVWL)
is responsible for more
than 58,000 doctors in
the German region of
Westfalen-Lippe. With a current
asset base of some €13.5bn, it is one
of the largest pension funds in
Germany.
Infrastructure investments have
played an important role in ÄVWL’s
investment strategy for many years.
Since it added the asset class in
2016, the portfolio has grown to
some 16.6% of its overall assets. This
equates to some €2.2bn. The reasons
for this large commitment are the
positive risk/return characteristics
that infrastructure displays, with
stable cash flows, lower default rates
compared to more traditional assets
classes, and long-term liability
matching qualities. The overall
target return the scheme has set for
infrastructure is 6%.
Initially, infrastructure featured
as a sub-asset class in other
portfolios at ÄVWL, such as logistics
investments included in real estate
or as strategies in the alternatives
pocket. Since 2010, it has
constituted a separate asset class.

The objective of the portfolio is
to achieve a balanced mix of
investments funded through equity
or debt. The equity portion totals
45% of the assets, while debt
accounts for the remaining 55%. As a
result of a further decline in fixed
income yields, the percentage in
direct investments is expected to
continue growing. This will be
financed by positive earnings above
the actuarial interest rate of 4% and
potential reinvesting from fixed
income maturities.
Contrary to widespread opinion,
ÄVWL does not assume that
infrastructure investments have a
comparable risk profile to mortgage
bonds. The risks associated with
infrastructure investments are
increasingly demanding and
complex direct investments in
particular are much more expensive
to support and manage. For this
reason, in recent years the fund has
invested heavily in the development
of internal management resources to
meet the administrative, structural,
regulatory and tax challenges
associated with the asset class.
ÄVWL believes that it is well
positioned to further expand its
infrastructure exposure within the
overall portfolio.
Over the past 12 months, the
scheme concluded several landmark
transactions in the infrastructure
space. These are expected to
contribute significantly to earnings
in the years to come. Examples
include a direct investment in one of
the largest onshore wind farms
under construction in Norway,
investment in strategic oil storage

and transport infrastructure in
France, and the financing of roads
and a tramway in Spain. These deals
are evidence that ÄVWL now invests
heavily outside its domestic market.

I

n addition to direct investments,
ÄVWL now also gains exposure by
investing in infrastructure funds
– commitments that represent
18% of the strategy. This approach
means the scheme can gain access to
markets and managers that it cannot
access using its direct investment
strategy. These include value-add and
opportunistic funds focusing on the
greenfield sector. The result is an
attractive mix of investments
generating strong cash flows.
ÄVWL’s in-house teams analyse,
invest and monitor all the direct
investments themselves. Some of
these investments are implemented
and administered via a specially
created securitisation platform in
Luxembourg.
Elsewhere, for administration
purposes, ÄVWL can make use of its
existing internal back office
functions. Still, as a result of the
increasing burden of the large
number of commitments and further
plans to expand its direct holdings,
ÄVWL is creating a separate
platform to optimise the
administration and bundle its
infrastructure financing. This has
the added bonus of creating
economies of scale, as other German
institutional investors can access the
platform and ÄVWL can act as the
lead investor in consortia. This also
presents a solution to due diligence
and cost structuring.

JUDGED BY: ANDREW CHAPMAN l CARSTEN ECKERT l GEORG INDERST l RICHARD URBAN
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REAL ESTATE

Right to the core
“Huge amounts of market leadership and innovation
as well as cornerstone investing. Very strong entry”
Judge’s comment

MN Services NV
Netherlands

Founded: 1948
Type: 100% pensions-owned
asset manager
Assets: €128,980m
Performance:
6.63% (real estate, one year)
As at 31December 2017

SHORTLISTED
APG Asset Management
Netherlands
Ärzteversorgung WestfalenLippe Germany
CERN Pension Fund Switzerland
Industriens Pension Denmark
PensionDanmark Denmark

KEY POINTS
€5.3bn varied real estate
portfolio managed for three
pension funds
Top-down approach based on
bottom-up research
Creation of cost-efficient
investment framework for
economies of scale

O

wned by three Dutch
pension funds, MN is
responsible for the
management of €129bn
for over 2m pensions
members. The three pension funds
gain access to the real estate
markets through MN’s direct,
unlisted and listed real estate
strategies. MN aims to grow its
direct and unlisted real estate from
its current value of €5.3bn to about
€8.5bn between 2020 and 2022,
reflecting a 6.8% allocation to private
real estate.
The direct portfolio comprises
some €4.5bn in mandates that are
largely focused on the Netherlands,
with club deals for international
investments. This pursues a core
strategy with 50% managed in-house
and 50% in a separate mandate.
The unlisted portfolio is worth
some €3.5bn and is concentrated on
Europe. For these investments, MN
seeks partnerships with local
specialists. This also follows a core
strategy in open and closed-ended
vehicles. As this is the focus of MN’s
activity recently, separate mandates
are now being considered. Although
the monitoring and selection are

undertaken internally, the daily
management of the investments is
outsourced.
MN acts as a cornerstone investor
in a number of recently launched
core funds and has been adding new
funds to its European unlisted
investment universe in recent times.
One example the firm is particularly
proud of is a club deal with a global
real estate manager and several
other institutional investors focused
on inner city Dutch high streets.
This is one of the largest retail
transactions in the Netherlands in
the past decade, in which sustainable principles play a leading part.

W

orking with Aberdeen, MN this year
launched the first
open-ended panEuropean residential
fund, which is based entirely on
insights gathered in 20 years of active
investment in unlisted real estate and
a large core universe. The first
closing is expected to be between
€400m and €500m.
MN’s portfolio construction is
based on a top-down approach, in
line with real estate’s position in the
risk/return spectrum and implemented after careful bottom-up
market research, according to strict
investment processes that have been
carefully documented and comply
with local regulations. The research
leading to mandates initially
features an in-house balanced
scorecard and INREV analysis
covering aspects such as return
potential, governance and costs.
Once the mandates are formulated,

the firm begins dialogue with
prospective managers about their
governance, leverage, fees, reporting, and sector and regional bias.
Another recent development has
been the creation of a highly
cost-efficient investment framework,
whereby MN takes a leading role in
new fund initiatives or increased
commitments. As a result, the
average fees in its revamped unlisted
portfolio are below 58 basis points
and expected TER below 1%. This
will be maintained or improved by
new initiatives and economies of
scale. Although the results are not
yet available publicly, they are in
line with or exceed expectations.
MN’s new unlisted portfolio has a
focus on sustainability. GRESB
participation is obligatory for each
fund it invests in. A large majority of
the holdings already have GRESB
Greenstar rating and this is expected
to reach 100% within the next two
years. Many have an above-average
GRESB rating. The ratings are
actively monitored and assessed for
improvement. This adds a considerable degree of ESG transparency to
the portfolio.
MN manages both financial and
operational risk on various levels
and through various means in an
open and transparent culture. The
company employs specialist real
estate officers within its dedicated
risk department. Risk is considered
for a number of factors. Firstly, MN
establishes strict boundaries
between its fiduciary activities and
asset management, Next, it sets
limits concerning the type of
strategy, region, sector and leverage.

JUDGED BY: STEPHAN KLOESS l RICHARD URBAN l JEROEN WINKELMAN
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IPE would like to congratulate
the winner of

Risk Management

AMONIS OFP
and all the winners of this
year’s IPE Awards
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RISK MANAGEMENT

Even spread
“Interesting innovative risk management framework
using integrated factor-based ALM in a holistic
approach”
Judge’s comment

Amonis OFP
Belgium

Founded: 1967
Type: Hybrid multi-employer
pension fund
Assets: €1,902m
Performance:
9.74% (one year); 7.35%
(three years); 9.21% (five
years); 3.09% (10 years)
Members:
Active – 27,263
Retired – 1,198
As at 31 December 2017

SHORTLISTED
FRR France
HVB Pension Fund Germany
Stichting Pensioenfonds PGB
Netherlands

KEY POINTS
Holistic framework to measure
investment and solvency risk
Factor modelling approach and
extensive stress testing
Use of call and put options to
calculate liability risk

A

monis is convinced that
neither traditional risk
measures nor a single
risk measurement
method are sufficient to
manage investment risk. The way
forward for Amonis is a mix of types
and methods. It believes risk
management should not be limited to
assets and thus applies an integrated
short and long-term solvency risk
approach that considers both assets
and liabilities.
Amonis’s approach to risk is more
holistic than traditional measures
that concentrate on the assets on a
scheme’s balance sheet that are used
to quantify absolute or relative risk
in investments and drive investment
decisions. Amonis’s approach relies
on a simple tenet: the most important elements are those that lead to
losing money on investments. This
ranges from illiquidity of investments, resulting in a mismatch of
pensions cash flow, to operational or
political risks, which can have the
same degree of impact. In this
framework, the funding risk
becomes total scheme risk and this
needs to be managed.

Identifying separate parameters
for each type of risk and then
analysing how correlated they are
based on their cohesion and
interaction is often cumbersome.
The results are often not conclusive
enough to use. Amonis says this is
normal, as financial data are limited
and not adequate to drive complex
risk calculation models.
Amonis thus seeks alternative
metrics, that, although less granular,
are easier to calculate, more
intuitive and provide better approximate results. It prefers to be more
or less right than completely wrong.
For these reasons, it has adopted a
factor modelling approach to analyse
and manage scheme risk.
Factor modelling gives the
scheme a clearer picture of embedded risks compared to historical
time series models based on value at
risk. Moreover, factor modelling
provides a greater sense of the
source of risk, rather than relying on
opaque risk buckets such as equities
or fixed income.

D

ecomposing investments
by risk factors is an
established practice that
Amonis applies. But
instead of choosing large
sets of factors that could impede
effective simulations, it prefers to
create lots of simulations with fewer
factors driving each scenario. This
process has shown the portfolio to be
well diversified, with alternatives
particularly displaying good mitigat-

ing properties with a high risk
compression ratio of about 30%,
where 100% represents a non-diversified portfolio. Initially, the only
limitation to Amonis’s factor
modelling approach is that it was
applied solely to the assets. The next
step was to apply it to the liabilities.
As an example, liability cash flow
can be written as a series of zero
coupons whose behaviour is linked
to one risk factor: interest. Assumptions about mortality and longevity
are then transformed into a kind of
credit spread. To accommodate key
features of Amonis’s hybrid arrangement, such as a minimum cashback
guarantee at pension age, a minimum guaranteed interest rate and
profit sharing, the scheme assesses
the risk in its liabilities in a more
comprehensive manner. This
involves modelling them as a zero
coupon bond with call and put
options, enabling other risk factors,
such as market and volatility, to be
measured. Inflation is another
source of risk that this approach
could evaluate but this is not
applicable to Amonis. Looking at the
assets as long positions and the
liabilities as short positions, the
difference between the two is either
a surplus or a deficit. This allows
Amonis to measure the factor
sensitivity of the funding ratio based
on the factors that created the
surplus or deficit. This can then
drive the asset allocation to ensure a
holistic view of the scheme’s
long-term solvency position.
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Legal & General Investment Management conor.dempsey@pgim.com
+49 611 172086785
Asia-Pacific
Tom O’Gorman, Head of Distribution –
+44 20 7766 2590
sandra.niethen@dws.com
Ireland
Sarah McMullen, CFA, Principal, Head of
Asset Management One International Ltd
+49 69 91047189				 tom.ogorman@lgim.com
UK Client Advisory Group
Serge Kasai, Executive Director, Head
				 +353 1 905 8520
sarah.mcmullen@pgim.com
Eaton Vance
of Relationship Management & Senior
Volker Kurr, Head of Europe, Institutional +44 20 7766 2539
Product Manager EMEA
Tjalling Halbertsma, Managing Director
volker.kurr@lgim.com
Andreas Mittler, CFA, FRM, Principal,
serge.kasai@am-one-int.co.uk
thalbertsma@eatonvance.com
+49 69 597721211
Client Advisory Group – Germany
+44 20 7090 6018
andreas.mittler@pgim.com
+44 20 3207 1931
Marcel Linotte, Head of Netherlands
Frederic de Merode, Executive Director,
Thomas Body, Business Development
marcel.linotte@lgim.com
+49 69 244341615
Head of Business Development EMEA
Director, Head of Germany & Austria
+31 20 800 6549
frederic.demerode@am-one-int.co.uk
tbody@eatonvance.com
Prudential Financial, Inc. (PFI)
+44 20 7090 6655
+49 69 299233320
LGT Capital Partners (UK) Limited
Amy Kessler, Senior Vice President,
Anthony Catachanas, Director, Head of
Stephen Tilson, Business Development
Caroline Bradshaw, Executive Director
Head of Longevity Risk Transfer
Invesment Solutions EMEA
Director
caroline.bradshaw@lgt.com
amy.kessler@prudential.com
anthony.catachanas@am-one-int.co.uk
stilson@eatonvance.com
+44 20 7529 0966
+1 973 367 8511
+44 20 7090 6203
+44 20 3207 1974
Tom Haas Carstensen, Executive Director
tom.carstensen@lgt.com
Tokio Marine Asset Management
Aviva Investors
eVestment
+41 55 415 96 24
(London) Limited
Rachel Green, Client Solutions Manager
David Keogh, Managing Director, Head
Barbara Brida, Executive Director
Watts Itoh, Head of Business
rachel.green@avivainvestors.com
of EMEA
barbara.brida@lgt.com
Development & Chief Product Specialist
+44 20 7809 6809
davidkeogh@evestment.com
+41 55 415 96 44
tmal@tokiomarine.co.uk
Matthew Graham, Client Solutions Director +44 20 3457 3207
+44 20 7280 8580
matthew.graham@avivainvestors.com
Jean-Philippe Quittot, Head of Sales, EMEA Lyxor Asset Management
+44 20 7809 8795
jpquittot@evestment.com
Xavier Cahierre, Head of Sales for the
Union Bancaire Privée, UBP SA
Heather Brown, Client Relationship
+44 20 3808 4773
EMEA region
Stefanie Steurer, Marketing Specialist
Director
Stephen White, EMEA Marketing Manager xavier.cahierre@sgcib.com
stefanie.steurer@ubp.ch
heather.brown@avivainvestors.com
swhite@evestment.com
+33 7 62 52 27 20
+41 58 819 63 31
+44 20 7809 8592
+44 20 3457 3193
Rudyard Ekindi, Director Global
Investment Solutions
Union Investment Institutional GmbH
AXA Investment Managers
Fidelity International
rudyard.ekindi@lyxor.com
André Haagmann, Managing Director
Francisco Arcilla, Global Head of Sales
Jaap Schlette, Head of Institutional Sales +33 6 68 12 02 94
andre.haagmann@union-investment.de
francisco.arcilla@axa-im.com			 Netherlands
David Niddam, Head of Custom Solutions +49 69 25671031
+33 1 44 45 77 05
jaap.schlette@fil.com
david.niddam@lyxor.com
Sandra Hofer, Head of Institutional
				 +31 20 797 7151
+33 6 71 75 92 32
Clients Austria
Baillie Gifford & Co
Catriona Buckley, Associate Director,
sandra.hofer@union-investment.de
Diana Philip, Client Service Director
Consultant Relations
Mesirow Financial Currency Management +43 1 2055055150
diana.philip@bailliegifford.com
catriona.buckley@fil.com
Joseph Hoffman, Chief Executive Officer
Astrid Joost-van Der Spek, Head of
+44 131 275 2906
+44 20 7074 5885
jhoffman@mesirowfinancial.com		
International Account Management
+1 312 595 7019
Sarah Hardy, Marketing Manager
Oscar Esteban Navarro, Sales Director
astrid.joost@union-investment.com
sarah.hardy@bailliegifford.com
oscar.esteban@fil.com
+49 69 25672117
Morgan Stanley
+44 131 275 2704
+34 917 88 41 66
Jake Halliday, Client Service Manager
Urich Vilstrup, Managing Director
Wells Fargo Asset Management
jake.halliday@bailliegifford.com
Franklin Templeton Investments
ulrich.vilstrup@morganstanley.com
Ben Foley, International Distribution
+44 131 275 2431
Remco Van Dijk, Institutional Sales
+44 7429 7200
ben.foley@wellsfargo.com			
+44 20 7529 7400
Director
Candriam
remco.vandijk@franklintempleton.com
Natixis Investment Managers
Renato Guerriero, Global Head of
+31 20 575 2893
Will Fox-Robinson, UK Institutional
Distribution, Member of the Group
Mats Eloft, Head Of Distribution, Nordic
Business, Development Manager
Strategic & Executive Committees
Region
will.fox-robinson@natixis.com
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GOLD AWARDS
European Pension Fund of the Year
Outstanding Industry Contribution
Pension Fund Achievement of the Year
Long-Term Investment Strategy

PensionDanmark
Torben Möger Pedersen
Philippe Desfossés
AP4

SILVER AWARDS
Corporate Pension Fund
Multi-Employer/Professional Pension Fund
Public Pension Fund
Small Pension Fund
Sovereign Reserve Fund
Active Management
Passive Management

Stichting Calpam-Pensioenfonds
Industriens Pension
Church Commissioners for England
Pensioenfonds UZ Gent - UGent OFP
FRR
AP4
FRR

BRONZE AWARDS
PFA Pension
AP4
Nordea Investments
Ärzteversorgung Westfalen-Lippe

Alternatives
Equities
Equities
Fixed Income

COUNTRY AWARDS
VBV-Pensionskasse
APK Vorsorgekasse
Pensioenfonds UZ Gent - UGent OFP
INVL Mezzo II 53+ pension fund
PensionDanmark
ERAFP
Bosch Pensionsfonds
Bayerische Versorgungskammer
Construction Workers’ Pension Scheme
Fondo Pensione Nazionale BCC/CRA
Fondo Pensioni del Personale Gruppo BNL/BNP
Paribas Italia
Stichting Pensioenfonds PGB
Fundo de Pensões Horizonte Ações
Frjálsi Pension Fund
DuPont Pension Plan
Geroa Pentsioak EPSV
AP4
Caisse de prévoyance de l’Etat de Genève (CPEG)
NEST (National Employment Savings Trust)

Austria (Pensionskasse)
Austria (Vorsorgekasse)
Belgium
Central & Eastern Europe
Denmark
France
Germany (bAV)
Germany (Versorgungswerk)
Ireland
Italy
Italy
Netherlands
Portugal
Small Countries
Spain (corporate scheme)
Spain (multi-employer scheme)
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom

THEMED AWARDS
Climate Related Risk Management
Credit & Alternatives
DC & Hybrid Strategies
Emerging Markets
ESG
Factor Investing
In-House Investment Team
Innovation
Pensions Governance & Administration
Portfolio Construction & Diversification
Real Assets & Infrastructure
Real Estate
Risk Management

FRR
PensionDanmark
Amundi Pension Fund
ERAFP
APG
HVB Pension Fund
Tesco Pension Scheme
PensionDanmark
Pensionskasse SBB
AP4
Ärzteversorgung Westfalen-Lippe
MN (MN Services NV)
Amonis OFP

